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This new frontier of tree scence has
many useful applications for the Arborist
practitioner. While not yet available for
tree health problems, it will be in the
near future and could change how
you manage many of the trees
under your care.
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Tree care is a craft that requires a great deal from the user as well as
f ruin the equipment. The 335XPT arborist saw is light and balanced,
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Thumb grip
Throttle finger
support

aizd featii res our exclusit 'e A rborGrzp, a textured handle u 'itl thu in b
and throttle finger supports to give you a stronger grip for better
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control. The pou'e,ful engine housed in a compact san' bud)' ensures
unbeatable pou'eito-u'eight ratio which makes it possible to cut higher

Built-in
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and larger branches in narrou' and difficult positions. Husqi'arna also
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o,t/ers afull line of speciaTh' designed safety gear, and u'e are proud
to sponsor ArborJlaster training programs. To find your nearest
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Husqz'arna Power Retailer just call 1-800-HUSKY 62. For information
about .4rborMaster Training, call 1-800-48-5958. ext. 8-4513.
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Husqvarna
Tough Name.Tough Equipment.

Use of chain saws in trees should only be done by professionals with specific training.
© 1999 Husqvarna
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Include the Sandman in
Your Safety Checklist
Tree Care Inc/us fri

Given any thought lately to whether or not the crewmember above
you with that chain saw got a good night's sleep last night? .Or the
person next to you feeding the chipper? Or the one driving the truck
this morning?
Before you discount this cclumn, listen to some of the latest statistics about sleep deprivation, and you just might be updating your safety checklist tomorrow morning. They can be
found in an article by Lyric Waliwork Winik in last month's edition of Parade Magazine.
"Lack of sleep is an epidemic social disease," according to Dr. Christopher Earley, a neurologist at Johns Hopkins. The National Sleep Foundation reports that 62 percent of Americans
have trouble with sleeping multiple times in a week, and 40 percent say sleep deprivation gets
in the way of functioning. Jodi Mindell of St. Joseph's University reports that 27 percent of us
doze off while driving each year, and 100,000 accidents happen due to sleep deprivation. Winik
states that "Just 100 years ago, Americans got nine hours of sleep a night. Today, many of us
barely get seven."
Going directly to the results of the National Sleep Foundation's 2000 Omnibus Sleep in
America Poll (OSAP) on the Internet, I found more interesting information for us. Quoting
directly from the survey results:
"Nearly one-half of those surveyed (46%) say that working more than 10 hours in a day
makes them too sleepy to do quality or safe work. This finding is cut in half for working 8 hours
or less (25%) or 8-10 hours (24%).
In a separate question, respondents were asked whether sleepiness interferes with their abilitv to function in their jobs. Of the respondents who stated that their work was diminished:
• More than six out of ten (61%) say their concentration is diminished.
• More than one-half (5 1 %) say sleepiness interferes with the amount of work they do.
• Four out of ten (40%) say the quality of work they do suffers.
So how do we change behaviors? Most of us wouldn't hesitate to let the crew leader know
that one of the crewmembers has an alcohol problem, or isn't following the safety procedures
of the company. Some things just seem so straightforward in safety that we aren't willing to risk
the threat to ourselves from somebody else's carelessness. But talking about sleep?
Staying alive is pretty compelling, and peer pressure can be one of the most effective ways of
changing behavior. Remember how cool it once was to smoke cigarettes? Now, smokers stand
outside in the rain away fron. the front door, because peer pressure moved them there.
So are you willing to help make sleep deprivation a safety consideration in your company?
Tomorrow a crewmember could say, "No, I didn't stay up to watch the game last night. I wanted
to live today."
Do you have the courage to make the Sandman part of your safety program? Have you
ever checked to see how many hours of sleep somebody got when you're investigating an
accident? Wouldn't it be interesting to find out if it was that easy to reduce a percentage of
accidents by adding a good night's sleep to safety procedures.
It's not a lightweight issue. Let's make sleep deprivation "uncool." It could be the difference between serious injury, disability, life or death.
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Armillaria Root Rots
BY Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Pesticide Notification Laws
BY Rick How/and & Diana Cardillo

8 Shigo discusses root rot and predisposition

Accounting: Talking the Talk
By Mary McVicker
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0 Outlook

BY Cynthia Mills, CAE

A safe work record can be a function of
sleep as well as training.

Branch Office
By Wayne Ou'law

Managing today's younger workers requires
understanding their vision of work and life.

Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree care industry

24 Washington in Review
BY Peter Gersienberger

Armillaria infection on a
white birch. Photo courtesy Dr. Alex L Shigo.

Plans for safety inspections, ergonomics and
hours of services rules nearing completion.

Arborist Equipment
BY Tim Ard

The best way to reclaim a flooded chain saw
is to avoid the problem in the first place.
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NAA Forum
The business of tree care shines at Winter
Management Conference 2001 in Florida.

TO l's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the
latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and
equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for
commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as
well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of
trees. The official publication of the non-profit National Ar borist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members
in the field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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the right equipment - use Vermeer. The BC2000 work demands, the BC2000 delivers. This
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and reliable design to succeed.
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Urban Forestry
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CUSTOMER: PLEASE REMOVE AFTER 48 HOURS.

By Richard Yach
Tree care companies working to save
Florida's citrus crop.
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Industry Almanac
Important regional and national meetin
and activities

Urban Forestry
By Jennifer Scott-Lifland
A citizen's group in California experiments for tree planting success.

QD

Book Review
By Robert Rou.;e
The Tree Climbers Companion is a
handy reference and training manual.

QD Tree Care Practices

B N, Cass Turnbull
Pruning Japanese laceleaf maple requires
patience, knowledge and skill.

QD Pest Alert

QD

O Business Opportunities

OZ

Asian longhorned beetle is moving beyond
its quarantine area. Join the fight.

By John Aiim
Managing contract labor for snow removal is a
whole different ball game for owners of tree care
companies.

Tree Care Milestones
Br Coleen Heratv
Sierra Moreno Mercantile celebrates 25 years
Of supplying arbcrists with the tools of the trade.

OZ

Classified Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses, new and
used products for sale

Pest Management
Br David Munson
Cultural practices and client reassurance is
the best way to treat tar spot.

Tree News Digest
Br Keith A. Regan
News, stories, clips and information on
trees from around the world

Management Exchange

From the Field

Br Phi/lip M. Perry
Cutting down on workers' comp costs is one
path on the road to profitability.

Br Tina McConnell
You never know what you'll find inside
historic trees.
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ow do root rots kill trees? Do they? Are
the "killer fungi" the primary cause?
What is meant by predisposition? Who is
Sorauer, and why do we need to know something
about his work? It is time to take a closer look at
root rots, and especially those caused by species of
Armillaria. I say species of Armil/aria because we
know that more species than Armillaria mellea are
involved.
The subject of armillaria root rot has been discussed many times. I will try to give some
information that is not usually reported. First, as
with any problem, it is important to understand the
background information and some history. That is
why I plan to include predisposition and the father
of the subject. Paul Sorauer, in this brief discussion.

History: Hartig and Sorauer

—

I

. .

:

4..

..

Decay associated with a species of Armillaria in the roots of this American
beech was compartmentalized as it spread into the tree base.

The year 1874 is a good time to start. This is the
year that Robert Hartig published his famous book
on important diseases of forest trees. The first subject in this
book is armillaria root rot. Hartig called the fungus Agaricus
(Armillaria) inelleus. Hartig took the disease concepts of Anton
Dc Bary and Gotthelf Kuhn and applied them to trees. This
was a monumental moment for all trees. Hartig proved that the

for plant diseases by a person history seems to have forgotten,
or left behind, Paul Sorauer. More than half of his book was
on abiotic causes of diseases and predisposition. Although his
book was reprinted six times prior to 1934, his concepts on
predisposition just were not able to compete with the concepts
of a single pathogen for a single disease, in-I uding decay in trees and wood products.
lie strange part of this story is that argucnts went on for decades about whether
ccay in trees could even be considered a
disease. Why? Because decay was said to be
the breakdown of dead heartwood. How
could you have a disease of dead matter? The
heartrot concept that followed was really a
decomposition concept. The response of the
ing tree to the wounds and the infections
was not considered. Also, isolations for fungi
were done on malt agar alone, which does
not support growth of bacteria and non-decay causing fungi. Consequently, associated
microorganisms were not detected frequently.
Over the years, the concepts of Paul
Sorauer have made more sense to me. A
major reason why his work is so difficult to
Decay associated with a species of Arm illaria was weakly compartmentalized in the
base of this Populus tremuloides (arrows in the wood). The red arrow shows the
understand and accept is because it is diffibarrier zone and the arrow at left shows the fungus wedge that spread into the bark.
cult to remember the many seemingly
unimportant events and agents that accumulate over time and predispose a host to
fungus fruiting on a wound was the same as the fungus causpathogens that could kill or cause decay. It is easy to see and
ing the rot behind the wound. The single fungus, single disease
touch the decayed wood, the large sporophores and the declinconcept was accepted and began to move quickly. One reason
ing tree. If the sporophores are obvious when the tree is
was that problems of decay in living trees and wood products
declining, the fungus inside the tree that relates to the sporowere considered very economically important.
phores must be the cause. This story repeats and repeats.
Also in 1874. another hook was written. It was a handbook
This point is well-taken with armillaria root rot. How could
TREE CARE INDUSTRY
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anyone say that a declining
tree that has many mushrooms at the base is not dying
because of the fungus infection? The mushrooms of
Armillaria species do indicate
without a doubt that the fungus on the inside is the same
as the fungus of the fruiting
bodies on the outside. Hartig
proved this. We hear it said
many times over and over that
Arinillaria is a tree killer or
the armillaria root rot killed
my tree!
At this point. I'm sure
Sorauer is turning over again,
as a pinwheel, in his grave.

White spreading "fans" of mycelium from an Armillaria
infection are shown at the base olf this white birch. As
tree defense decreases from root infections, the pathogen often grows rapidly into the bark.

Why are root rots
called killers?
Have you ever wondered
why there are so many fungi

Please circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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known to cause decays in trunks of trees,
yet few are cited as the cause of decline
and death? The answer usually given is
that the rots are compartmentalized.
Don't roots compartmentalize infections
also? Of course they do! And, they usually do it more effectively than trunks.
So. why is it said so often that root-rotting fungi, such as Arinillaria species,
kill trees?
A major problem is that trunk wood and
root wood is thought to be similar. When
you start with a false premise, confusion
or myth will always follow. Root wood is
different from trunk wood in many ways.
Trunk wood and root wood both store
starch in living cells, but root wood ha
much greater percentage of living cc]
than trunk wood. When 1-KI is poured
over the cut surfaces of trunk wood and
root wood of the same tree, the root wood
will be much darker in color, indicating
more starch in more living cells.
Starch is not soluble in water. However.

when water molecules are chemically "inserted" back into starch by way of amylase
enzymes, the starch is converted back to
glucose. Glucose is the fuel for life. Glucose also "runs" the defense system. When
glucose reserves are high, defense is high.
When glucose reserves are low, defense is
low. When defense is high, we say the organism is healthy. Most pathogens are
opportunists and wait until defense is low
before they attack.
Before I continue with this subject. I
should give some other characteristics of
root wood. Roots also mechanically support the tree. Root wood does have
lignin, but not as much as trunk wood.
This is best shown when you cut trunk
wood and root wood of the same tree and
feel the difference. It is much easier to
cut root wood than trunk wood. Roots
transport liquids that contain essential
elements for tree life. The diameters of
root wood vessels, or tracheids. are usually larger than those in trunk wood.

Al fl !J Ii

''Agree or not, all living things will obey natural laws of energy and matter. The laws state that no organism or system
will remain orderly (healthy) unless there is a continuous supply of energy, and that energy and matter cannot be
destroyed but only converted to other f orms.

Great numbers of living parenchyma
cells usually surround root wood vessels.
The living cells in root wood also
"make" many substances essential for
tree life. Roots do not have a pith. Roots
do not have a green cortex. Roots do not
"make" their own energy. Roots do not
have heartwood. Space for storage of
energy reserves is of top priority.

Storage space equals
defense
Back to compartmentalization for

See us at

more on why root rots are cited as tree
killers. The good news is that roots are
effective compartmentalizers of infections. The bad news is that when the
compartmentalization processes repeat
faster than the ability of the generating
tree to produce enough new healthy
wood in new positions, troubles for the
tree start. As more and more root wood
is compartmentalized after repeated attacks by pathogens, it is not long before
space for storage of energy reserves begins to decrease. As energy reserves
decrease, defense decreases. As defense
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continues to decrease, a point is reached
where energy reserves are so depleted
that further compartmentalization does
not function. No defense! Pathogens can
then grow at will in the host. This is how
species of Armillaria and other root-infecting microorganisms serve the final
death notice to trees. Much more still
must be said. (Poor Sorauer.)

Root canker rots

lar ability to grow slightly in wood and
rapidly in bark. The difference is that the
fungi that incite perennial trunk cankers
are not able to grow rapidly in wood and
cause decay.

Predisposition means
low defense
Time for Paul Sorauer to enter again.
How does his predisposition concept fit
into this story? First, think about where

root-rotting fungi.
In forests, Armillaria spp. also follow
defoliations, such as those caused by gypsy
moth caterpillars, and diseases such as
beech bark disease and oak wilt. Also,
mushrooms of Armillaria species are common on stumps. Removal of the top does
not mean that the woody roots die immediately. As the energy reserves in the roots
decrease, the point is reached when defense
systems no longer function. The "clean-up
crews" enter. Tree removals in urban ar eas, even when the stumps
' are ground down, still provide root wood for
opportunistic pathogens. A
populations of the pathogen
build up, they may attack
trees that have stronger defense systems.
What Sorauer said was
that when conditions or other
agents cause defense to decrease, predisposition starts.
The hosts become easier to
attack or the host is predisposed to attack.

Species of Armillaria have
a unique ability to rot wo
and form wedges into ii.
root bark. In a sen
Armillaria species are ro1
canker rots because this
also an ability of canker r
of trunks. And, the fungi th
incite trunk canker rots usually infect branch stubs th.
have weak protection zone,,.
Protection zones at the b.iof the trunk branches or row
branches depend on eneru
reserves for protection suE
stances. The story repeats
energy reserves decrease.
protection zones beconic
weaker and finally lose thu
ability to resist invasion I.
the pathogens.
Agree or not, all living
Canker rots are caused I
fungi that can rot wood
- things will obey natural laws
of energy and matter. The
form wedges into the bark.
Arrow 1 in this spruce root (Picea rubens) shows the position of an
laws state that no organism
When conditions are best for
Armillaria bark wedge that formed several years before the second
or system will remain orrotting wood, they rot wood.
wedge formed, as shown by arrow 2.
derly (healthy) unless there
When conditions are not best
is a continuous supply of enfor rotting wood, the pathoergy,
and
that
energy and matter cannot be
gens form large wedges into the bark. As
problems blamed on species of
destroyed but only converted to other
Armillaria are most serious. I think you
the bark wedges increase in size, they
forms.
squeeze and eventually kill the cambium
will agree that in urban areas it will be
The law of conservation of matter
in places where intensive work is done
from the bark side inward. Then the de"clicks"
in when the energy flow of any
fenseless wood beneath the bark is easily
to provide beautiful landscapes. In forsystem becomes inefficient. The energy
ests, it will be where the trees are heavily
invaded by the pathogens. In time, the exstill remaining in the system—the tree and
cut—as in clear cuts, plantation thinning
panded volume of infected wood is
especially the roots—will not be wasted.
or intensive selection—repeated at short
compartmentalized. As this host-pathogen
This is what I mean when I say that the
time intervals. There must have been a
"seesaw" continues, the host can "win" if
"clean-up crew" enters. Some other organcompartmentalization is fast and effective.
reason why Robert Hartig spent 30 years
isms will "come in" to use the remaining
and enough new wood is formed to store
studying Armi/laria spp. And why it was
energy in more efficient ways. The wood
the first subject in his first book. The
more energy reserves. The host begins to
is made up mostly of cellulose, hemicel"lose" when the pathogens begin to occupy
forestry management methods in that
lulose and lignin. All of these substances
more and more space.
part of the world favor conditions that
have a carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
invite species of Armillaria and other
Perennial trunk cankers have a simi-
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As Armillaria infections and infections associated with other
root-rotting fungi spread into
larger roots, the infections are
compartmentalized, but storage
space is decreased to the point
where defense processes no
longer function. Then, the pathogens grow rapidly in the host.

framework and can be
utilized by microorganisms as an energy
source for their metabolisms. Animals do
not have the enzymes to
make the chemical conversions. Many
microorganisms do.
The energy in the remaining starch and
wood is then used further.
Think what would
happen if these natural
laws were not operating? We would have no
breakdown of once-living organisms. You can think of life as a
journey, powered by the sun, of a highly
ordered group of chemicals, borrowed
from the soil. Death is the end of the journey when chemicals and their energy are
returned to the soil to be used again for new
life. Everything is recycled. No waste!

How do the pathogens
get into the roots?
Species of Arinillaria are ubiquitous in
soil. The black shoestrings, or
rhizomorphs, can easily be found growing
around many living, healthy roots. The
fungi in this genus have been found
throughout extremely large land areas. My
point is that they seem to be everywhere.
just waiting for the right conditions to attack. If they are everywhere, why do they
not kill all trees? Just as the sun and the
cold are triggers for other problems, so it
is with Armillaria species. The gun ML111
be loaded or in a state where the triggL
once pulled, will set it off. Again, low d,
fense is the condition for infection. But
where do they get in?
Roots have many branch roots, just as
trunks have many branches. As described
briefly above, there is a protection zone at
the base of branch roots just as in trunk
branches. When energy reserves are low,
the protection zones are weak.

Get It At Kramer's
1-800-500-7835
See us at
TCI EXPO
2000!

World Famous

KRAMER EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Comnpanyjbunder, Captain I. J. Kramner, training
his unit - the 1st Engineer Special Brigade at
Camp Abbot Oregon, 1943.

Established 1947

7835 Richmond Highway
Alexandria, VA 22306
Phone: (703) 360-4777
Fax: (703) 360-1065

Please circle 5() on Reader Service Card
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Roots in forests where no human activithrow more stuff on, all will be better),
• When storms bend trees to the point
ties have gone on for many years still have
it is a wonder trees grow in our urban
where some roots are splintered, it is best
many wounds. As roots squeeze against
areas. And the assaults go on and on.
to sever the root at the tree side of the
each other, dead spots and cracks may
What must be done to slow the pace
splintered area. Care must be taken that
form. As roots squeeze against rocks, the
of "overs" is to learn some simple tree
the injured root or the severed roots do
same type of wounds may occur. Then
basics. Ignorance of tree biology has
not make the tree a high risk for failure.
there are insect wounds and wounds caused
been, and still is, the major problem of
by small animals. My point is that the
trees worldwide. That goes for urban
pathogens do not have to "look hard" to
trees and forest trees.
find openings into the roots.
• For all tree managers, or for people
The rhizomorphs always seem to be
who aim to cultivate trees in urban or
there. As wounds are inflicted and as
forest areas, the ten most common trees
branch root protection zones weaken, the
they deal with should be identified. Of
pathogens attack.
all the trees a person looks after, usually
In 1960, I storLcd 4Udlct on loot r01.
In areas where soils receive high
90 percent will be ten or fewer species.
Roots of many red pine, Pinus resino
amounts of water, another type of wound
Then list—write—at least 20 features
in plantations were dug out and dissected
or opening can occur.
to study Fomes annosus,
When water is abundant,
now called
Heterobasidion annosum.
the suberin protection at
Later studies were done
the base of mycorrhizae
on what was called
may not form. With
Armillaria mellea on red
leaves, the leaf starts to
spruce, Picea rubens, and
die and then the basal abbeech, Fagus grandifolia.
scission zone forms. With
Many of the beech trees
mycorrhizae, the mycorwere in decline from
rhizal organ dies after the
beech
bark disease. Hunabscission zone forms.
dreds of trees were dug
When the zone does not
out and dissected. Thouform, it serves as the persands of isolations were
fect infection court for
taken
from selected specimicroorganisms, such as
mens.
The published
those in the genus
results showed that the inPhvtophthora. The dead
Aim
fections "followed" the
spots could also be openCODIT patterns, and that
ing for other organisms.
The broken mycorrhiza shows the basal attachment that could be an infecmany other microorgantion court for other root pathogens in the soil. Under ideal conditions, an
isms—bacteria
and
abscision zone forms first at the base and then the mycorrhiza dies.
non-decay
causing
Now comes the hard
fungi—were involved in
part! What can be done to reduc injuabout the tree. When there are removals
the diseases.
ries by root-infecting organisms? A
or logging, take a few minutes to examI also believe from research done years
major actor in this story has not been disine the insides of the trees. Start a sample
ago that spores of Armillaria spp. from
cussed—humans. I believe that humans
collection. The more you learn about
mushrooms pass through insects, usually
and their activities are major causes of
your trees, the better and faster will be
fungus gnats, before they germinate.
root rots, by way of predisposition.
your decisions to have treatments that
In the end, there will always be some
When trees, knowingly or unknowpromote health.
bug or some obvious sporophore on a deingly, are over-watered (to support
• If you know that large woody roots
clining and dying tree. They will get the
weed-free green grass), over-injected
are infected, do not add fertilizers to
blame for the death. When you see these
(because you can kill everything, good
those areas or the fertilizers will benefit
signs and symptoms, think about all the
guys and bad guys and no need for diagthe pathogens more than the tree.
predisposition factors that set the tree up
noses), over-mulched (so what can we do
• If roots must be cut for any reason,
for the "clean-up crew." Then pity poor
with all these chips?), planted too deeply
make cuts with sharp instruments. No
Sorauer!
(we have always done it that way), overneed to paint.
braced (it won't fall over, even in a high
• When transplanting trees, always
Dr. Alex L. Shigo is owner of Shigo and
wind), over-amended (maybe if we
remove broken and crushed roots.
Trees, Associates in Durham, N.H.
T u

We need a more complete story if we are to
reduce injury caused
root rots

•

What to do?
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R085 SUPER CUTTER
DIESEL POWERED.___
Now RAYCO brings you all the advantages of a high horsepower, high production unit in a maneuverable, self-propelled
package. With its 83hp diesel engine and hydrostatic cutter wheel drive, the RG85 offers maximum performance without
taking a tow vehicle into the lawn.
RAYCO's exclusive hydrostatic cutter wheel drive offers several advantages over traditional belt or gearbox drive
systems. It delivers maximum service life of drive train components, reducing maintenance costs and downtime. And

RAYCO's "Quick Stop" cutter wheel gives peace of mind by ensuring the safest possible working environment.
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,to"aH 1=4800=392m26496
4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-9954
www.raycomfg.com I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com
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"The Stump Cutter People
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ManagingToday's Younger Workers
By I'Vavne

Outlait'

44
hy can't I get today's
younger people to care
like I did when I started out?"
Something similar is often heard
whenever owners of tree care companies
get together. Workers who entered the
job market in the last ten years are significantly different from their
counterparts of the past. These twenty to
thirty-something year-olds with their
new ideas and values may very well reshape not only the job market, but
business.
Tree care has long relied on younger
workers, and it is critical owners understand this workforce to provide the
conditions to attract, reward and keep
those employees. With unemployment at
all-time lows and dipping below three
percent in some areas, tapping all sources
of the labor market is critical. More
importantly. members of this group are
your leaders and managers of tomorrow.
The first generation of 'latch-key"
kids, often products of divorced or dualcareer families, learned independence
early. They are also the first generation
to see their parents affected by restructuring and downsizing, and see it as
evidence of the lack of corporate loyalty.
These events have molded not only

W

their habits, but their values. No longer
is blind loyalty to a company, or even an
idea, considered fashionable in their
circles. They are very serious about their
careers and are very dedicated: however,
their dedication may appear different
than some older managers might expect.
They can be incredibly motivated and
dedicated, however they draw the line at
encroachment on their personal lives.
You hear phrases like, 'I want a life outside of work." This may be a result of
seeing their parents dedicate many years
and hours per week to an organization
that restructured, downsized or eliminated their position. The desire for a life
outside of work may not be a desire for
pleasure, but rather a desire to keep balance in their live to allow time and
energy to sustain relationships that they
consider important.
This is the first generation to enter the
workplace without the values associated
with life-long employment. While they
may want jobs to be long-term, frequent
job changes do not appear bad to them and
may reflect their career strategy of moving toward greater responsibility and
income.
This lack of expectation for life-long
employment has a significant effect on ten-
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ure in an organization. Because these employees do not see changing jobs as
negatively as did those in the past, they
tend to respond differently. Years ago. it
was not uncommon for an employee to
work for years, all the while complaining
that they were unhappy in their job.
Today's younger worker, if unhappy, tends
to take action as soon as a suitable replacement job is found—or even earlier. This
mandates that employers eliminate problems, such as poor managers or lack of
training, that cause irritation and dissatisfaction. Especially with today's fully
employed workforce, there are too many
other opportunities for a dissatisfied
worker to remain on the job very long.
To create ajob that employees are attracted to and want to remain in, the
employer must understand the needs of
workers. Their drive for independence
has created the need for flexible hours
and even flexible work strategies, which
can be difficult for an arborist trying to
meet schedules and customer expectations. Benefits must also reflect the needs
of today's younger worker. They may
value child care, elder care and education reimbursement more than the
traditional 401(k) or retirement plan.
Many younger workers are exactly what

employers claim they want: workers who
don't expect job security, are committed
to self-education, are comfortable with
new methods and technology, and aren't
fazed by relentless change. They enter the
workplace very aware of the economic
challenge of their generation to do as well
as their parents.
Our attitude surveys have determined
this group has specific values that are
different from previous generations.
They value a company that appreciates
them and their contribution. They want
to work for companies that use positive,
ethical management practices, not outdated methods of fear and intimidation.
The days of a foreman telling an employee "do it or else" are over. Younger
workers want to know what the company
will do for them, and they feel their effort, knowledge, and loyalty can be
exchanged for items of equal value.
To manage younger workers, it is not

enough to understand the wants of a generation or group. It is essential to find out
what each individual wants. Employers
must understand that each individual's
needs and wants are different, and unless fulfilled, the result will be a lack of
interest, poor performance and turnover.
It is essential that organizations and
managers communicate with younger
employees clearly and openly. Candid,
honest and frequent communication will
do a lot to build loyalty. They expect and
demand it more than employees of past
generations.
They generally want ways to achieve in
business and still be able to meet their per sonal goals. If business objectives block
personal objectives, business loses. I-lowever, these individuals need to be
challenged because if they are not, they
will apply their talents to outside projects
or another job. For the generation that grew
up with video games and watching MTV.

it is essential to keep them challenged and
their minds stimulated.
For years. we have heard that managers need to understand employees and
use positive management techniques to
help them attain their goals. Our experience with clients indicates this is even
more important when they have a large
number of workers under thirty. There
is no need for radical or different approaches to managing the younger
worker. The same solid. "good sense"
management techniques used for years
will pay dividends in managing today's
younger worker.
The change today is they are not a
luxury. they are a necessity.
Wayne Outlaw is author of "Smart
Staffing: How to Hire. Reward, and Keep
Top People For Your Growing Coinpanv. " He may 1c io/o/ or Iiitp://
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Options:
• Removable Roofs
• Liftgates
• Cranes
• Extra Tool Boxes
• Brake Controller
• Delivery

Let Us Furnish
Your Truck Chassis
55 Years Building Quality
Forestry Bodies
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AV

.14' Long • 16/4 Yards
• "L"ToollThrubox
• All Galvaneal Construction
• Dust Release System (DRS)

TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT CO.
885 Harmon Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43223
NA11OKAL AR8OST

For a FREE BROCHURE/QUOTE, Contact Mike Cassady 1-800-288-0992
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The Royal Sport is a new hybrid truck, made by Royal Truck and offered through Ford
dealers nationwide. Royal's bed design, big enough to carry 4-foot x 8-foot plywood
sheets, conforms to cab and bodylines, combining style and utility. It has in-line automotive door-style handles, sealed-gas shocks to hold doors open and eight
compartments, including two spaces long enough to hold fishing rods, guns or baseball bats. Four of the compartments have side-opening doors with adjustable
lock-in-place shelves and two are 8-inch high rollout drawers. There are removable
inserts for the 87.5-inch long, top opening spaces to accommodate small parts such
as nuts, bolts, etc. All spaces are completely weather-stripped and have locks and
hidden hinges for security. Dudley DeZonia, president of Paramount, California-based
/
Royal Truck, initially expected the truck would appeal to business and trade buyers,
Jr
but upscale recreational purchasers have been equally enthusiastic. "People see it as
the perfect combination of utility truck and recreational pickup," DeZonia added.
"Sportsmen and RVers get lots of secure storage with the comfort and style of a highend pickup. Trades people get easily accessible compartments and a sleek design that
presents a nice image for their business. The Royal Sport comes with 8-foot or 9-foot
bed options depending on the truck model Ford is also offering a 2000 model year "commercial upfit" incentive to eligible end
users, depending on chassis model. The new design can be ordered at any Ford dealer. Additional information can be obtained from Royal Truck at 800-834-7692, or at e-mail roytruck@aol.com .
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For the past 50 years, Rexius has been developing and perfecting the Express Blower,
a pneumatic conveying system. Operated by one person through remote control, it
quickly and efficiently spreads large quantities of organic material—even to remote
locations—and leaves a smooth finished appearance only blower spreading can
offer. All models are equipped with a self-feeding system. There is no waste and no
need to hand feed or shovel. The dust suppression system keeps the working conditions as clean as possible. All models come with a lift tailgate system for easy
off-loading and clean-out capabilities. On-board hose sections make set-up to inaccessible areas fast and easy. Depending on the model, the blower is capable of
blowing up to 800 feet. Specially designed hose storage areas keep hoses neat,
accessible and out of the way. Hoses come in four and five-inch diameter, making
it possible to blow fine bark products up to coarser wood mulch.
v
Operators receive extensive
Liower truck training after purchase of the unit. In addition,
advertising and promotional assis.
.P
tance is available to aid in your
;: ... '-'
marketing efforts. For more infor•
:
-mation contact Express Blower at
.-•800-285-7227 or visit their web site
at www.expressblower.com .
Please circle 182 on Reader Service Card

Eastern Metal/USA-SIGN provides innovative work zone and traffic control safety
products including portable and compact
sign stands,
reflective
roll-up and
rigid signs
cones and
barrels, barMEN
Jricades and
WORKING
lights plus
\/
other fluorescent and
reflective
/
products.
Safety issues, set-up
requirements, visibility at higher speeds,
nighttime visibility and legal requirements
are part of the product design. For information about their product lines contact their
NY headquarters at 800-872-7446 or e-mail:
info@ usa-sign.com .
Please circle 183 on Reader Service Card

John Deere announced that its popular four-wheel-drive loader High-Lift option, custom fitted in the past, is now available direct from the factory. When the load is lighter and dump
height critical, High-Lift arms with special bucket links can ad substantial reach to a variety
of Deere's loader models and increase bucket and fork clearance. Crews using a High-Lift
package can maneuver in tighter quarters to dump and reduce damage to trucks, rail cars
and other high-side transports. it can also stockpile material higher and use space more efficiently. The extra height allows a full bucket roll that reduces cycle times dramatically over
standard-length-arm loaders. With greater reach and excellent visibility, loader operators can
distribute material evenly and stack it more precisely. The High-Lift option is backed by the
CounterPartsTM program, which means users can count on machine-down parts replaced in
under two hours or they will be delivered free the next day. For more information, call 800503-3373 or visit their web site at www.deere.com/ind.
Please circle 184 on Reader Service Card
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Leonardi Manufacturing Company, Inc. is pleased to announce the purchase of the rights to
manufacture Levco stump grinding teeth. They now stock Levco Standard, Levco Beveled,
and Levco Tiger teeth, as well as the accompanying accessories, which include the replaceable, threaded weld-on base, torx wrench, and bolts. The increased the strength in all of
these teeth is the result of using a higher alloy, heat-treated steel. The Standard tooth is
single-ended with a sharp cutting angle, now with thicker carbide. It can be used with all
horsepower machines and is the fastest cutting and sharpest of the Levco teeth. The Beveled tooth was the newest of the Levco line. Both the Beveled and the Tiger teeth can be
used for rockier soils. The Tiger teeth should be used for higher horsepower machines. For
more information, contact Leonardi Manufacturing Company, Inc. at 800-537-2552 or e-mail:
LEONARDIMFG@worldnett.att.net.

4f
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Vermeer Manufacturing Company announced the introduction of the TG800
Tub Grinder, designed for large volume
wood and yard waste disposal, waste
reduction and recycling tasks. It has a
powerful electronic fuel-injected, twin
turbo-charged and after-cooled Cater pillar 3412E, which delivers 800 hp (596
kw) into a gear reduction transmission
driven hammermill. The high efficiency,
microprocessor-controlled transmission enables the tub grinder to deliver
maximum torque with minimum
hammermill wear. Offering the largest
inside tub diameter in the industry (11
ft., 3.35m) with a large top flare, the
grinder is capable of taking on heavyduty, high production grinding
applications. The tub design virtually
eliminates material bridging and the
belly conveyor, a 60-inch (152 cm) wide
belt, operates at 774 feet per minute and
has moveable plows for material movement. The 49-inch (122 cm) rear
discharge conveyor has a maximum
loading height of 18 feet (5 m) and an
adjustable belt speed of up to 1300 feet
per minute. The tub grinder features a
tested Falling Object Canopy located
above the ground control panel, tub lift
and neutral start interlocks. It also has
the Thrown Object Restrain System,
which increases work site safety and
tub-grinding production. For more information, contact Brian Metcalf or Daryl
Bouwkamp at Vermeer by calling 888837-6337.
Please circle Sb on Reader Sers ice Card
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New or old Swaploader turns
your truck into a versatile fleet
-

Sss apLoader

a hr draulic hook-lift hoist. When mounted

is

on a truck chassis a SsapLoader hoist lets you "swap"
bodies in a matter of minutes. all from inside the safety and
comfort of the cab. This lets you use one truck as a dump
tiLick. flatbed. water tank, van hodr. salt/sand spreader.
i eluse container, and more

It's as easy as 1-2-3.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

R. Douglas Cowan Elected Chair of American
Forests' Board of Directors

New England Grows
2001
"A Fresh Perspective" is the theme for the
ninth annual New England Grows! Trade
show at the Hynes Convention Center in
Boston, Mass., on Feb. 8-10, 2001. Headlining the conference is horticulturist Tony
Avent, owner of Plants Delight Nursery, Inc.
in Raleigh. N.C. Over 30 hours of educational programs will be provided during the
three-day conference. Certified individuals
can earn recertification credit from the Pesticide Bureaus of the six New England states.
New York and New Jersey, as well as the
ISA for many programs. For more iiformation. contact New England Grows at
508-653-3009: Fax: 508-653-4112: E-mail:
NEGrows@aol.com.

R. Douglas Cowan, chairman and CEO
of Davey Tree, was recently elected chairman of American Forests' board of
directors. 'Davey Tree and American Forests have both cared for North America's
urban forests for more than 100 years," said
Cowan. "And through our relationship
with American Forests, Davey has been involved in several notable efforts, including
sponsorship of the National Register of Big
Trees and the Global ReLeaf program.
Deborah Gangloff, executive director of
American Forests, said the transition from
board member to chairman was a natural
progression for Cowan. "His guidance.
wisdom, and care for the environment have
been a tremendous asset to American For ests and he has played an important role in
the organization becoming a world conser vation leader."
By sponsoring The National Register of
Big Trees in 1990, Davey Tree and American Forests hoped to illustrate to the world

ACRT Names New President

Free Safety Feature
Updates For Your Brush
Bandit
Performance First, Inc. is offering a series of safety update kits free of charge for
all Brush Bandit Chippers not already
equipped with the devices. The offer includes: weld-on infeed extension pan,
wooden push-paddle and mount, spring lock
for hood pin, chipper hood engine disable
switch, infeed chute pull cord stop and hood
lock pin with attaching chain. To take advantage of this offer or for more information,
contact your local Bandit dealer or write to
Performance First, Inc., Attn: Data Department-J.H., 6750 Millbrook Rd., Remus, Ml
49340. Fax: 571-561-2986. Kits will be
shipped to local Bandit dealers for your
pickup.
22

the impact trees have on our lives. The
Register recognizes the largest and most
enduring specimens of trees in the U.S. and
emphasizes the importance of tree preser vation. "With Davey Tree's help, we have
been able to produce and distribute a beautiful color calendar each year, upgrade the
software package that keeps track of the
champs, make the Register accessible on
the web, and bring people professional
photographs of the national champions,"
said Gangloff.
Davey is also a corporate sponsor of Global ReLeaf, an American Forests program
that has planted more than five million
trees across the United States alone.
The Davey Tree Expert Company provides tree services, grounds maintenance,
vegetation management and consulting
services to utility, residential, commercial
and governmental markets throughout the
United States and Canada. It is employeeowned with nearly 6.000 employees.

Michael B. Weidner was named
president and chief operating officer of
ACRT, Inc. He will manage the
arboriculture consulting and training
firm's day-to-day operations. Founder
Richard E. Abbott will continue as chairman and CEO of the Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio firm.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER
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Weidner joined ACRT in 1998 as director of project development and was
promoted to vice president and general
manager of the firm's western division
in 1999. A graduate of Ohio State University Agriculture Technical Institute.
Weidner has more than 15 years experience in urban forestry, line clearance,
arboriculture and horticulture. ACRT
provides utilities and municipalities
with a wide range of arboricultural consulting services and its proprietary Tree
Manager for Windows software. The
ACRT Institute of Arboriculture & Urban Forestry trains line clearance and
tree care workers in basic arboriculture
to OSHA-mandated line clearance tree
trimming. They also conduct entry-level
tree trimmer training for the US Forest
Service at four Job Corps Centers across
the country.

Blount International, Inc. purchases Fabtek, Inc.
Blount International. Inc. announced the
completion of the purchase of the assets of
Fabtek, Inc. Fabtek is a well-known manufacturer of a full line of forwarders. harvester
heads and small tracked feller bunchers for
the timber harvesting industry. The Fabtek
product line greatly expands Blount's product offering in the cut-to-length markets. All
Blount forestry products. including Fabtek.
will continue to be marketed under individual
product brand names. Fabtek will now become a part of Blount' s Industrial and Power
Equipment Group, a leading manufacturer
of timber harvesting equipment under the
Prentice. Hydro-Ax. CTR and now Fabtek
brand names. The Group maintains facilities in Prentice. Wisconsin: Owatonna.
\linnesota: Zehulon. North Carolina: Tulsa.

Oklahoma: Menominee. Michigan and
Curitiba. Brazil. Dennis Eagan. President of
the Industrial and Power Equipment Group
said, "We are extremely pleased to have
Fabtek and its employees as part of Blount's
family. With our expanded product lines.
Blount offers our customers and dealers increased profit opportunities and an enhanced
competitive position in the timber harvesting markets." Headquartered in
Montgomery. Alabama. Blount International. Inc. is a diversified international
company operating in three principal business segments: Outdoor Products: Sporting
Equipment; and Industrial and Power Equipment. Blount International. Inc. sells its
products in more than 100 countries around
the world.

Utility Forestry
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TGR Applications
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Sherrill Announces New Greensboro, NC Location
Sherrill Arborist Supply. the largest tree care supplier in the U.S.. announced the
grand opening of their store in Greensboro. NC. Located at 200 Seneca Drive in
Greensboro, 45.000 square feet of showroom, warehouse, offices and service area
are under one roof. There is convenient access to 1-40 and 1-85. You can contact the
new location at 336-378-0444 or visit their web site at www.wtsherrill.com
TCI
See us at TCI EXPO 2000!
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Washington in Review

BY Peter Gerstenberger

Pre-Election News
From Washington
OSHA Begins New
Inspection Plan
Commercial tree services' work sites
will be subject to wall-to-wall safety and
health inspections by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), according to an enforcement
directive that went into effect Sept. 8.
This will occur despite the fact that the
industry's illness and injury rate falls
below the stated threshold for inspection.
The agency will conduct 4,200 site inspections of diverse businesses over the
next several months as part of its sitespecific enforcement program, launched
in 1996 when employers were first required to answer an OSHA injury and
illness survey. Under the latest agency
compliance directive, 00-05 (CPL 2),
OSHA will inspect mid- and larger-sized
sites—those with 40 or more workers—
focusing initially on those with a lost
workday injury and illness rate of 14
cases per 100 workers or greate[ - . The
target rate is nearly five times the aver age lost workday injury rate for the
nation's work sites, OSHA said.
The agency's area offices that conduct
the actual inspections could ultimately inspect another tier of sites with a lost
workday rate as low as 8 cases per 100
workers if inspections of the initial target
list are completed early, according to the
directive. In addition, some smaller establishments could ultimately be inspected
under certain circumstances—for example,
if they had a larger workforce when they

completed the OSHA survey but now employ fewer than 40 workers. However,
those inspections will still be limited to
sites employing 10 or more workers with
a lost workday rate at or above the 8 cases
per 100 lost workday rate, according to the
directive.
The industries selected for the latest
round of 4,200 inspections include
manufacturing; livestock operations;
dairy farms; poultry and egg producers;
general farms; and ornamental shrub and
tree services. Also on the list are trucking and courier services (except air
couriers); public warehousing and storage; trucking terminal facilities; water
transportation services; air transportation; airports, flying fields and services;
packing and crating; refuse systems;
motor vehicles, parts, and supplies; lumber and other construction materials;
metals and minerals (except petroleum);
scrap and waste materials; groceries and
related products; beer, wine, and distilled
beverages; lumber and other building
materials; department stores; nursing and
personal care facilities; and hospitals.
With few exceptions, OSHA chose the
targeted industries because they reported
an average lost workday rate higher than
5 cases per 100 workers to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, which conducts a
separate annual survey in part to produce
national injury and illness figures. Ornamental tree and shrub services were
selected even though the overall rates for
the industry classes were below 5 cases
per 100. The "historically large number
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of fatalities in those industries made
them of special concern to OSHA," according to the directive.

Ergonomics: Congress
Criticizes OSHA
Senator Christopher Bond (R-Mo.)
and other senators criticized the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration and the Labor Department Sept. 28 for withholding important
contractor documents from General Accounting Office investigators who have
been reviewing the use of paid witnesses
in OSHA's controversial ergonomics
rulemaking. In a letter to the department.
Bond, joined by Sens. James Jeffords (RVt.), Michael Enzi (R-Wyo.), and Fred
Thompson (R-Tenn.) said OSHA and the
department's Solicitor's Office have
kept important contractor documents
from GAO for months, even as they assured investigators that they had supplied
all of the requested information. GAO
outlined its request for documents in a
July 6 letter to the Labor Department and
was assured that it had access to all of
the information relevant to various witnesses who were paid by the agency to
testify in favor of its rule at hearings held
earlier this year.
"The DOL's failure to disclose to
GAO the full body of relevant information led GAO investigators to operate for
months under the misimpression that
they had seen all pertinent documents,"
the senators said.

(p

The Labor Department has strongly
defended the use of outside contractors
in the OSHA rulemaking, arguing that
additional resources are needed to augment the relatively small number of
OSHA regulatory development staff that
guides such rulemakings through the
lengthy rulemaking process. Previous
job safety and health rulemakings had
been completed with the assistance of
contractors, but the practice drew little
attention until now.
GAO investigators and the Labor Department began negotiating in July over
the terms of GAO's access to the OSHA
documents, some of which were considered privileged by the department.
The senators requested the GAO investigation in response to concerns
expressed earlier this summer by the
chairman of a House Government Reform subcommittee, Rep. David
McIntosh (R-Ind.), over the use of paid
witnesses in the OSHA rulemaking.
McIntosh in May called for the investigation of some 70 contracts used for
work on the ergonomics rule and
awarded from 1996 to 2000.

West Nile Virus Concerns Spread
A number of Northeast and Mid-Atlantic areas have found evidence of the
virus in dead birds, although there have
been few signs of concern in humans.
Even so, precautionary action has expanded with accelerated efforts at
prevention. To the dismay of activist
groups and despite the current regulatory
climate in the State relative to pesticide
application (see page 40), area authorities have begun mosquito control efforts.
Also, on Sept. 25, a New York federal
J udge denied an environmental group's
motion to block mosquito spraying.
Peter Gerstenberger is vice president of
business management, safety & education
for the National Arborist Association.
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DOT Hours-of-Service
Rule

Tree Inventories
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Congress reached an agreement on a
rider in the Department of Transportation funding measure that would stop the
agency from working on a rule to
strengthen the limit on hours commercial drivers can work without rest.
Conferees on the bill (H.R. 4475) were
said to have settled the issue by agreeing to keep the Senate language, which
would block a final rule from being issued before Sept. 30, 2001, which marks
the end of fiscal 2001. The Clinton administration has backed off from
opposing the limitation. However, DOT
would still be permitted to move the
rulemaking forward by continuing to
gather input from commercial drivers
and other interest groups over the next
year. The department proposed the new
limits in April and had planned to publish a final rule by the end of 2000 (30
OSHR 375).

Since 1985, our team of versatile
professionals with expertise in specific areas of urban tree management
and arboriculture training have
served more than 200 municipalities
Best of all, we're independent with
no ties to any tree care organization.
For complete information, phone,
fax, e-mail or visit our Web site.
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Reclaiming the Floods

. M 0

By Tim Ard

When cold-starting, pull the choke
only until the engine fires. Never
choke a warm engine.

I'

Picking a s)- hop
There are four

111,1101-

dec is ion in 111 ,2

Faith in God
Marriage and form inn

n r ni I

Your life's vocation

4.

Selecting a small engine sales/repair shop. After the top three, the fourth should
be a simple task, huh? Well, in my travels I hear more about the age-old concern—where can I get the needed saw parts or a small engine repaired properly?
Small engine shops are as different as shoes. Some seem to fit some people,
some don't. Here are a few suggestions:

•
•
•
•
•

Locate dealers through ads, friends, phone book, etc.
Visit the dealers before you need to buy equipment or parts.

Get acquainted with the owner and his or her important personnel—sales
and mechanics.
Find out the commitment level to customers by checking on equipment selections, parts stock, etc.
Ask for a tour of the sales and shop facility. If they don't have time for this
after you have waited your turn in line that day, they will likely be too busy to
handle your needs correctly when you return for repairs.

•

Ask about what training they have had on the product lines they carry. If
they do not attend annual training classes, they likely have a below-average
relationship with their suppliers.

•

Are things organized and clean?

Are they familiar with their suppliers' manuals and brochures? No shop anywhere can keep everything in stock. The important thing is that they know how to
look things up.

•

Are they familiar with the product lines they represent? If they don't have
the answers, are they hesitant about finding the information to meet your needs?
Most times, you will find exactly what you need in a small engine shop very
close to home. Other times, you may need to travel a few miles to locate a professional shop. Keep the Faith!
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This article doesn't do much for water damage, but it addresses a very
serious concern of many chain saw operators around the world: what to do to
start a chain saw or brush trimmer that
has been flooded in its own fuel. What
causes an engine to flood? I have some
theories that may help and, in effect,
keep you out of high water.
Four things are needed to make it all
happen in an engine—compression, air,
spark and fuel. All of them can produce
a flooded engi ne. Take a look at how,
they work to better understand what happens during a flood.

Compress
It's what happens when the piston begins its upward movement toward the
cylinder head and spark plug. The piston compresses the air and fuel mixture
in a squeezingaction between the two
parts, cylinder head and piston. In most
engines, this compression must reach
between 100 psi and 180 psi. It takes this
level of compression to insure even cornbustion and create the force needed to
spin the crankshaft.
If the compression is too low, it will
cause the engine to act flooded. This

condition is usually brought on because
of scoring or excessive ring wear of the
cylinder wall and piston. In a two-cycle
engine, the fuel/air mix is compressed in
the crankcase, then pushed up the porting to the combustion area. If the piston
ring/cylinder wall seal is weak, the mix
passes the ring area on both strokes.
Sometimes the engine acts lean, sometimes rich, according to the severity of
the scoring or ring wear.
A mechanic can check the compression with a gauge and inspect the
cylinder and piston through the exhaust
port. You can get an impression of the
compression by slowly pulling the starting cord with your switch in the off
position. You should feel a good bit of
resistance as the piston reaches the top
of the cylinder. This is not a highly accurate compression test but is a good
place to begin the evaluation of your
engine's compression.

r
Air is mixed with fuel to fan the fire,
so to speak. Oxygen in the air is the catalyst, mixed with the fuel, to make the
volatile explosion in the cylinder. Air
enters the engine through the air filter.
If the filter is blocked with sawdust and
dirt, you can bet it isn't going to pass all
it can, or needs, through the filter.
Any restriction in the airflow creates
a rich condition in the engine. The filter
must be clean for mixtures to be correct.
Clean or replace your air filter regularly.
The procedures can he found in your
owners manual.

to be grounded correctly. The old technique of holding the plug against the
cylinder and pulling the rope to look for
spark is not only dangerous (because of
fire) but may also cause damage to your
ignition system.
If you suspect the spark plug isn't firing, I would suggest you install a new
plug of the same type—then try to start
the engine again.
If it's been a while since you last used
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An internal combustion engine needs
a spark to ignite the fuel mixture in the
combustion area. It must be strong
enough and at the right time. The ignition system usually consists of a
flywheel, magneto/coil, wire and a spark
plug. Without spark, the engine will pass
the unburned fuel mixture through the
cylinder area and into the muffler, causing a flooded engine.
Your mechanic can check the spark
with an ignition tester. Some of today's
ignition systems are very tricky and have
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Since 1985, the ACRT Institute is
the nationwide training resource
for OSHA compliance. For complete information on the training
you and your organization need,
phone, fax, e-mail or visit our Web
site.
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will produce a flooded engine. In addition to the
common fuel problem mentioned above, two other
factors should be considered
that are not well understood
by two-cycle operators.
First, fuel must be fresh
and of high enough volatility to burn correctly. Don't
try to buy a year's worth of
fuel to save money. Buy only
enough for your immediate
tasks.
I recommend the gasoLarger saws burn more fuel and therefore require highline not be more than 30 days
volume air filters.
old. This will help to guard
against the fuel loosing its volatility. Try
to buy at least an 89-octane gasoline to mix
The last possibility, fuel, is probably
with your two-cycle lubricant, and use the
the most common flooding cause. Too
mix oil suggested by your equipment
much fuel is the definition of flooded.
manufacturer. They wouldn't recommend
If your engine can't burn all the fuel
it if they didn't trust it.
being fed into it, the engine floods. No
Second, mix the fuel (oil and gasoline)
spark, low compression, and not erough
at the manufacturer's suggested ratio.
air being mixed with the amount of fuel
Less or more oil affects your engine's

JR10

ability to lubricate and burn the mix
cleanly. Mixing a little more oil doesn't
insure better abrasion resistance. It usually causes gum and carbon that makes
your engine hard to start and can cause
major scoring problems.
Understanding the basics are important—here are a few common flooding
causes. These are not in any order of priority. All eight can cause flooding, but
numbers 6-8 are probably most common.

1;3

Old fuel
Heavy oil mixed fuel
Restricted air filters
Restricted exhaust

Fuel

The

Sft

Improper carburetor adjustment
Over-choking the engine at start
Failure to place throttle in fast idle
position
Failure to place the switch in the on
position
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• Integrated winch

(6500 lbs and 110' cable)
• Ramps to load different
equipment
• HONDA engine
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position
• Place the throttle in the
fast idle position (some saws
do this automatically with
the choke lever)
_041
• Pull the rope through
until you hear the engine fire
one time. Listen closely for
this firing. It may take several pulls.
• Place the choke (off) in
the run position
• Pull the rope again (not
4
more
than five pulls) and the
Here is an example of an air filter that is well on its way
engine
should start
to restricting air flow.
• Press the throttle lightly
and quickly to remove the
fast idle and let the engine return to idle
If its been a while since you last used
speed.
the saw, read the starting procedures in
If the saw or trimmer engine is warm
your owner's manual. It should read some(operating temperature):
thing like this for a cold engine:
• Check all safety features and adorn
• Check all safety features and adorn
proper
PPE
proper PPE
• Place the ignition switch in the on
• Place the ignition switch in the on
position
position
• Pull the rope through (two pulls)
• Place the choke lever in the start (on)

• If engine doesn't start, place the
throttle in fast idle position
• Pull the rope, the engine should start
Never choke a warm engine!
If the engine is flooded, let it sit for five
minutes and try again. If the engine still
doesn't start, return to the top of the list(s)
and begin again. If the second attempt
doesn't work, start at the beginning of this
article.
If that doesn't work, visit your local
small engine repair center for a check up.
Sometimes speaking with a good mechanic
can be a worthwhile counseling session.
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Tim Ard is president of Forest Applications Training, Inc. and is a nationally
known professional chain saw applications
instructor. If you would like receive more
information or have questions answered
regarding chain saw applications, send a
note to Forest Applications Training, P.O.
Box 1048, Hiram, GA 30141 or e-mail to
timard@forestapps.com or visit the Forest Applications Training Web site at http:/
/www.forestapps. com
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NATIONAL ARBORIST
ASSOCIATION

Ready to feel fifty feet tall?
Are you ready for aStihi? The Stihi 020T makes it perfect for working in trees.
is so lightweight and well balanced, it And with legendary Stihi dependability
feels like an extension of yourself. Which built right in, your S459.95 goes a long

way toward keeping you off the ground.
1800G0 STtHL•ss1ihIusacomYellow Pages under saws

5TIHL®

Number One Worldwide
Please circle 80 on Reader Service Card

Enhanced Learning in Paradise

Sandy beaches ... forgiving
greens ... spa facilities ... nationally rated tennis program
supervised children's program.
This may sound like paradise, and
it is! It's also the site for the National Arborist Associations
Winter Management Conference
20001, at the Sanibel Harbour Resort & Spa in Ft. Myers, Fla.
Of course, you can travel to
Florida at any time. Only once a
year, however, will you have a
chance to gather with fellow company owners for the industry's
premier tree care management
conference.
Read on for a description of this
year's exciting program.

NAA 2001 Winter Management Conference
February 14- 18, 2001

Fresh Thinking
Presented by Roger Dow
Customers are demanding value,
defined as "better, faster, cheaper ... when I want it. where I want
it and how I want it!" There is no such thing as customer loyalty
in an intensely competitive world. Customers are changing and
we must change to satisfy their individual needs. Strive for a greater
"share of customer" versus "share of market."
Achieve a balanced focus on "customers, people and profits." Focus resources on what really matters to customers. You
cannot be everything to everybody. Organize around doing
what's right—for your customers, people and profits. Match
core strengths with customer needs. Be "brilliant on the basics"—then add value in the customer's eyes.

How to Sell Against a Cheaper Price
Presented by Wayne Outlaw
Everyone faces price pressure and the challenge of establishing value in the mind of a prospective customer. To keep
margins up and profits healthy, you must learn to compete on
value rather than price. There is always someone willing to sell
at a lower price.
32

We will explore ways to use value to substantiate the price for
your product or service. Specific prices will not be disclosed or
discussed. Ways to position your organization, its services and
products to meet the needs of the customer will be examined.
Individual and company actions position your organization
to compete on value or price. The most effective organizations
have the skill and strategies to compete on value to ensure their
present and future success.

Behind the Scenes with OSHA
Presented by:
Jim Allard, VP./Director of Safety, Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Greg Daniels, President, The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.
John Hendricksen, CEO/Chairman, Hendricksen the Care of Trees
Mark J. Tobin, President, Hartney/Greymont
Don't miss the opportunity to hear four industry peers discuss their company's safety philosophies and practices and their
experiences interacting with OSHA. This session is worth a late
tee off time!
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Building Your Business
Forever
to Last
...

Presented by Mike Henning
Often it's a race between obsolescence
and retirement. A choice between the
loyal, incompetent manager and the unwilling son. Using case stories, Henning
addresses special concerns of the family
in business, emphasizing such topics as
the succession conspiracy, personal and
leadership development, choosing a successor, evolving leadership, asset
transfer, letting go, financial security.
communicating the decision and understanding the conflicts that arise during
periods of change. He will also share
with you how to avoid such pitfalls as
using no safety net, selecting the wrong
successor, setting the kid up to fail,
shareholder conflict, divorce, separation
and the blended family.

I

Toll Free: 800-642-5438
Fax: 704-739-1401

See us at
TCI EXPO
2000!

rueco

Kings Mountain, NC 28086
www.trueco.com

1989 IHC Diesel 70

Roundtable Discussions
Presented by Mike Henning
Addressing business challenges such
as fairness in estate planning, transfer of
control and power from one generation
to the next, tax methods, training potential successors, choosing one leader or
using the team approach and handling
family conflict situations are only a few
of the vital concerns expressed in a
roundtable atmosphere. Individuals and
families come to discuss specific situations they are facing—and they get
answers. It becomes a real "teamwork
situation combing the participants and
Henning's experienced insight to unravel
a problem. then discover the solution.

Ba-:: 200

For 11tOi'e 11?fOl7lt(ITlO1l, contact Carol
TCI
Cress/and at SOO- 733-2622.
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Taking the High Road
Frank Bucaro
Ethics can be a valuable asset or a formidable enemy to successful endeavors.
This presentation will help the participants understand how emphasizing
ethics can help to foster an environment
where: a) ethical behavior is valued b)
ethical behavior is considered the norm:
and c) solid ethical decisions help to contribute to long-term success.
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Florida
Citrus
Canker
Eradication
By Richard Yach
p

'Tn 1995, an area southwest of Miami experienced an
infestation of a citrus canker strain. In June of 1997,
another outbreak of the canker was detected in the commercial groves of Manatee County, Fla. Of all the
agricultural pests and diseases that threaten citrus crops,
citrus canker can be one of the most devastating—potentially threatening the entire $8.5 billion dollar annual
commercial citrus industry of Florida.
k
This citrus canker has struck Florida in the past and hit the
citrus industry hard. In 1910, the first U.S. report of the citrus
canker was in the Gulf Coast states. Before it was declared
eradicated in 1933, more than $6 million was spent in Florida
alone to destroy about 258,000 grove trees and 3 million nursery trees. In the Gulf Coast States, from Florida to Texas, nearly
20 million trees in nurseries and groves had been destroyed by
1934 because they had been infected or
exposed.
Citrus canker is a highly contagious
disease caused by bacteria that can affect and destroy entire crops. It causes
It's not easy being a tree inspector with the Florida Department of Agriculture
trees to weaken, lose leaves and drop
these days. They've spent all year chasing citrus canker infestations across the southfruit prematurely. Infected fruit will
central part of the state, trying to prevent the disease from causing what could be
have visible cankers, which hurt the
billions in damages to one of the state's most important industries,
quality
of the fruit. Despite a variety of
But recently, according to the Miami Herald, things got worse. A lot worse,
herbicides
available, there is no cure.
A man in the city of Plantation let go with two shotgun blasts when inspectors
The only solution involves identificaarrived to look at the citrus trees growing in his yard. No one was hurt, but the shots
tion and removal of infected and
prompted a four-hour standoff between the man and a SWAT team and resulted in
exposed
trees.
attempted murder charges.
Through a joint effort of the Florida
By mid-summer, 1,500 state inspectors were on the job, checking as many as
Department of Agriculture and
75,000 properties every day. By early August, 265,000 trees had been destroyed.
APHIS—the Animal and Plant Health
Officials say the standoff was the third incident involving a gun being brandished
Inspection Service of the USDA—steps
in order to scare inspectors away. Many homeowners admit having emotional athave
have been taken to identif> and eradito their backyard trees, some of which were planted to commemorate
cate the disease.
birthdays and weddings.
APHIS has p1ent to kccp it hus\ . It,
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current plate of problems to monitor
and deal with include the plum pox virus, the long-horned beetle infestation.
the West Nile Virus issue in the New
York area, and pseudorabies, among
others.
The difficulty of identifying and locating citrus trees affected by the
canker was extreme. Citrus canker
spreads swiftly over short distances by
wind-driven rain, flooding, air currents, insects and birds. Like most
bacterial plant diseases, citrus canker
is greatly influenced by temperature
and moisture conditions. The disease
is most likely to develop when heavy
rains occur during a period when the
temperature is greater than 68 degrees
Fahrenheit. This perfectly describes
warm, humid and rainy South Florida.
Although personally unharmed by
the bacteria, humans can also transfer
the disease. Movement of infected
plants. seedlings, graftings and fruit is
the primary means of spreading the
canker over larger distances. Contaminated clothing, tools, packing boxes,
and other items associated with harvesting and post-harvest handling of
fruit are also potential sources of infection. To forestall this problem,
quarantine was the only answer until
the diseased plants and those likely to
he contaminated could be identified
and eradicated. Once eradicated, and
the quarantine lifted, residents will he
able to replant citrus trees as soon as
the federal authorities allow.
Imagine taking a complete census of
all the orange. grapefruit and lime citrus trees in Miami-Dade and Broward
counties. Because this laborious taskwould take too long, and the canker
would spread by the time the census
was done, sampling techniques were
e m ploy e d.
While sampling and identification
were being done, a quarantine was put
on Broward, Miami Dade. Hendry. and
Collier counties in South Florida and
Hillsborough and Manatee counties in
Northwestern Florida near Tampa-St.
Petersburg. No citrus fruits or plants
could be moved.
Four study sites were selected based

on their relative isolation from each
other. In the beginning. 19.000 citrus
trees were identified, and their location plotted using satellite-based
global positioning technology. The
disease status of each was then deter mined on a 30-day basis by a field
plant pathologist. The trees identified
as infected were presumed to be the

direct or the indirect source of subsequent infection in the area.
The main conclusion researchers drew
from their data is that subsequent infected trees were within 1,900 feet of the
original infected tree 95 percent of the
time. Therefore, to eliminate the next
generation of canker infections, all citrus trees within 1900 feet of the infected
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tree(s) would have to be eradicated.
When the study was done, immediate action was taken. Maps of the
region indicated that the canker had
been spread from southwest of Miami
to Ft. Lauderdale. Although this outbreak did not involve any commercial

citrus groves, the Florida Department
of Agriculture and APHIS wanted to
arrest the problem before it reached
the commercial orange groves in Palm
Beach County.
Tree inspectors were sent door to
door, backyard to backyard. If a tree
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was in the 1,900-foot circle encompassing an infected tree, it was marked
with yellow paint for eradication.
More than 600,000 residential properties were surveyed within the
quarantine area and nearly 65,000 citrus trees have been cut down at this
writing.
The eradication began in earnest at the
end of April 2000. Contracts for the cutting of the trees would require a small
army of workers. Asplundh, Ashbritt and
Manuel Diez Farms were awarded the
cutting and disposal contracts.
"I have 55 crews of five to six men
each going house to house where the
government officials have designated," reports Juan Montero,
Superintendent for one of three
Asplundh sections working in the area.
"Asplundh is using close to 1,000
workers and there are an equal number for the other two companies."
Montero's men are removing 20 trees a
day on average, and are expected to finish
by late December. At that rate, well over
350,000 trees will have been cut, chipped.
and their stumps ground down by all the
companies involved.
As you can imagine, grinding
350,000 stumps required purchase of
quite a few new machines. Vermeer
Manufacturing Company alone
shipped 155 new SC252 stump cutters
to Asplundh. AshBritt brought in 69,
and Manuel Diez Farms, who landed
one-quarter of the cutting and disposal
contract, picked up 11.
On Saturdays, the Vermeer dealer
from Pompono Beach sends two mechanics to each Asplundh yard. They
perform preventive maintenance on as
many stump cutters as they can do in
a day, greasing bearings, changing
teeth, and changing engine and h\ draulic oil when necessary.
By the start of 2001, the Florida Department of Agriculture and APHIS hope
to have the problem under control, SO
people can plant new citrus trees.
Florida's citrus industry is too important
to allow this bacteria to infect it. Despite
the sacrifices made by tree owners, it is
in everyone's best interest for the program to be completed.
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Events & Seminars
November 3-4, 2000

December 7-8, 2000

January 22-24, 2001

Plant Health Care, Inc.
Plant Biology Workshop
Frogmore, SC
Contact: 843-838-7505

Northeast Shade Tree
Rhizosphere Chemistry and Biology
Presented be Dr. Al Shigo
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: 603- 436-4804

Central Environmental Nursery Trade
Show & Short Course
Greater Columbus Convention Center
Columbus, OH
Contact: 740-452-4541

January 4-6, 2001

January 25, 2001

A Green Odyssey
WALP & WSNLA Joint Leadership Conf,
Rosario Resort, Orcas Island, WA
Contact: 253-863-4482

Northeastern PA Turf School &
Trade Show
The Woodlands Inn & Resort
Wilkes-Bane, PA
Contact: Andrew McNitt, 814-863-1368

November 8, 2000
The Great Pesticide Debate
Ontario Shade Tree Council
Contact: Peter Dmytrasz, 416-392-1898

November 9-11, 2000
National Arborist Association
TCI EXPO 2000
Charlotte Convention Center
Contact: 800-733-2622 or www.natlarh.com

November 14-16, 2000
Penn State Golf Turf Conference
Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council
Contact: Peter Landschoot. 814-863-1017

November 17, 2000
WALP Landscape Awards Banquet
Everett, WA
Contact: WALP, 800-833-2186

November 18, 2000
Long Island Arboricultural Assoc.
Chain Saw Safety and Applications Wkshp
Bayard Cutting Arboretum
Oakdale, NY
Contact: LIAA, 516-454-6550

January 4-5, 2001
2001 ERNA EXPO
Meadowlands Exposition Center
Secaucus, NJ
Contact: 800-376-2463

January 8-12, 2001
Adv. Landscape IPM PHC Short Course
University of Maryland
Contact: Debbie Withoit, 301-405-3913

January 9-11, 2001
Eastern PA Turf Conference & Trade Show
Valley Forge Convention Center
Contact: Michael Smith, 610-828-0253

January 10-12, 2001
Kansas Arborist Association
46th Annual Shade Tree Conference
Manhattan, Kansas
Contact: ivan_katzer@hotmail.com

December 3-6, 2000
American Society of Consulting Arborists
33rd Annual Conference
The Hotel Viking, Newport, RI
Contact: 301-947-0483

January 14-16, 2001
New York State Arborists
Empire State Tree Conference
East Syracuse, NY
Contact: 518-453-6461

December 4-7, 2000
34th Annual Ohio Turfgrass Conf. & Show
Greater Columbus Convention Center
Columbus, OH
Contact: 888-683-3445

January 15-18, 2001
71st Annual Mich. Turfgrass Conference
Holiday Inn
Lansing, '!
ik. 5
Contact: K\ 1
Siho

December 5-7, 2000
Nebraska Arborist Association
Arborist School
Omaha, NE
Contact: 402-476-3852

January 18-20, 2001
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GrowerExpo 2001
Sheraton Hotel
Chicago, IL
Contact: Gina Cavelle, 630-208-9080 x107

January 28-30, 2001
Wisconsin Arborist Association
Annual Conference
Regency Suites Green Bay
Green Bay, WI
Contact: 262-242-2040

February 5-6, 2001
36th Annual Shade Tree Symposium
Penn-Del Chapter, ISA
Lancaster, PA
Contact: Elizabeth Wertz, 215-795-0411

February 5-9, 2001
TP! 2001 Midwinter Conf. & Expo
Albuquerque, NM
Contact: 800-284-2282

February 6-8, 2001
Trees & Utilities National Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Nebraska
Contact: 402-474-5655

February 8-10, 2001
New England Grows!
"A Fresh Perspective"
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, MA

lchruar 14-18, 2001
National Arborist Association
2001 Winter Management Conference
Sanibel Harbour Resort & Spa
Ft. Myers, FL
Contact: Carol Crossland, 800-733-2622

February 20-21, 2001
So. Illinois Ground Maintenance School
Gateway Convention Center
Collinsville, IL
Contact: Ron Cornwell, 618-692-9434

May 1-3, 2001
Urban Wildlife Management Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Nebraska
Contact: 402-474-5655

February 27-28, 2001
Western PA Turf Conference & Trade
Show
Pittsburgh Expo Mart
Raddison Hotel
Nionroeville, PA
Contact: 814-863-1368

May 6-9, 2001
ISA—Southern Chapter. and others
Tree Structure and Mechanics
Savannah. GA
Contact: kcoder@arches.uga.edu

June 3-5, 2001
March 6-8, 2001
Social Issues and the Environment
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City. Nebraska
Contact: 402-474-5655

Locally Lead Conservation Efforts
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Nebraska
Contact: 402-474-5655
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arborist community.
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October 2, 2001
March 26-28, 2001
Building With Trees Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City. Nebraska
Contact: 402-474-5655

Washington Landscape Trade Show &
Field Day
Western Wash. Fairgrounds
Puyallup, WA
Contact: 800-883-2186

Send information on your event to:
Tree Care Industry
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
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E-mail: Garvin @natlarb. coin
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Prior Notification Pits Right to
Know Versus Requirement to Tell
By Rick How/and

sounds harmless enough. New York's Neighbor No
t fication law requires appi cators of pesticides and her
I icides to give 48 hours notification to abutters within
150 feet of any areas being treated.
Signed into law by Gov. George Pataki on Aug. 31, the
legislation has become a signpost in the emerging twilight
zone of one's right to know versus the requirement to be
informed about the materials being used in one's environment. In reality, it means major headaches for the tree care
professionals in New York and potential headaches in states
that tend to adopt copycat legislation.
None of the three sides in this New York brouhaha as
yet have a clue as to how, or if, the legislation will work.
Predictably, activists aren't too happy because the law
doesn't go far enough. Tree and lawn care professionals
see it as a major, potentially unworkable situation corn-
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pounded by too many unanswered questions, and New York
officials have yet to put in place processes or guidelines—even
as to how the notification must be made.
However, the bottom line is, as one Empire State NAA member put it, "The law's the law, and we have to abide by it ... or
try to." And the law says they will have to be in compliance by
March of 2001.
While outside New York this may appear to be a rather obscure problem right now, sooner or later virtually every arborist
or landscaper is likely to be affected. States like New York are
out in front leading the charge, while others like Maryland have
managed to enact a workable system.
The core of the issue is the right to know.
Activists claim abutters deserve the right to know what materials are applied and when—generally prior to application. Their
argument is that airborne or contact contamination might present
anxiety or health problems for abutters whose neighbors have
had their properties treated. The objective of neighbor notification is to be able to warn neighbors who might wish to
protect themselves, their pets or play areas—even if all they
plan to do is keep the laundry off the line and the kids inside.
There may be a greater, more political agenda at stake
than the right to know. Legislation that leads to complicated notification procedures creates barriers to a
substance's use. The ulterior motive would be to create
sufficient barriers that application becomes virtually
impossible. Put another way: if activists can't have their
way in banning certain materials or application methods by creating so many roadblocks, it becomes
virtually impossible to apply a substance that's technically legal to usc. Chip a\vav a little at a time until
nothing is left.
The symbolic battle lines v crc 1110,,L clearly drawn in June
when the New York State Assembly approved and passed on
to the governor the 48-hour pesticide neighbor notification bill.
The legislation grew out of a dispute over tree spraying on
Long Island after a moth infestation, during which pesticide
drift created some neighborhood bad blood.
In addition to requiring pesticide applicators to give 48-hour
advance warning to property owners within 150 feet of the area
to be treated, the law also includes written notice in areas popu-
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burdensome, overly detailed notification
tified, easily located and notified. With
lated by schools and child-care centers and
requirements," which is how RISE would
the
new
law,
everyone
within
150
feet
allows for two alternate dates to accomcharacterize New York's neighbor notifiof a property being treated must be notimodate weather conditions.
cation law.
fied within 48 hours.
(Right now, the law applies only to synFor example, notification is mandated,
Some of Golon's headaches include
thetics and other materials that EPA
but
how will it be accomplished? Signs?
unlisted phone numbers and 30-acre
classifies as exempt—not horticultural oils
Phone calls? Visits? Door hangers? And
properties abutting scores of others.
and insecticidal soaps.)
what if an abutter doesn't want to be
The compliance questions go on and on.
This bill continues to complicate matbothered?
How does notification work with multiple
ters by shifting to the counties the ability
There are other questions too, such as
dwellings
or
rentals
or
restaurants?
Is
noregulate,
enforce
and
modify
the
to further
who
is to be notified—the occupant. landtification by phone or in writing?
rules. Consider the impact on a tree care
owner or both? How does an applicator
"I do integrated pest management."
company that does business in two or more
know whom to notify and how
counties. On the same day one
is that to be determined and
might have to prepare for three
proven?
types of notification proceThen there is the issue of
dures—one for each county.
"Everyone is watching New York. How will
fairness, since the new law tarand one for the state. Speculathis law be enforced? Who will police it? Will
gets one industry. The law
tion? Perhaps. but no one really
applies to arborist and lawn
knows yet.
if be on a complaint basis? When a group
care firms. Exempt are golf
Now that the law is signed.
of homes are treated, will the neighborhood
courses, cemeteries, and farmthe real work begins. What
be annoyed about five repeat notifications?
ing operations, which have
does it all mean?
their
own set of requirements.
It
will
be
interesting
to
see
how
homeowners
According to Tom Golon.
"We worked with sponsors
owner of Wonderland Tree
react to constant notification.
of the bill to work out legislaCare in Oyster Bay on Long
tion that would be reasonable
Island, professionals have been
and fair, but it is far from per invited to review the law. No
fect and remains particularly
public hearings were held.
burdensome," says Langley.
however, and professional apRISE favors a system similar to one in
explains Golon. "During my inspections.
plicators were only invited to submit
Maryland, under which property owners
I may not have to treat, but now I would
comments by mail. After the law was enhave their names listed on a registry and
have to notify neighbors, even if I do
acted, it is up to the DEC to establish the
are notified at their request.
nothing, just in case, Sometimes, I work
rules and fine points of its enforcement.
Eleven other states have already opted
on a two-acre home, spray only three
Golon has seen the notification issue as
for the notification registry. "You put
plants on the deck, and leave."
it progressed through three stages. As a
your name in, and an applicator can
Golon is also worried that the public will
member and former president of the Long
cross-reference properties and notify
be upset when it discovers that notification
Island Arborist Association, he saw the
only those who need or wish to be notiisn't consent. "People don't realize that
group fend off, for a time, a Nassau County
fied, "explains Langley. "To put things
when a notification flyer arrives in the
notification regulation. In winning their
in perspective, in registry states only .01
mail, there's nothing they can do to stop
lawsuit, they proved that only the state can
percent actually sign up to be notified.
treatments or change our schedules."
make laws regulating pesticide use.
"Laws like New York's unfairly shift
Another of Golon's concerns is that
Laws like this make doing business
a questionable burden, which might best
the law may force operators to change
harder and harder. We certainly need
be shared, totally to the applicator," Lanthe way they do business. Instead of mulregulation. especially to protect the pubgley says. He is critical of the
tiple visits with low pesticide use, he sees
lic against unlicensed operators." he
legislation's final form, charging that it
the potential for fewer visits using masays. "They'll be hard to enforce, howwas a response to a "well-networked
terials that last longer and may be less
ever, especially against the
group looking to establish a possible role
environmentally friendly in the long run.
unscrupulous. It's another case of premodel for other states to follow."
paring for a day that will never come."
As bad as this legislation is, it could have
The issue of prior notification exists
been much worse, according to Responhe notes, pointing to an existing New
to varying degrees across the country.
sible Industry for a Sound Environment
York law that already requires applicaThe right to know is an important part
tors to contain drift to the target area.
(RISE). Fred Langley. state issues direcof anti-pesticide activist agenda and not
An attempt was made to push for a
tor for RISE. sees it this way. "RISE's
likely to go away. When incidents of
state registry whereby those who want to
position is that we don't oppose notificaapplication upset people in neighborhe notilied of treatments would be idention if it's warranted. But we do object to
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 2000
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hoods, they are used as catalysts for legislation.
There is a lot applicators can do to avoid this kind of legislation
in their states, suggests Langley. Be professional and avoid situations that might cause problems. For example, he recommends
notifying neighbors if you notice pets, kids, toys or laundry.
"Part of being a good steward of the product is to avoid problems that bring down legislation and regulation," Langley
concludes
Opponents of New York's law point to states like Maryland
as a model. Paul Wolfe, owner of Integrated Plant Care in
Rockville, Md.. spends 100 days a year on client properties
By Diana Cardillo
doing applications, and has been involved with the issue for
more than a dozen years.
"Some counties here wanted pre-notification of customers.
says Wolfe. "We formed an industry group that took them to
federal court and won." Like the Long Island group, the suit
proved that states have authority, not local jurisdictions.
he New York State Neighbor Notification law, ChapThe activists were beaten back on several occasions, Wolfe
ter 285 of the Laws 2000, was signed by Governor
notes. "Reason ultimately prevailed that mandatory, intensive
George Pataki on Aug. 21, 2000. The Neighbor Notinotification was not necessary. For those of us treating trees
fication Law was added to Title 10 of Article 33 of New York's
and ornamentals, there are many things that prohibit us from
Environmental Conservation law. It provides a mechanism to
being on a specific site on a specific day. Wind or rain, for
allow New York counties, and New York City, to pass a local
example, affect drift and a material's life span.
law to "opt into" a set of requirements, which include proce"With an integrated pest management approach for treating
dures for mandatory advance notification to occupants of
properties. there are times when we don't know if we have to
dwellings, multiple dwellings and other structures on abutting
spray." explains Wolfe. "Sometimes when we visit, we'll see
property, and other requ irenients.
plants don't need treatment, so there's no reason to pre-notify."
The law requires:
He cautions that a law like New York's that forces full pre•posting of notification signs (perimctcr inarkcis) by
notification will put pressure on to apply materials when they
homeowners for residential lawn application:
actually may not be needed. In Maryland. Wolfe and his peers
• posting of informational signs at retail establishments that
will contact abutters who have signed on to a state registry.
sell general use lawn care pesticides. and for commercial pes"We are required to notify people prior to application," he notes. "In Maryland, this can be
done via phone the night before or that morning. We can knock on the door and let residents
NEW YORK STATE
know, or leave a note if no one is home. We're
DIGITAL TAX MAP
CONVERSIONS
also required to post a flag once application is
AUGUST 1, 2000
completed, showing our name and the treatment
used. This is a sensible solution for the right to
know issue. Frankly, activists don't want us to
spray. period. They can't ban the product, but
they can make it difficult for us and tie our hands.
"Everyone is watching New York," says
Wolfe. "How will this law be enforced? Who will
police it? Will it be on a complaint basis? When
a group of homes are treated, will the neighborhood be annoyed about five repeat notifications?
It will be interesting to see how homeowners
I
STATUS
react to constant notification."
fl NO 0101W W MAPS- (1901
W MAPS COMPLETED- (2731
While New York is only the current legislaCC*4VION IN PROGRESS. (447)
tive hot spot, the entire industry needs to listen
El CONVERSION PROPOSED 04)
carefully for the drumbeat for the right to know.
Specifically, listen for the rumble of prior notification of abutters as it gets louder, and along
This map illustrates those counties that have digitized map data, those that are
with it, the din of controversy over whether the
in progress, and those that do not have digital map data as of Aug. 1, 2000.
process is burdensome or even workable.
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ticide applicators (performing the application of pesticide to ground, trees, or
shrubs on public or private outdoor property) to provide at least 48 hours advance
written notification to all abutting properties within 150 feet of the pesticide
application.
The following four exemptions exist:
application of pesticides for the purpose of producing an agricultural
commodity
application of pesticides around or
near the foundation of a building for the
purpose of indoor pest control
application of pesticides on behalf
of agencies (subject to visual notification
requirements). where the application is
within 100 feet of a dwelling, multiple
dwelling, public building, or public park
application of pesticides on golf
courses or turf farms.
The notification must contain information regarding:

• address and date of application (with
two alternative dates)
• name, telephone number and pesticide business registration number or
pesticide applicator certification ID of
the person applying or supervising the
application
• product(s) being applied
• EPA registration numbers
• standard text for use in the body of
the notification concerning pesticides
• telephone numbers of agencies consumers could call for additional
information about the process or materials being applied.
The notification requirement applies
to all pesticides as defined in the DEC
Rules and Regulations Part 325. which
include pesticides. herbicides, fungicides
and termiticides. There are a number of
exempt items to the Notification Law.
including:

1.

application of anti-microbial pesticides

aerosol products with a directed
spray in containers of 18 ounces or less
when used to protect individuals from
imminent threat of stinging and biting
insects
use of non-volatile insect or rodent
bait in a tamper resistant container
exempt pesticides classified by the
EPA as exempt
material meeting the EPA reduced
risk criteria, including biopesticides
boric acid and disodium octaborate
tetrahydrate
horticultural soaps and oils that do
not contain synthetic pesticides or synerg ists
granular pesticides
spot treatments using a manually or
non-pressurized container of 32 ounces
or less to an area of ground less than 9
square feet
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ground pesticide application in a
cemetery
emergency applications to protect
humans against an imminent threat.
Civil penalties for non-compliance are
cited as "not to exceed five thousand
dollars for a first violation, and not to
exceed ten thousand dollars for a subsequent offense ...". According to some
certified applicators in New York, the
fine structure of the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) has
traditionally been high, and these are not
perceived as extraordinary.
As of the writing of this article, five
counties have chosen to "opt-in" to the
program—Albany, Erie, Nassau, Suffolk
and Westchester counties. The law does
not take affect until March 1, 2001. according to Dan Farrell, a DEC spokesperson.
The DEC has an extensive outreach program to industry and residents to receive
comments on the Draft Regulations, which
will be made available in the early part of

2001. Currently, a Preliminary Draft Regulations document has been distributed and
comments were returned by October 13.
A copy of the regulations can be found on
the DEC Web site (www.dec.state.ny.us ),
or by calling 518-457-7482.
According to the DEC, the manner in
which written notice is supplied include.
but are not limited to a mailing or an
applicator may leave the notice with a
responsible adult or in a conspicuous
location on the abutting property. If this
is beginning to sound like an expensive
proposition, it may be.
The DEC estimates that if in-persondelivery of notification were made, an
additional 1.5 hours of time would be
required for each job. They cite the following example: for a company with
300,000 accounts that receive five applications a year, an additional 2,250,000
hours of labor would be required. At $10
per hour, this will cost the company 22.5
million dollars.

Please circle 88 on Reader Service Card
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On a smaller scale, DEC estimates that
notification will cost a company with
300 accounts $22,500. The DEC also
suggests that the added cost incurred can
be passed on to the consumer at an estimated rate of an extra $15 per
application.
Despite the law's broad scope, some
applicators in New York support passage. 'We feel that it is workable," insists
John lurka, executive director of the Professional Certified Applicators of Long
Island (PCA). lurka, an employee of The
F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company.
notes that "the disadvantage is the cost
to the consumer. It will cost considerably
more for them to take care of their trees,
shrubs and lawns."
Nevertheless, lurka prefers the new
law to less comprehensive and restrictive
laws elsewhere. States such as Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Maryland
maintain registries of sensitive individuals who have requested notification.

"If you look at it from the standpoint
of the percentage of individuals who registered as compared to the overall
population. there are few names on the
registry list." says lurka. "The public is
not aware or does not respond."
While notification laws in those states
are on the books with little notice or
impact, lurka believes New York's law
will help the industry. The public will
benefit through increased awareness, and
the industry will benefit through "the
opportunity to put our company name in
potential client's hands, which enhances
the four corner' aspect of selling."

Implementation
What's an arborist to do in order to comply? Logistically, the ability to comply
with the Neighbor Notification law will be
a daunting prospect for some companies.
The cost examples presented by the DEC
are disturbing. Doing business will be more
expensive. The cost to the client will in-

crease. Some companies
''The DEC estimates that if in-person-delivmay comply, while othery of notification were made, an
ers will not. Some
additional 1.5 hours of time would be recompanies may be forced
to change the services
quired for each job. They cite the following
they offer. Just keeping
example: for a company with 300,000 actrack of which materials
counts that receive five applications a year,
require mandatory advance notification could
an additional 2,250,000 hours of labor
prove time-consuming.
would be required. At $10 per hour, this will
lurka doesn't plan on
cost the company 22.5 million
keeping track of which
materials are exempt.
"We feel we must perform pre-notification on
for generating written notifications.
every pesticide application," he says.
According to Mark A. Smith, presiEven companies without the technologident and owner of CAS, "The software
cal and human resources of Bartlett may
solution currently in development will
find blanket notification to be the easiest
accept electronic work order data, perway to go. Creative Automation Solutions
form a match against state and/or county
(CAS). an engineering and computer softtax record data to affix the parcel swissware firm located outside Baltimore, Md.,
key.' [This is the key field that links a
is investigating the feasibility and cost facproperty to all other sources of data intors of an electronic, automated solution
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formation.] With this information, and an
algorithm to extract the swiss-key into
its component parts, a spacial query can
be performed on the digitized map data
to identify abutting properties."
After the abutting properties and mailing addresses have been extracted, the
process would then continue to a thirdparty fulfillment center contracted by
CAS that would generate the physical
notifications in either letter or postcard
form, and mail them.
"We plan on utilizing 'spacial query
and analysis' routines on county-supplied, digitized data to identify abutting
properties based on client-supplied work
order data. Of the counties that have announced their decision to opt-in. Suffolk,
Nassau and parts of Westchester counties maintain data in a digitized format
that lends itself strongly to beta-testing
a solution as early as December of this
year. Further investigation on the data
from Albany and Erie counties will be

See us

conducted in January 2001," continues
Smith.
"A prime concern to GAS in developing a sound solution for our clients is the
accessibility and accuracy of the state
and county real property data," he says.
"Some counties are reluctant to provide
data due to recent Freedom of Information Act issues, so it's difficult to access
their data," concludes Smith.
Members of CAS's staff held several
meetings with DEC employees, including
the Geographic Information Systems Unit
and the Office of Real Property Services
in Albany. Smith's conclusion from the
meet I ng s?
"It is clear that the electronic data infrastructure at the state level does not
support the obvious need for an electronic, automated solution for neighbor
identification on a statewide level," he
says. "State records can be up to a year
old. Some counties have implemented
the use of digitized map data, which lend

themselves to an electronic, automated
solution. Some counties have not, while
others refuse to make their data available. Of the counties that do have
digitized data, most of this data is approximately a year old and may not be
accurate enough for our clients' needs."
If all of the computer challenges are
ironed out, how much will it costs arborists to comply?
"From the preliminary numbers submitted, the cost for mailing the notifications
will be significantly lower than the example costs provided by the DEC," asserts
Smith. "It's too early to quote an exact cost.
Once beta-testing is completed, final costs
and pricing will be published."
Diana Cardillo is a senior product
specialist with Creative Automation Solutions, which has been serving the green
industry since 1991. She can be reached
at 1-800-49-ARBOR or via e-mail at:
dianac @ creativeautoin ation. net.
T
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Look Out Above

By: Jeffrey Lee, Branch Management, Riverside, CA (909) 276-8060
Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry.

cavities are potentially dangerous ar with his pride. Big Al could
The outdoor climbing
eas of structural weakness.
have avoided this predictseminar brought industry
Target: A tree sitting in its natural
able and dangerous incident
professionals from all walks
by applying a couple of environment poses no threat to life or
of life to the park. Chippers.
property. but the same tree placed
simple principles.
stump grinders and all the
among people. traffic, buildings. etc.
Inspect for Hazards:
latest equipment. tools, and
is instantly transformed into an instruElectrical hazards are usutechnology were scattered
ment of disaster-with bone-crushing
ally easy to spot and rein an organized chaos upon
or even life-threatening potential.
spect. but tree hazards can
the grassy knoll. Seminar
Take a moment to recognize the
manifest in many different
participants worked the
potential for disaster and avoid placing
forms. The presence of
park" with exciting stories
yourself, your equipment and other
dead, broken and dying
-.
of past triumphs, and tried
"Big 41 io,itauie
assets in harm's way. Once a potential
limbs is usually a giveaway
to cut deals with vendors
hazard has been identified, take it
for potential (unseen) hazards, but aldisplaying their wares.
seriously.
ways remember to also look for conks
The busy park bordered a wilderRemember: trees don't know what
ness area and the forest environment and mushrooms, and other less obvilies beneath them. Trees don't know
ous signs of decay. Let's not forget
was peppered with enormous Eucalyphow much experience and education you
about bees-or furry creatures such as
tus trees whose leafy boughs provided
have. Only \ot, do!
squirrels-whose presence may hint at
much-needed relief from the sun.
Eager to join the throng. Big Al hidden cavities within the tree. Those
Fontaine parked his precious 4-wheeldrive truck in the shade of a huge Eucalyptus which had long since given up
the ghost. Unbeknownst to Al. disaster
Elve.v ProGIlm[IM Loggers Safety Cap is a unique/v integrated system, Mal
protection for the head, face and hearing in a workable
was developing high above.
(111(1 practical Vollition.
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tus released a mammoth branch from
• Optional ratchet suspension safety cap available
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CU20 ProguardTM
plummeted. Picking up velocity as it
$26.751ea.
Loggers Safety Caps
8C
fell, the ballistic branch devoured the
4
distance between itself and Big
CU20R ProguardTM Cap
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nade. Big Al's truck lay in ruins, along
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The Great Fungi Experiment
Lives Up to Its Name!
By Jennifer Scott-Lifland

ne of Southern California's oldest and most effective environmental organizations is TreePeople. For
27 years our mission has been "to inspire the people
of Los Angeles to take personal responsibility for the urban
forest—educating, training and supporting them as they plant
and care for trees and improve the neighborhoods in which they
live, work and play."
Since TreePeople's creation by Andy Lipkis, we have planted
TreePeople volunteers plant a California pepper tree.
more than 1.5 million trees in Los Angeles. With the help of hundreds of volunteers, between 12,000-14,000 seedlings are
planted in the mountains surrounding Los Angeles every year. TreePeople is a partner with four other Los
Angeles tree groups in a multi-year, multi-million dollar
green project involving Los Angeles schools, called Cool
Schools, which is funded by the Department of Water
and Power. Through this program and TreePeople' s Campus Forestry program, we will help schools around the
country become greener, healthier places at which to learn
and play.
With such extensive tree planting projects in
progress, it was only logical that as tree care manager
I was extremely interested in testing the potential benefits of root inoculation with beneficial mycorrhizal
fungi and bacteria. So, with the help of plant pathologist Bob Sparnicht and chief investigator Mark Zipeto,
I set up a trial project in order to evaluate the effectiveness of beneficial root fungi and bacteria under
field conditions in Southern California.
Planting site on Sheldon Street.
We named our test the "Great Fungi Experiment."
and selected a location in Sun Valley near the intersection of the Hollywood Freeway (170) and the
Golden State Freeway (5) in the San Fernando Valley of Los
water-holding characteristics.
Angeles County. The planting area consisted of the roadside
On Oct. 4, 1997, TreePeople volunteers and a crew from the
shoulders on both sides of Sheldon Street for a distance of apLos Angeles Conservation Corps planted 30 trees on the west
proximately one-third mile, from Roscoe Boulevard to Arleta
side of Sheldon Street. Then on June 6, 1998, TreePeople volAvenue. This area is adjacent to undeveloped acreage, which
unteers planted 50 more trees on the east side of Sheldon Street.
is used as a spreading ground for storm water.
(The absence of street lights on this side of the street allowci
California pepper, Schinus molle, was selected for planting
for many more trees.) Upon return visits, we have noticed
because of its adaptability to our climate, its ability to survive
number of gopher mounds in parts of the planted area. No rowith low maintenance once established and its relative freedent protection was installed with any of the trees, but root
dom from insect and disease problems. The trees available were
barriers were installed to minimize later curb or sidewalk damcontainer-grown specimens in 15-gallon containers. Although
age, which might occur as a result of surface rooting.
not a native species, it has proven its worth in similar locaFinally, on Oct. 24, 1998, we set up our experiment; the trees
tions. The soil at this site is primarily a coarse, sandy texture,
were measured and root inoculations were carried out. Because
low in humus and nutrients, with excellent drainage and poor
of their relatively low branching habit, measurements of their trunk
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circumference were taken at 36 inches
above soil level, and all but nine of the 80
trees fell in the range from 3.00 inches to
4.13 inches in circumference, with an average circumference of 3.45 inches.
Numbers were assigned to each tree and
the adjacent curb was marked with a
black marking spray, in addition to
which, the tree stakes on each tree were
identified by colored tape. The trees were
divided into three groups, and the treatment they received was replicated on
every third tree throughout the planting.
Treatment #1 (marked with red tape)
was the control and received no treatment.
In Treatment #2 (called the trowel method
and marked by green tape), trained volunteers applied a root inoculation to each tree.
It consisted of six ounces of Mycor Tree
Saver Transplant and .4 ounces BicPak
Biostimulant. It was incorporated into the
soil in the trees' root crown by digging
three holes, 3- to 4-inches deep by trowel,
and mixing the additives into the soil as it
was replaced in these holes. In Treatment
#3 (called the deep treatment or injection
method and marked by yellow tape), each

tree received a total liquid root injection
of approximately 3.7 gallons, divided
among six insertion points around the perimeter of the original container to a depth
of approximately four inches. The liquid
injection mixture contained 4 ounces of
Mycor Tree Injectable, 8 ounces BioPak
Biostimulant, one pound Urea 48-0-0 and
eight pounds Nitroform Powder Blue 380-0 per 100 gallons. This mixture was
furnished and applied by Mitchell Pest
Control. Inc., a commercial arborist volunteer, using a spray tank in which to mix
the materials thoroughly and a tree fertilizer gun to make the injections.
Immediately after the treatments, each
tree was watered thoroughly and at intervals during the succeeding years, the
trees have been watered.
In order to evaluate the benefits of the
root inoculations, a schedule of followup measurements has been carried out.
The first post-treatment trunk circumference measurements were taken by
TreePeople volunteers on June 26, 1999,
on March 3. 2000 and again on June 17,
2000. From this data, graphs were pre-

pared summarizing the changes in both
trunk circumference and trunk cross-section area, which have occurred during
the approximately 20 months since the
inoculations. Of these two methods for
reporting the data, only the calculations
using the cross section area of the trunk
reflect the change in volume of trunk
mass, which is generally accepted as the
most significant index of total improvement in tree growth. It should be noted
that the period from July 1, 1999 through
Jan. 31,2000 was one of the longest
drought periods in recorded weather history in Southern California.
Studies of the changes in the growth rate
of trees has repeatedly shown that it is most
strongly dependent on two factors—the
availability of water and the availability of
nutrients essential for plant growth. Of
these two, moisture is by far the most important factor, since every element
obtained by a plant from the soil must be
in an aqueous phase in order that it can
move into and throughout plant tissue.
The "Great Fungi Experiment" taught us
a lot. The root inoculations, whether by the

From Tree Tech® Microinjection Systems comes
a full line of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides,
bactericides and fertilizers in leakproof microinleclion units
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trowel incorporation method or by liquid
injection, resulted in significant improvement in the rate of growth under extremely
unfavorable growing conditions. Of even
greater importance is the fact that, aside
from this initial improvement in plant establishment and growth, which in itself is
certainly impressive, the establishment of
beneficial mycorrhizal fungi on these trees
will continue to give them the ability to
outperform the control trees for many
years to come. Although this report is
based upon only a relatively short period
of time, our observations have been so encouraging that by sharing them, we hope
others engaged in urban tree planting and
care will decide to try this new technology
in their own field plantings.
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Jennifer Scott-Lifland is tree care
manager for TreePeople. She would like
to thank Mark Zipeto, Mike Albanese,
Jim Summers, Bob Spa rn ic/it, Dr.
Donald H. Marx, J. Harold Mitchell and
the man v TreePeople volunteers who
hare contributed
'
their time and energies
to the 'Great Fungi Experiment. " TCI
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Why Climb Alone When You
Can Bring a Companion?

A

compact and inexpensive field manual, The Tree
Jepson bases the manual on a step-by-step tree climbing
Climber's Companion will interest every tree
system called P.E.P. This three-letter acronym stands for
climber. It is small enough to carry on every job
Pre-Climb Inspection, Entry and Position. The organizasite and it doesn't put a dent in your bank account. The
tion of the manual follows this concise and logical system.
manual is written by Jeff Jepson, a practicing arborist from
Each procedure and technique is fit into the P.E.P. model
Minnesota. As Jepson states in th introduction, "The Tree
and instructions for each are given in an accurate and clear
Climber's Companion is an endeavor to provide what many
manner.
climbers were demanding—an informative book that is afTo compliment the systematic approach of the manual,
fordable and yet small enough to be accessible and inviting
Jepson incorporated artwork by Bryan Kotwica for those of us
to use."
The latest edition of features more topics,
The "Sit-Stand" Method
drawings, and some new handy char-.s.
Place a cenders
Jepson's start as a writer came while preon the n pe and
2.
attach the cli mbing
paring to give climbing workshops. He
system to th climb
decided to write a small manual to help fang saddle. T •ake up
cilitate teaching for the workshop. The
slack in the ystem
small manual was very popular with the
Hang or sit from
trainees, encouraging Jepson to expand on
the upp r asthe original concept.
k 11
4
while raising
ooth legs and the
lower ascender at the
same time.
Stand up in the
foot loops and
advance the upper
ascender. This sequence of "sit and
stand' is repeated
until the destination
has been reached.

3
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make ascending easier
anchor the running end of the rope to
a chainsaw or have a ground person hold it taut.

"Rope Grab" Options

Footlock
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J Helpful Hint: to

Foot ascender
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Foot loop

who need a little help visualizing each
procedure. Does Kotwica's name sounds
familiar? It should! He is the tree care
industry's very own artist. Kotwica creates monthly artwork for the NAA's
TREE WORKER newsletter for field per sonnel, as well as drawings for other
NAA publications, such as the latest
Pocket Guides. Kotwica's accuracy in
the technical aspects of his artwork isn't
just good drawing technique. He has
been working in the tree care industry for
over a decade!This experience, combined with pure talent, results in some
of the finest technical drawings available.
This versatile manual is an excellent
complimentary guide for training videos,
can be used with on-the-job training, and
also makes a handy pocket reference. It
also compliments the NAA Pocket Guide
series that discuss and illustrate the most
common safety issues in our industry.
TCI EXPO 2000 is a great place to
review this manual. It will be carried

IN ft v I rd di I trucks.
Diesel Engines. New.
1 4-foot Chip Boxes

The body thrust technique is enhanced
when the climber footlocks the tail of the
climbing line

A foot loop is formed by tying a
Prusik loop to the running end
of the climbing line below the
friction hitch with either a Prusik or Klemheist knot.
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The footlock'

The Modified Body Thrust Technique

by many of the arborist suppliers on
the trade show floor. You may also
contact the International Society of
Arboriculture, consult your arborist
supply catalogs, or contact Beaver
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Tree Publishing by e-mail at:
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Pruning Tips:
The Japanese Laceleaf Maple
By Cass Turnbull

he Japanese laceleaf maple
(Acer palmatum Dissectum) is
one of the world's most elegant
trees. The magnificence of the winter
branch pattern is such that even most
hedge shear maniacs will halt before its
awesome delicacy and grace. When
looking for the perfect focal point for a
small and frequently viewed area, one is
hard pressed to do better.
But just how to properly prune a Japanese laceleaf maple is a source of great
concern for the average homeowner, and
a source of great joy (and income) for
the knowledgeable professional.

T

diate water is the key to success, as well
as diligent watering the first full year.
I have only seen one full-grown Japanese laceleaf maple that has been reduced
in size successfully. It was in a Japanese
garden within a larger botanic garden in
Missouri. Farther on in the same landscape
was its twin, but it looked sadly nipped and
nibbled on—no doubt from a similar attempt to "control" it.

The Miracle of
Deadwood i ng

Don't try to keep a laceleaf maple
small. I have seen gardens where people
have tried diligently to contain them,
using selective thinning cuts to keep the
top down, and selective heading tc restrain the width. But the heavily thinned
branches seem to age rapidly, peel and
crack—a sign that dieback is next.
Overthinning and overpruning can
stimulate a resurgence of watersprouts,
which are always a warning bell that
something is wrong.
The most common cause of mal-pruning is mis-siting. Usually the dainty new
maple is perched at the front stairway's
edge. insuring its inevitable obstruction
of foot traffic. The best solution to the
severely mis-sited tree is to transplant it.
We recently salvaged a 40-year old
laceleaf maple (8 feet x 8 feet x 5 feet
tall). When moving a Japanese maple,
take special care not to break the
branches—they are quite brittle. Imme-

Arborists love old, neglected laceleafs
because one is assured of transforming
a scraggly brown mop into a piece of
artwork. I remember one impressed client who said. "I thought Ijust didn't have
the right kind." And it's so easy! Eighty
percent of the work is simply the removal
of collected dead leaves and accumulated
dead wood. Just gently run your fingers
through the branches, combing out the
leaves. Then the gardener "thumb
prunes" out the tiny dead twigs that have
occurred since last year. They are easy
to spot, since they are light gray in color,
not matching the rest of the living
branch. Using thumb and forefinger, the
pruner gently squeezes, until the dead
twig snaps out.
Larger dead and dying branches
should also be removed. They are usually located at the bottom and inside of
the tree, where they have been shaded
out. Which brings me to correct positioning. One works from the "bottom up and
the inside out." Like an auto mechanic,
the pruner is often found lying under the
tree, legs sticking out, working on his or
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What doesn't work

her back. Prune not only the dead
branches but also the limbs that have
been so severe/v shortened that they are
of no further use (and would probably die
sooner or later anyway).

Timing
I prefer summer pruning because one
can gauge when the tree has been sufficiently opened up to see inside to "the
bones." Lace leafs tend to get a bit heavy
and thick looking in full sun, and they
can be successfully thinned out to give
them a lacey feel. Take care not to thin
or over-thin in very hot weather, since
the bark is easily sunburned. Despite
how it sounds, sun burning the bark on
any tree is a serious problem.
Early winter is also a good time to
prune. For novices, it is easier to follow
the branch patterns when the leaves are
off. But it can be harder to spot deadwood. To make sure a limb is dead, use
your hand pruners to peel back a tiny bit
of bark. If the thin sheath of cambium
just beneath the bark is green, the branch
is still viable. If it is brownish or worse,
cut away!
Not long after the winter solstice, the sap
begins to rise in maples and, if one prunes
before the leaves are out, you are likely to
see the cuts "bleed." We are told that this
doesn't permanently damage the tree, but
it looks scary. Most good arborists wait
with their major work until the leaves are
out. In the early spring, I once cut a large
limb on a sunny day. It wept heavily, and
I worried that, as the temperature dropped
to below 30 degrees that night, the wet area
might freeze and crack.

Tools
More so than on any other plant, it is
important to use high-quality, sharp
pruning tools when pruning laceleaf
maples. The cuts must be exact, neither
leaving the hint of a stub, nor cutting too
close. In the first instance, the stub dies
back and ruins the good looks of your
elegant plant: and in the other case, the
"flush cut" can open the branch to disease and dieback. I vividly recall my
Japanese pruning instructor showing us
"shell pruning." He ran his hands along
the branch and extolled the virtues of
"smoothness" and "agedness" in our
pruning endeavors. The branches on
laceleafs are so brittle—and the bark SO
thin—it is easy to make pruning cut mistakes, tears or stubs. One must invest in
a professional pair of bypass pruners.
and an ARS-type folding pruning saw.
One arborist of my acquaintance has located a special tool called a Japanese
keyhole saw, which works especially
well to make the fine and exacting cuts
required on Japanese maples.

I

I-

Before pruning

Japanese Laceleaf maple:

After pruning

Skirting
Some little maples are so engineered
that their skirts drag in the mud. That is
to say, the lower limbs flow down to the
ground and beyond. One remedies this
situation by taking off some of the lower
limbs entirely to the trunk, and selectively heading some of the others.
Always cut to a side branch that is big
enough to take over as the branch end.
Usually the side branch is at least onehalf the diameter of the parent stem, and
faces out.
The rest of your pruning is done either to solve a problem (e.g. removing
the one, most interfering limb that sticks
out into the sidewalk) or to lend definition to the plant. Thinning out branches
uniformly throughout the plant will give
it that airy look. Be careful not to "strip"
them all out to the ends. Better to take
some large and some small branches, frequently standing back and walking
around to judge one's progress. It helps
me to think that I am separating various
layers of limbs rather than thinning each
branch separately. Remember, it's easy

i

to take it off, hard to put it back.
New pruners on a crew are prone to
overthin. It is true that one should take
out crossing. rubbing branches, but remember you are not trying to eliminate
them—especially if they represent a fair
portion of the plant. To remove all the
crosser/rubbers would mean total destruction of a laceleaf, whose branches
tend to wander and double back in curious ways. At the end, finish up by
thinning out the top a bit from outside.

This gives the plant a uniform "beaded
curtain" or "lace" effect.
The entire process of pruning a large,
neglected laceleaf maple can take between one and three hours, so remember
to be patient and move slowly. In the end,
you will be amply rewarded. The laceleaf
does all the work, but you'll get all the
credit.
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Cass Turnbull is the founder of
PlantA,nnestv in Seattle, Wash.
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Asian Ionghorned beetle
he Asian longhorned beetle is
a serious pest of hardwood
trees that has no natural enemies in the United States. It first arrived
in the United States in the early 1990s
aboard wood packing material, such as
pallets and crates, from China.
The beetle attacks healthy hardwoods,
including Norway, sugar, silver and red
maple, horsechestnut, poplar, willow,
elm, mulberry and black locust. If this
insect were to become established here,
it could destroy millions of acres of trees.
Asian longhorned beetles do not rormally spread fast, so there is still hope
that this pest can be contained. The
beetles tend to attack one or two trees,
eating until the food runs out. Only then
will they move on to other trees.
Adult beetles are active only during

T

summer and fall. During
the rest of the year they
stay deep inside infested
trees, making eradication with insecticides
almost impossible.
The only way to eradicate the beetle is to
remove and destroy infested trees. In New
York City, thousands of
street and residential
trees have been cut,
chipped and burned at a
cost of more than $5 million.
The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) is calling on
arborists to help contain the pest. In addition to being aware of what the beetle
looks like, APHIS asks that tree care pro-

fessionals learn to recognize the telltale
signs of beetle infestation. Finally, and
most importantly, do not spread the infestation unintentionally by trimming or
removing an infested tree and transporting the wood elsewhere.

Trimming even the largest trees has never been
easier. Our new TM-270 Series offers a working
envelope that is greatly enhanced with a 270 degree
upper boom articulation and 135 degree lower boom
articulation. With approximately 50 feet of side reach,
you can get to more trees - and more of each tree in less time - all without moving the truck.
Available in working heights from 58 feet up
to 65 feet, this hard-working series was designed with
the operator in mind: standard features include tool
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control, and one-handle platform control. With its
fIMa.€y. generous 135 degree lower boom articulation, the
Tlelee
TM-270 also allows easy bucket access from the ground.
The TM-270. It's tree trimming in the highest degree.

MTI INSULATED

LZJjTJJ, PRODUCTS, INC.
What reliability really means.

For product literature, call 1-800-860-5438. Ask for extension 4650.
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oipl
ISO 9001 Certified

The following are regulated articles
within regulated quarantine areas:
Firewood (all hardwood species), and
green lumber and other material living,
dead, cut, or fallen, inclusive of nursery
stock, logs, stumps, roots, branches, and
debris of half an inch or more in
diameter of the following genera:
Acer (maple)
El Aesculus (horse chestnut)
Betula (birch)
El Hibiscus syriacus L. (Rose of Sharon)
Malus (apple)
El Melia (chinaberry)
El Morus (mulberry)
El Populus (poplar)
El Prunus (cherry)
El Pyrus (pear)
Robinia (locust)
El Salix (willow)
El Ulmus (elm)
El Citrus
The fight against the beetle continues.
Removals are taking place in Illinois and
New York. Survey crews are checking
trees for reinfestation. Please be aware
of this serious pest when you are in the
field.
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Quarantine Areas
ASW

Laed

See map at right for quarNew York City
antine areas in New York City.
City of Chicago QuaranF
3
st-:;
tine. That area in the
Ravenswood community in
the city of Chicago that is
bounded as follows Begin
ning at the intersection of
Kedzie and Bryn Mawr then
east along Bryn Mawr to the
end then east along an imagiN
nary line to the shoreline of
Lake Michigan: then south
from the intersection of
Kedzie and Bryn Mawr, along Kedzie to Diversey Parkway: then east along Diversey
Parkway to the end: then east along an imaginary line to the shoreline of Lake Michigan:
then north along the shoreline of Lake Michigan to the point of beginning.
DuPage County Quarantine. That area near Addison in DuPage County that is
bounded as follows: Beginning at the intersection of Fullerton Avenue and Swift Road:
then east along Fullerton Avenue to Lombard Road: then north along Lombard Road to
Army Trail; then west along Army Trail to Swift Rod: then south along Swift Road to
the point of beginning.
Village of Summit Quarantine. That area in the Village of Summit that is bounded as
follows: Beginning at intersection of Archer and 59th Street: then south along Archer to
67th Street: then east along 67th Street to the end: thcn east along the railroad tracks to
Sayre; then north along Sayre to 59th Street: then wes: along 59th Street to the beginning.
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Productivity in Sidewalk
Snow-Removal Operations
By J()I1fl A Ili,i

F1
Congratulations. This summer you decided to keep your employees busy and earn a little extra
money plowing snow this winter. And you landed some commercial accounts that could turn a tidy
profit. Part of that contract, however, includes keeping the sidewalks clear. According to the experts, sidewalk snow removal is different from plowing the driveways
of your residential tree clients.
What do you need to know to manage employees efficiently?

-

anaging performance in snow and ice removal
oparations is a complex issue. It involves all of
components of productivity. In most companies

W.

within the green industry, people are hard working ... or at least
they believe they are. Announcements of productivity increases
will most likely be interpreted by your people as a demand for
front-line workers (specifically the sidewalk
snow-removal workers) to work harder. This is
-i-,-lot true. We want them to work more effectively
ind be more accountable for the results of their
efforts. This is true not only from the standpoint
of the contractor, but also from the viewpoint of
the customer.
People are, by nature, territorial. We tend to accept responsibility and be more accountable when
our territory is defined. It is difficult for workers
to mentally get their arms around their territory,
tone or responsibility because in snow and ice
-è
management the areas are so large and so removed
from each other. It is also difficult to keep track
4.
of performance until everyone knows and undertands the outline of the territory(s).
-
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The Modern Sidewalk
Snow-Removal Laborer
Sidewalk snow work is a people-intensive activity. The labor intensity of
sidewalk snow removal has improved.
and the percentages may change in the
future, but people power will be the heart
of the business for years to come. We
have not been able to substantially reduce the man-hours per lineal foot of
walk, even in light of improved ice control materials and more sophisticated,
state-of-the-art equipment. In fact, it is
a proven fact that a man with a "snowpusher" is considerably more productive
than a man with a snow blower if snow
fall is less than 8 inches.
There will be no relief in the near future for the labor shortages facing our
industry. The US Department of Labor
has confirmed our fear that the pool of
available workers is shrinking and will
get even smaller in the future. The industry will continue to experience more
companies (mostly competitors) chasing
fewer available workers.
We need to evaluate the importance of
production workers. For the owner of a
tree care company with highly trained
and well-paid employees, it can be difficult to shift focus to seasonal and
low-skilled employees. Nevertheless, the
reality is that the production worker in
snow-removal operations (often the lowest paid and generally an on-call,
part-time employee) should be the focal
point of your management systems. A
production unit for sidewalk snow removal is a crew that includes labor.
equipment, material and transportation.
The labor for one production unit usually consists of one crew leader (or
working foreman) and one or more
crew members.
The crew leader has emerged from the
80s as the specialist of the '90s, with an
expanded role in on-site management of
snow removal and ice melting operations. The difficulty and expense of
communication links and direct supervision of mobile service crews—coupled
with the need to have an experienced.
knowledgeable employee on the property at all times—has reshaped the value

and job description of the traditional
working foreman or crew leader. Organizations that recognize this expanded
role for the crew leader will streamline
their organization by eliminating middle
managers and production supervisors.
They will redistribute these assets, all the

while upgrading the role of the modern
day crew leader.
Most snow-related production workers who are attracted to our industry like
to work outdoors, or are doing snow removal as part of a year-round activity
that includes tree care. landscaping or
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property management. Normally, they
do not object to physically demanding
work. You will probably also hav3 to
concede that your skilled arborists won't
want to drop their saws for snow work.
Brush draggers and groundworkers,
however, may be excited about the
change of pace. They may need a pay
differential for winter work, which often means working in conditions that are
intolerable to others in the workforce.
What specific traits should we look for
when hiring a production person to work
under an experienced crew leader? After the basic requirements have been met,
look for the person that needs to be active at all times and who appears to be
bursting with energy. The production
worker we look for usually has little regard for detail and is difficult to train in
the classroom. They learn by doing and
are good candidates for on-the-job training, provided the objective is getting
them to take action, not improving their
knowledge. The sad reality is most true

ArborGold Software

"Everyone likes large crews—except the person respon
sible for profit. In some cases he (or she) does not know
that large crews (with more than three people) are the
problem rather than the solution. They blame people,
the pricing system, or the weather for the production crisis that is reducing profits.

production people on sidewalk snow-removal crews leave our industry because
we do not see ourselves as managing a
production operation. This is true in
landscape management operations, as
well as snow removal operations.
A production organization should be
staffed and organized so the entire op
eration is a support system for the
production workers and production
units. Sidewalk snow removal should be
viewed as a production-oriented task.
The functioning production organization
should be structured so that management
will not interfere with production. Production workers perform best when they
are managed as team members, or athletes, rather than laborers. They need
specific goals set for each production
period (or snow event). The company
standard (either the contractor's standard
or the customer's standard) for perfor -

mance must be demonstrated by the crew
leader. The procedures leading to the
standards must be taught while a snow
event is taking place, thus putting even
more pressure on the crew leader and
production workers. Unfortunately,
snow events in some areas of the country are few and far between, thus making
retention of the production principles
even harder.
Most people want more than a paycheck
for a day's work. Part of management's
responsibility in a production organization
is to help each player on the team to build
self-esteem.

Small Crew Theory
The most efficient crew size for performing sidewalk snow-removal
activities has been discussed, argued,
and subjected to trial-and-error testing.
Since sidewalk snow removal emerged

-
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as a separate (or specialty) business, the
issue became more important. By adding mobile crews, we discovered the
importance of correct crew sizing. In
today's competitive labor environment.
the need for higher productivity and increased quality suggests a "new look" at
sizing sidewalk snow-removal crews.
Let's look back at our (non-snow related) experience with small crews. Most
of us at some time in our careers have
worked as a one-person crew. Remember how much you could accomplish in
one long day? Remember the first really
good helper, the one who read your mind
and did what you wanted him to do? You
increased your production when you
added the helper
but you did not
double it. Sidewalk snow removal (and
snowplowing too, for that matter) is a
series of solo, one-person tasks. Unlike
landscape installation or construction.
sidewalk maintenance crews do not
handle heavy or awkward materials or
equipment requiring more than one person to improve efficiency. This lack of
synergistic benefit on a per task basis
encourages us to think of our crews as
combinations of one-person crews.
Loading heavy sheets of plywood is a
good example. One person can load 30
sheets per hour, but a crew of two can
load 75 sheets an hour. The difference
is called synergy—which means that the
whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
By working together, the plywood loading crew actually increased the output
per person from 30 sheets per person per
hour to 37.5 sheets per person per hour.
What would the effect be if you added a
third person? It would be detrimental to
the overall productionsynergy.
In sidewalk snow-removal work. we
do not perform activities that offer opportunities for positive synergistic effect.
In fact, we have the opposite. When we
increase the crew size, we lose efficiency. For example; send one person to
do a job that takes 4.0 hours of elapsed
time (or 4.0 man-hours). Now
send
two people with the same equipment the
same distance to clear the same area, and
it takes 2.4 hours of elapsed time (4.8
man-hours). The two-person crew did it
much more quickly (2.4 hours instead of
...

ing like the dickens at the time that the
sidewalk needs to be cleared. The impor tant issue is to recognize that the more
people we send to do the job, the faster
it is completed—but it is also less efficient in total man-hours spent. Your cost
is proportionate to man-hours spent. not

4.0 hours total). but more time was spent
in man-hours and therefore it became
less efficient.
Now, in a lot of cases, clearing a sidewalk in a little over two hours rather than
half a day is a worthwhile tradeoff for
the inefficiency—especially if it is snow-
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elapsed crew time. The small two- or
three-person crew may not effectively
clear snow quickly enough at all sized
properties.
One drawback of small crews on large
properties is they cannot complete the
work fast enough. They spend too much
time on-site, or do not get the job done on
time. One answer to that problem B increasing the crew size. All that is needed
is a crew-cab truck and a few more snow
pushers. You should be able to send as
many as six people to one property and
"knock it out." then move on to the next
site. Large crews are fun to work with.
They appeal to the social side of our nature, making it easy to build enthusiasm.
Large crews also make the members feel
safe and secure. They feel as though there
are enough of "us" to get it done.
Production managers and snow-removal customers like large crews
because absenteeism does not cripple the

production effort. Supervisors (especially non-producing supervisors) like a
lot of people to look after. It makes them
feel needed. Crewmembers like large
crews. It is like being on a team. You
don't feel the pressure to produce. They
have more freedom to do the things they
enjoy as long as they keep busy. Property owners/managers love big crews!
They are taught in property management
school that the more people running
around their property the better! They
sometimes demand contractors "get
more people" on the job and "get it

done!"
Crews working a specific route are
often sized to fit the largest property.
Crews seem to grow almost by themselves. Supervisors and production
managers often add one member as "insurance" against anything going wrong.
This is a sign of mismanagement, not
efficiency. Everyone likes large crews—

except the person responsible for profit.
In some cases he (or she) does not know
that large crews (with more than three
people) are the problem rather than the
solution. They blame people, the pricing
system, or the weather for the production crisis that is reducing profits.

Large Crew Myths
Increase in man-hour efficiency is
only one of the many myths about large
crews. Another popular legendary myth
is that large crews insure quality work.
This was born in the belief that it takes
more time to do quality work, and nonquality work is faster and saves time.
Neither are true. Quality is the result of
a process that includes trained people
operating the correct equipment according to a set procedure. In large crews
where accountability is minimal, quality
is often sacrificed.
Managers like large crews on site.
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When you are behind schedule, the
first solution is to add people. Desperate
property owners may even dictate specific crew sizes and threaten to withhold
payment if these demands are not met.
In most cases this "knock it out" behavior is an attempt to correct performance
problems and force the contractor back
on schedule. In this situation, don't in-
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crease the crew size; bring in a separate
crew, divide the property into appropriate zones, and then "knock it out." Once
back on schedule, the manager will become accustomed to accepting fewer
people on the site during a snow event.
The myth that large crews provide better usability of supervision is a throwback
to factory or assembly line thinking that
really does not apply to on-site sidewalk
snow removal crews. The notion that one
strong supervisor can supervise five people
as easily as two and still keep production
responsibility does not apply during a snow
event. Some supervisors try to keep the
men together. Supposedly they are easier
to supervise, but in reality the "herd mentality" further reduces productivity. The
"large crew supervisor" must make a
choice to reduce (or eliminate) his own
productivity in order to keep five men up
to speed, or allow their productivity to drop
to maintain individual productivity.
Most large crew supervisors do a little
bit of both and lose both productivity and
quality. The combination that seems to
work best is a full time working foreman
with one or perhaps two crewmembers
trained to require very little direct supervision. Divide large crews into smaller
two- and three-man crews and teach them
to function as separate work units. When
large properties require more man-hours
than a three-man crew can generate, divide
the property into two zones and send two
crews to produce the work. It will be much
cheaper for the customer in the long run—
and the contractor will look much better
at budget review time.
Each two or three person crew should
have production and quality goals for the
specific snow event they are working.
Even though they may be in competition
on the same property, they should be
evaluated on that particular snow event's
performance.
John Al/in is president of the board of
directors of the Snow and Ice Management Association and owner of Al/in
Companies in Erie, Penn. Mr. Al/in
wishes to grateful/v acknowledge that
this article would not have been possible
without the guidance and assistance of
the late Phil Christian.
TCI
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Accounting: Talking the Talk
By Mary McVicker

Accounting is the common language of business. More
importantly, accounting terms explain the infrastructure of
a business. The more you know and the better you understand the financial underpinni:igs of your tree care business,
the better the business is going to run.
This article is not an accounting vocabulary lesson, but a
financial "how to" that will help you understand the language
that truly runs your business. Doors will open once you understand what accounting terms mean.
In your business you probably have mountains of accounting information, but very little knowledge about the business
that is represented by that information. Information is not
knowledge. Only by understanding the terms and what they
mean, will you turn information into knowledge.

Managing capital
"Working capital" is a term you hear frequently in business circles. Whether you know it or not, you must be good
at managing working capital or you wouldn't survive in business. Working capital is defined as the dollar amount of a
business' current assets. Working capital is essentially your
liquid assets, which includes cash, short-term investments,
accounts receivable and inventory. Of course, inventory isn't

usually as liquid as cash nonetheless, inventory is included.
Accounts receivable aren't as liquid as cash either, especially accounts that are more than 60 days overdue. Typically,
accounts receivable that are 30 to 60 days past due are any where from 70 percent to 90 percent collectible. After that,
percentages plummet dramatically. So this wonderful definition of liquid assets includes a large percentage—perhaps as
much as half—that isn't very liquid after all.
What you want to look for when examining your company's
numbers are the unfavorable trends, because your numbers
are clear when things are going well. It's less obvious if trends
are unfavorable.
What you need to monitor for financial health is your dependency on debt and your ability to pay bills. How much
debt is really encumbering you business? Accountants track
this through the use of a debt-equity ratio, which is debt divided by equity. Using the numbers from the sample balance
sheet (Fig. I), the debt-equity ratio can be expressed as:
$86,000+$114,00 = 2.63
$76,000
You should compute your measures monthly. Less frequent
comparisons will blur the changes–and again, the seasonal
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nature of tree care can really skew the
comparisons.
One of the terms related to debt equity
is "leverage." In the 1980s, leveraged
buyouts were all the rage. Financiers would
go to Wall Street, borrow money to buy a
business, and hope to pay off the debt with
profits from the business. Sometimes it
even worked. For other businesses, however, the new owners had to sell off vital
parts of the company to pay the debt.
Sometimes they failed entirely. Today, leverage tends to be a negative term,
although a little bit of leverage is healthy
for a business.
In a sense, leverage refers to your ability to borrow. It means lenders believe
you have enough cash flow to carry and
support additional debt repayments. The
ability to borrow is crucial for any business, especially one like tree care that
involves so much expensive equipment.
When you need some equipment, you
can purchase it if you have leverage.
Your company's debt-equity ratio and
leverage will determine how much debt
your business can support. One of the
biggest problems small businesses face
is under-capitalization. Essentially, what
this means is the owner has financed the
business with too much debt and too little
equity.
When a business is under-capitalized.
it can be compared to a tree with a weak
root system. Capital can mean a lot of
different things. but in this case it is defined as the initial investment in the
business. A business with weak financial
underpinnings needs an infusion of
owner equity into the business. The best
way to do that, unfortunately, is to expand the equity by selling a portion of
the business to a partner who is willing
to invest assets (either cash or non-leveraged equipment).
This improves the company's capitalization, but chances are you will be
giving away a fair amount of control, not
to mention a share of future profits.
Most ratios, by themselves, mean very
little. But tracking ratios is useful because changes generally show up one to
two months before they are felt in the
business. You probably know when you
pull out your checkbook to pay bills that

things are getting a bit tight, but it's useful to have it quantified so you can see
when the change started. By knowing
that ratios are trending downward at the
earliest possible stage, you can take action to forestall a crisis.
In tree care businesses that tend to
have seasonal fluctuations, tracking ratios and looking for trends is crucial.
Comparing month to month ratios within
the same year is not going to tell you very
much. Your business will have decreased
activity in certain months of the year, and
all your ratios are going to start to look
unfavorable as the slow season begins.
It is better to track ratios by season, comparing them with the same season in
previous years.
You really need to have a good profile of your business throughout the year.
not just a number handed to you from
your accountant at yearend. Devote a
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little time yourself or pay your accountant to track your ratios over the last five
years. You are most interested in how
bad things were in the lean months. Pick
out your worst year. It doesn't matter
why it was your worst year, but that
should be your benchmark for comparing future ratios.
Create a profile for that year. good
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months as well as bad, using a debt-equity ratio or your current ratio, which is described below. This gives you a sense of
how bad it is going to be before it starts to look like your worst
year. If that is your benchmark, you survived it and you know
what you had to do to survive it. You will want to be very aware
when the ratios and measures for another year approach that
benchmark. When your ratios start approaching your worst year
benchmark, take it as an advanced warning sign. You will see
it happening a month or two before the trouble really hits.
A company that can't pay its bills won't stay in business very
long. First and foremost, then, is to monitor changes in cash and
liquidity. Several ratios focus on the liquidity of the business. The
most common is the current ratio, which is computed by dividing
the total of current assets by the total of current liabilities. Cur rent assets include cash, marketable securities and accounts
receivable: current liabilities are debts due in one year or less.

This would include the current portion of any long-term debt.
(These totals can be found on the balance sheet.)
Current Ratio: Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Current Year

Last Year

"Benchmark Year"

Jan.
Feb.
Etc.

The result is a ratio. A company with a total of $132,000 in
current assets and $86,000 current liabilities has a current ratio of about 1.54-to-1.
Two months later, if the totals have
changed and your business has
$140,000 current assets and $98,000
Fig. 1
current liabilities, the current ratio has
BALANCE SHEET
dropped to 1.43 to I. Your business is
becoming less liquid.
Assets
This change isn't a great cause for
worry by itself, particularly if this
Current Assets:
Cash
$58,000
change occurs before the upturn in the
Accounts receivable, net
48,000
business cycle and the ratio is typical
Inventory
12,000
Of the business during this time of the
Prepaid expenses
14,000
year. But the change may not be enTotal current assets
$132,000
tirely attributable to seasonal factors,
Fixed Assets:
and it may continue past the current
Equipment and vehicles
$248,000
period. If unfavorable changes in the
less: accumulated depreciation
-129,000
$119,000
liquidity ratios can't be explained, they
need to be considered a sign of erosion
Furniture and fixtures
47,000
in the business' position.
less: accumulated depreciation
22,000
25,000
In either case you should be conTotal fixed assets
144,000
cerned about the fact that your business
Total Assets
$276,000
is becoming less liquid. A loss of liquidity often will show up in the ratio
before the business actually feels the
Liabilities and Owner's Equity
pinch.
Current Liabilities:
Measuring ratios sounds like a lot of
Accounts payable
$26,000
work that requires expertise. Business
Notes payable
49,000
and accounting books have hundreds of
Payroll taxes accrued
11,000
financial ratios you can use to track
Total current liabilities
$86,000
your business. I don't think we need to
go that far. It is useful to track about
Long Term Liabilities:
Loan from shareholder
$27,000
six or seven, looking at different asNotes payable
87,000
pects of the business. It doesn't always
Total long term liabilities
$114,000
matter which of the six or seven that
you
use, but you need a variety. Each
Owner's Equity
one looks at a very specific aspect of
Common stock
$20,000
Retained earnings
the business.
56,000
Total owner's equity
$76,000
Keep it simple. If the process starts
to get complicated, you're using the
Total Liabilities and Equity
$276,000
wrong ratios. What do you want to
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know about your business? What knowledge do you need, and what kind of
information is going to get you that
knowledge? You want something that is
going to help you track your business's
dependence on debt. You want to look
at your cash position and your current
assets. I wouldn't be too interested in
owner equity, unless it is a negative number.
I am heavily in favor of tracking accounts receivable. When receivables
slow down, trouble is on the way. Businesses rarely get into trouble overnight.
Once in a while something spectacularly
negative happens, but most of the time
trouble starts small and gets worse.
Tracking ratios and measures is one way
tO spot those cash leaks.

Income Statement
If you look at the income statement
(Fig. 2) you will see that the tree care
business has a nice net income. Many
business owners have a net income on
their statements, yet the owner wonders
why he doesn't have any money. Good
question! The balance sheet and income
statement should be straightforward, but
they are not. What they do is raise questions that help you search for answers to
profitability.
Let's look at some non-cash accounts
that are on the balance sheet and income
statement, starting with depreciation.
The assets of a tree care business lose
value over time, particularly capital assets such as machinery, equipment.
vehicles, buildings etc. Depreciation

Fig.2
INCOME STATEMENT
Income:
Tree care and removal
Fertilizing
Pest management
Landscaping
Total Income

$480.000
80.000
90,000
24,000

Expenses:
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Employee benefits
Workers' compensation
Other insurances
Depreciation: furniture and fixtures
Depreciation: equipment
Gas and oil
Materials & supplies
Equipment maintenance
Rent
Utilities
Telephone
Advertising
Professional fees
Interest

S220.000
55.000
28,000
88.000
37.000
8.000
28.000
17.000
35.000
26.000
20,000
12.000
13,000
12.000
2.000
22,000

$674.000

Total expenses

-$623.000
$51,000

Profit (Loss)

shows up in two ways. The income statement is for one year. Depreciation
expense on the income statement shows
as an allocation of the amount the asset
has depreciated over the last year. It also
shows up on the balance sheet. Here the
accumulation of depreciation shows the

amount that has been depreciated over
the life of the asset. If you have had a
bucket truck for five years. it has been
depreciated in value over that time. Your
accumulated depreciation for that asset
is going to be the total of all those depreciation expenses that apply to it. The
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idea is to show that the
asset is not at full value.

44 If your accountant can't work with you

Unfortunately, depre-

to show you how to track a few key ratios,

elation is based on
find a new accountant. Accountants are
accounting conventions
like any other profession als—a few are exand any resemblance to
the real life of the asset is
tremely good. Too many get caught up
usually coincidental. You
in the numbers and loose sight of what
don't walk out and look at
they are supposed to be doing, which is
your chipper and think
that it has been a real
helping you run your business.
rough year on that particular
piece
of
equipment so you should
depreciate a lot this year.
There are four fairly common ways of
With respect to repayment, the only thing
figuring depreciation. You can deprecithat shows on your income statement as
ate the equipment over four years, or you
an expense is the interest. The principle
can estimate what the life of the equiprepayment does not appear anywhere on
ment will be (within certain ranges).
your income statement. That is one of the
Check with your accountant to see which
reasons you can look profitable on an
income statement and not have a lot of
schedule makes the most sense for you.
money.
Each way has consequences in terms of
• If you sell an asset, it obviously distaxes. If you have big depreciation expense, your net income is down and there
appears from the balance sheet. Your
income statement will reflect the sale of
is less tax to pay. On the other hand, your
the asset. At the end of the year if you
income statement won't look so good if
have sold off more equipment than you
you are looking for financing. A sophisticated lender or leasing agent who
have purchased, you could look at your
income statement and think you had a
understands the tree care business should
pretty good year. You could sell off all
be knowledgeable enough to look past
of your equipment, and your income
the numbers on your income statement.
statement would look great—but your
This is where a cash-flow analysis is very
handy because it will tell your lender
business would be done. Any gain or loss
from the sale of an asset should be shown
whether or not you can pay the loan
separately in the income statement. It
back.
may be set off in a footnote with an explanation, but it has to be made clear that
this income was not in the ordinary
• Whichever way you decide to deprecourse of the business.
ciate your assets, you will have a number
• "Retained earnings" is an unfortuon your balance sheet called accumunate term that is loaded with problems.
lated depreciation. Do not be tempted to
It does not really have anything to do
consider this as some sort of fund you
with cash on hand. A retained earnings
have set up to replace the asset when it
figure is historical and cumulative, and
wears out. That has taken in a lot of busicould have accumulated over 40 years.
ness owners. Accumulated depreciation
Retained earnings make the tie between
has no relationship to money; it is simthe income statement and the balance
ply an accounting convention.
sheet, making it all balance. Retained
• Another item on an income stateearnings increase with profit and dement that confuses people is accounting
creases with loss. Dividends paid out
for loans. When you borrow money, your
also decrease the number. It is a balancincome statement is not going to show
ing figure, not a savings account. You
an influx of cash into your business. It
should track it, because it is a reflection
does register on your balance sheet by
of the health of the business, but it has
increasing your cash and liability figures.
nothing to do with cash.

Be careful of
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Conclusion
You need to figure out what you want
to know about your business. Where are
our problem areas? If you see a probem in debt, start measuring your
company's dependence on debt. Look
or the changes, positive as well as negative. You may want to use a couple of
ratios, to look at it from a variety of
angles.
Not all measures of the health of a tree
care business are financial. If you are
having trouble with dissatisfied customers or a lack of repeat business, track
customer service so that you can clarify
what is happening. It's more fun to look
at where you are successful, but you need
to look at what will be the most useful.
These measures and systems are going
to give you an early alert as to what you
need to know about your business. Get
ourself in a position where you can head
off the trouble early so the corrective
action will be less drastic.
Talk with your accountant about
v hich measures and ratios might work
best for you. Have your accountant set
things up, and you should be able to plug
in the numbers monthly that track your
firm's financial status. If your accountant can't work with you to show you
how to track a few key ratios, find a new
accountant. Accountants are like any
other professionals—a few are extremely
good. Too many get caught up in the
numbers and loose sight of what they are
Supposed to be doing, which is helping
you run your business. Problems arise
when accountants fail to see beyond the
numbers and fail to make the distinction
between information and knowledge.
You need knowledge. You need the information that is going to give you
insight into your business. That is what
your accountant should be focusing on.
Talking the talk needs to go both ways.
Mar N - McVicker has written and con sulted with small businesses for over 15
ears, She has a degree in finance, ci ian'
degree, and was a tax attorney with a
major accounting firm before leaving to
teach and write. This article was excerpted and cidaptedfromn (1/) nc'sefl 1(1/ion
TCI
at TCI EXPO '99.
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A Quarter Century Supplying Arborists
By Colleen Heratv

Don Blair, owner of Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company, discusses changes, opportunities and role models that have influenced his 25 years in the business.
First of all, I'd like to congratulate you on the 25" Anniveri
sary of Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company. Arboriculture has
grown a great deal during the lastfew decades. Describe what it
was like when you first started.
DB: I guess we'll first have to establish when I started before I can answer what it was like My father, Millard F Blair,
began his career as an arborist in 1911, and established MF
.•
Blair Tree Exp:rtsn
born
l53 and grew up
wiiI h y
remember being
dad when he
bought his first chain saw in 1958. Although I grew up in the
field and started working summers in 1967, I've always counted
1971 as the year I formally entered the profession as an adult.
.
Thirty years ago, we were
4::;- a.f
P
still climbing on manila.
.
pushing Fanno No 8 hand
.
saws and loading brush
more often than chipping it.
.•.
. ..
.
We painted our cuts. The
.
A.
owners of several firms in
our area had experience that
dated back to the '20s and
'30s. Most companies used
older equipment and very
( .-• *
few private firms had aerial
-'
lifts. At least in the San
.
i. .i.ç ...
Francisco Bay area, most
...
private jobs were small I
didn't sell a $5,000.00 private job until 1979.
.
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World headquarters of Sierra Moreno Mercantile in
1975. When the door was up, they were open.

only them. It has been rewarding and personally satisfying to have time prove me right. It's also been a
little frustrating to see so many imitators jump on
the bandwagon with products that aren't always in
the best interests of the consumer.
Over the past 25 years, Sierra Moreno has introduced more new products than any other arborist
supplier. Among our greatest successes have been:
1.
Wide-back modular saddle systems
2.
Separate leg-strap and floating Dee-ring
Your company is now
saddle designs
celebrating its 25" year in
Arborist rigging blocks
Blair in 1970 next to the world's largest Port
business. What things do
4.
Orford cedar.
Ed Hobbs' Lowering Device and Ken
you find personally rewardJohnson's Rope Brake and improvements to the
ing and satisfying as an
Lowering Device
entrepreneur? What have been the rewards, risks and trade5. Chain saw lanyards
offs?
6. Modifications to the Rock Exotica (now Petzl) cammed
DB: Before I founded Sierra Moreno, the main source of
ascenders that led to the Microjuster, Macrojuster and Footsupply was a lineman's supply company in San Francisco. In
locker
1975, I had an idea that arborist equipment could be improved.
7. Arborist ropes, rigging slings and fliplines cooperatively
I also felt that arborists deserved a specialty house that served
developed with Yale Cordage
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In addition, we were among the
first firms to make popular such
current standard equipment as fiberglass pruning poles, tn-edge
handsaws and Preformed TREE
GRIPS. The rewards have been seeing so many of our ideas so readily
embraced and accepted by the industry. The risks have been constant
imitation, and the trade-off has been
enough people continue to buy our
products to keep us growing.

Vietnam War was still a raw wound
to the nation. The economy had
been slow to recover from a long recession. I'd gone to the Western
Chapter ISA meeting in Palm
Springs, Calif., in May 1975.
Among the tools being offered by
the vendors was a Marvin pruner
head on a fiberglass pole. I was very
impressed. The vendor quoted me
a retail price for one and offered a
dealer price for 10 or more. I only
Blair in 1977, wearing a Bry-Dan saddle with a Fanno
needed one, but I recognized a good
# 8 saw, the most popular arborist saw on the West
What are the significant changes
product that wasn't in common use
Coast for decades.
you've seen in this industry during
in our area. I bought 10.
the past 25 years?
They were delivered a few weeks
DB: The opportunities in arboriculture
still Oak men and Euc men. Basic human
later, just in time for our monthly meethave greatly expanded. There is a whole
nature doesn't change, but it seems as
ing of the California Arborist
sector devoted to consulting that was in
though people have changed with sociAssociation (CAA). I tied one onto the
its infancy 25 years ago. The corporate
ety. There are more Hispanic arborists
side of my father's car and we went to
and commercial side of tree care has
and tree workers. There are more women
the meeting. My friends in the CAA engrown tremendously as office parks have
in arboriculture. I think these changes are
couraged me to start a tree equipment
been developed and landscaped. There
for the best. On the other hand, I don't
company. There were very few people
are many more large companies now.
think people are used to "making do"
selling tree equipment in those days. In
The ISA and NAA have experienced
with next to nothing or working as hard
addition to selling the pruner, one memamazing growth since 1975. I'm sure that
as we did years ago. I can't imagine
ber said he needed 600 feet of climbing
certification has made a significant conpeople trading in their stump grinders
line; another needed lags and Dick
tribution to the growth and
and log splitters for the mattocks and
Marling wanted a copy of my father's
professionalism of the industry. For all
mauls that my father issued to us for
book. I asked everyone to hold on for
of the positive aspects though, we are an
stump removal and wood splitting.
awhile while I did some research to see
industry in the midst of the worst labor
if I could get the equipment and what it
crisis since World War II. I don't see any
How did you evaluate the opportunity
would take to start a whole new comeasy solution to this problem either; not
for your business in terms of the criti pany. By June 30, I'd developed a source
when hamburger flippers can start out
cal elements of success? The
of supply and registered the name Sierra
earning more than skilled climbers in
competition? The market? Did you have
Moreno Mercantile Company.
some markets.
specific criteria you wanted to meet?
DB: You give me too much credit for
What made you select that name in
How have people in the industry
keen business acumen with a question
particular?
changed?
like that. I was 22 years old when I
DB: The Sierra Moreno was a bump
DB: My friends are older. There are
founded Sierra Moreno Mercantile. The
of a hill along the Corte Madera Creek
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in a tract of coastal redwood that I helped
log in the early 1970s. The hippie woodcutters I worked with called themselves
the Sierra Moreno Logging Company. I
liked the name. I wanted a name that
sounded like it had been around since the
Gold Rush, because I wasn't sure how a
22-year old climber was going to fare in
the retail world.
As it turned out, I needn't have wor ried. People like Robert Fanno, Knox
Hardin Jr. (Wood/Chuck) and John
Nelson (Bartlett Manufacturing) embraced me and did everything they could
to encourage me in growing my busioess.
In the beginning, it was amusing to see
how much chaos the name created. I got
mail addressed to Mr. Moreno M. Sierra.
I was offered special bid treatment for
being a Hispanic-owned business; my
answering service once told Sam Noonan
that he had reached the Sierra Moreno
Mexican Tile Company!

44

.1 don't think people are used to 'making do'
with next to nothing or working as hard as we did
years ago. I can't imagine people trading in their
stump grinders and log splitters for the mattocks
and mauls that my father issued to us for stump
removal and wood spiitIing.

sionalism, comfort and safety made a
difference in the manufacturing of
today's products?

DB: Twenty-five years ago, arborist
equipment was basic and mostly bor rowed from other occupations. Our
modular saddle systems with integrated
back support are a perfect example of
blending professionalism, safety and
comfort into one product designed exclusively for an arborist. Today's arborist
consumer is more sophisticated and de-

How has the importance of profes-

manding of safe and comfortable equipment than the arborists of the past, but
we have to remember the chicken and the
egg (e.g. I think the saddles of today
would have sold just as well 50 years ago
if they had been available.)
You devoted a whole chapter in your
book, Arborist Equipment, to the idea
of mindset. How did this concept surface and why is it so important?
DB: Mindset is an attitude, mental
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discipline and professionalism. Without
the proper mindset about life in general
and arboriculture specifically, one's life
can be fraught with peril, disappointment
and failure. With the correct mindset, a
job becomes a career, a crushing disappointment becomes a minor challenge,
and life is never boring or routine. Think
of someone you know who always seems
to have a thundercloud over his o: her
head. Think of someone who always
ends up standing in the wrong line, can't
make ends meet and is in conflict with
the world at large over practically everything. Now, think of someone you know
who is cheerful and successful. They are
both living in the same world. I beLieve
that one's mindset has a lot to do with
whether you spend life as the hammer or
the nail. Working in trees is not a natural environment for a man or woman. If
you don't develop the correct mindset
towards safety, no amount of regulation
is going to help you.
What was your most triumphant moment? Your worst moment? What did
you learn from both success and fail ure?
DB: I think my most triumphant moment was the publication of my first
catalog in 1986. I'd struggled with getting something published for 10 years,
and it was a masterpiece when we finally
released it. The stories and technical
knowledge in the catalog led to demand
for my book, Arborist Equipment. The
most important moment was probably
the time I went to see L. Dean Stringer
at Utilities Safety Supply in the summer
of 1976. In addition to working with
Utilities Safety Supply (specifically
Debris Parker) to develop the best-made
saddles in arboriculture, Dean's confidence in me at such an early stage in the
growth of my company gave me enough
confidence in my judgment that I continued to seek collaboration with
specialty manufacturers to improve
climbing gear and rigging equipment.
My worst moment was probably the time
I saw that a competitor had copied one
of my most popular saddles.
78

What were the most demanding conflicts or trade-offs you have faced?
DB: The first conflict was in giving
up my love of actual fieldwork for the
demands of running two separate companies in an effective manner. The next
conflict was juggling the time demands
of the tree company with the equipment
business. I struggled with that for 12
years until I shut down the tree company
to concentrate on training, consultation
and equipment development. I moved to
Maryland in 1990 and although the quality of life is better for my family, I miss
the redwoods, oaks and eucalyptus trees
more than I thought possible. If I've had
a problem with my career, it's been a
matter of focus. I'm fascinated and challenged by so many aspects of
arboriculture that I hate to favor one over
another; but getting spread too thin can
hurt one's effectiveness.

DB:
Never stop learning.
Share your knowledge.
Do more than expected.
Get involved with the NAA, ISA and
regional arborist associations. Volunteer to
help out whenever possible. The friends
you make as a result of such involvement
will become best friends for life.
In terms of the future, do you plan to
harvest? To maintain? To expand?
DB: I've thought of retiring, but I've still
got a few tricks up my sleeve. I think we'll
hang around and see what we can do to
position the company for the next 25 years.

As you look back, what do you feel
are the most critical concepts, skills, at titudes and know-how you needed to get
where you are today? What will be
needed for the next five years?
DB: To quote General Nathan Bedford
Forrest: "Git thar fustest with the mostest."
Our initial success was being the first with
a new line of practical climbing gear and
arborist supplies that were safer, more efficient and cost-effective. What has kept
us successful has been on-going improvement and development. But I'm also proud
of the many items we introduced 20 to 25
years ago are just as practical and popular
now as they were when they first came out.
Those products have become classics in
their own time.
I spent my first years developing skills
as an arborist and a climber in the traditional style with original tools. From that
base of knowledge, I was fortunate to be
able to see how tools could be designed or
improved to do a better job. Finding custom manufacturers willing to bring an idea
to a completed product ensured success.

Although most of these questions
have focused on Sierra Moreno Mercantile, you've always considered
yourselffirst, foremost and currently an
arborist. What would you consider to
have been the highlights of that aspect
of your career?
DB: Mastering the skills of the ar borist. Finding out that I not only loved
to do the work but also had an affinity
for it was a revelation and a joy. Just
because my Dad was a great arborist
didn't mean that I was going to be one
automatically. There is a sixth sense toward this work that no amount of
reading, training or desire can develop
if it isn't within you.
Innovating new techniques. I didn't
want to keep doing things as though it were
still 1922. On my own and in collaboration with other rigging geniuses like Ed
Hobbs, Sam Noonan and Ken Johnson, I'm
extremely proud of the fact that rigging for
removal changed forever on our watch
with the introduction of the Hobbs Low ering Device, rigging blocks, false crotches
and the Speedline. I am also gratified that
so many other arborists have continued to
experiment, explore and innovate, so that
rigging, as well as other production techniques, will continue to evolve long after
my generation is gone.

What advice would you give to an aspiring arborist? Could you suggest the
most important lessons you have learned?

Colleen Heraty is a freelance writer
in Carbondale, IL. She may he contacted
at: colleenheraty@yahoo.com .
TCI
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If your business is like
most tree care companies,
workers' comp costs are
becoming your biggest headache. The average cost of a
workers' comp claim has more
than tripled over the past 10 years, increasing at a rate 50 percent faster than
the boom in overall health care costs. In
many states, the problem has reached
crisis proportions with businesses laying
off workers or considering closing shop
altogether. The medical bills are only the
first step in the long financial march.
"Hidden costs usually come to five
times the amount paid in bills," says
Douglas F. Miller, president of Employ ers' Risk & Insurance Management,
Birmingham, Ala. Not least, says Miller,
you lose the expertise of an experienced

r

employee when an accident occurs. You
must assign a less-skilled individual to
perform the work, and that may involve
overtime.
There is the adniinistrative cost of filing paperwork and keeping up with the
claim. Then there is the time required for
following up with the employee and
checking to see how he is doing. How
can you cut your workers' comp costs?
Twelve consultants from around the
country offer the following techniques:

Work With Your Employees
1. Institute a safety program.
"Safety programs and loss prevention
are the most important techniques for
controlling costs." says Daniel C. Free,
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president of Insurance Audit & Inspec tion in Indianapolis, Ind.
There's no better way to lower workers' comp claims than to prevent things
from happening. Establish a safety committee to identify and correct hazards and
activities that can lead to injury. Investigate your operations in a methodical
way. What hazards could cause accidents? Include personnel from all levels.
"Bring the workers in to identify hazards." suggests Donald Marano.
president of Industrial Health, Inc., in
Salt Lake City, Utah. "Because they are
on the line every day, they know about
more problems than management."
Then, structure a hazard self-inspection, done both periodically and on a
surprise basis. Detect and abate those
hazards before they cause loss. Free suggests getting computer printouts from
your carrier that show a history of
claims. Identify accidents as to type: slip
and fall, back injuries from lifting, vehicle collisions, wrist injuries from
repetitive motions, etc.
"See what's causing your losses and
then make the workplace safer," he
stresses. It's not enough to post signs about
safety. Their effect wears off rapidly. In
contrast, studies show that workplace accidents are reduced by any activity that
reminds workers of the need for safety.
These activities can be as simple as a tenminute morning tailgate lecture on the
likely hazards of the day's jobs to elaborate incentive programs promoting safety.
2. Use incentives.
Incentives reward employees when
workplace accidents are few. They can
be as simple as having a company-sponsored party every time the business goes
a certain number of days without an accident. Other employers design point
systems that award bonuses for a string
of safe days.
"The best pre-accident behavior you
can elicit is the reduction of hazards,"
notes Albert A. Mangone, director of
customer training and loss prevention for
the service retail industry at Liberty
Mutual Insurance Group in Boston,
which is licensed to write workers' comp
policies in 48 states. "If you can put your
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but even the best can get
tired on tough days.
"Ever since I bought my new
trailer-mounted EAGLE E-47
access lift, my crews are
working more jobs - and working more productively. The
E-47's special EAGLE Eye monitor also saves them
time by making set-up quick and easy.
"My EAGLE doesn't leave the deep ruts
in customers' lawns that heavier truck
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and option choices to configure my EAGLE
lift to my type of work.
"My acquisition and ownership costs are
a lot less than a truck lift too. Compared
to climbing, EAGLE makes the
work easier on my
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employees in competition with each
other for the reduction of hazards, it will
be a tremendous way to reduce loss."
This might involve a suggestion program that is added on to a basic safety
program in which an employee committee identifies and eliminates hazards.
"The whole idea is to get the safety
awareness level up," explains Seth
Marshall, president of Safety Pays, a
Santa Monica, Calif.-based company that
licenses use of an incentive program. "A
company's workers' comp dilemma begins and ends with its employees. So, the
solution must come from the inside."
Marshall's program employs a bingo
card technique for encouraging employees
to work safely. Incentives work because
they reduce injuries by raising the safety
awareness of workers. They focus the attention on the problem. But they must be
changed from time to time.
"Don't be repetitious," warns Michael
Nicholas, president of California Loss
Control in San Dimas, Calif. "Change the
program around. Maybe, instead of cash
awards, you give away soccer tickets.
But find out what the employees want by
asking them."

Tell
emple0c

How to Cut Your \Abiicers' Comp Costs

workers' comp
Start a safety program
Use incentives
premiums are imExplain the problem to employees
pacting
the
Respond quickly to accidents
financial strength
5
Plan transitional work slots
of your business
Pay premiums on straight time only
Get them on your
Reclassify employees
side. They need
Pay small claims yourself
to realize that
Correct clerical errors
what hurts the
Shop for a carrier
employer hurts
Self-insure or join an association
the worker and
Join a drug program
can even endanNote: The legality of sone steps will vary by state.
ger continued
employment.
Knowledgeable employees are apt to
attorneys to represent them, which drives
support safety programs.
up costs for employers," adds Gastel.
"Make the relationship as cordial as
possible, so that when the employees are
Respond quickly to accidents.
hurt, they feel they are supported by their
Facilitate the injured worker getting
employer," says Ruth Gastel, director of
the proper medical attention—quickly.
issues analysis at the New York-based
"Employees who see that management
Insurance Information Institute. Employis concerned about their safety feel betees who feel good about their employer
ter about their company," says Free.
are more apt to go along with recommen"People want to feel as though they are
dations regarding early return to work.
part of the company, not that the emAlso, employees should be informed
ployer is just using them to make money
about the no-fault nature of the state
and doesn't care if they get hurt."
workers' comp laws. "Workers who
Call the worker at home to express
3. Explain the problem to employees.
know their rights are less likely to hire
your concern about his well being. "Get
a dialogue going," urges Free. "Ask the
employee what the business can do to
keep the accident from happening
See us at TCI EXPO 2000!
again." Make sure the employee understands you do not resent the accident.
Such feelings on the part of the employee
can
lengthen recovery times and drive up
Thu know us as a leader in the industry,
workers'
comp costs.
and as a leader we have formed a partnership
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Plan transitional work positions.

Here's an effective technique used by
too few employers. Prior to accidents
happening, plan for transitional work positions. These are jobs that injured
workers can do so that they are not sitting around at home recuperating. An
injured climber might not be able to get
back in the tree for a while, but that
doesn't mean he can't find other work.
"The number one way to save workers' comp money is to reduce time loss,"
says Norman Peterson, president of his
own consulting firm in Ashland, Ore.
"From 60 to 65 percent of all injury costs

If a picture is worth a thousand words,
listen to what this one has to say.
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construction community for over the past 100 years. Because we
specialize in writing contractors, you can be assured of the right
coverage designed specifically for your business.
Through our commitment to contractors and our partnerships
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with industry trade associations, we've come to a firm understanding
of the exposures you face each day. This knowledge and commitment
has helped us design the most flexible and comprehensive coverages
available - from the core coverages every contractor needs such as
Commercial Property, Commercial Liability and Workers Compensation
to coverages for unique exposures that can jeopardize your ability to
continue your operation.
For more information, contact your independent CNA agent
or call 1-800-CNA-6241. You can also visit our website at
www.cna-com/commercial/construction and discover why

CNA Has A Smarter Way to help you manage construction
industry risks.
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represent indemnity to employees for
lost work time, not medical bills. Everyone concentrates on the medical, but few
concentrate on the indemnity.
Preplanning early return to work will
save from 20 to 30 times what other strategies will save," says Peterson. "Why?
Because it deals with the key problem:
eliminating time loss."
Getting the employee off the workers'
comp roll by using transitional work positions will save up to half of that 60 percent
of injury costs represented by time loss—
cutting back on your premium increases.
It reduces the involvement of other players in the workers' comp system, too, such
as attorneys and clinics. And studies show
that people who work recover faster than
those who don't. Once you have outlined
a number of transitional jobs, communicate what you have done to the employees.
"Employees should know before they
get injured that they will have ajob and
what they will be doing," recommends
Robert J. Will, a workers' comp consultant in Long Lake, Minn.. "Write down
descriptions of the transitional jobs and
give a copy to each employee. Also,
bring the subject up during initial interviews with job applicants. Employees
need to know that if they get hurt at your
company, they will be back working at
some level—not off at the golf course."

Fax: 843-821-1587

The following techniques relate to how
you interact with your insurance broker
and carrier. Consult with your state insurance department or attorney prior to
employing any of them. What's legal in
one state is flat out illegal in another. Your
first step is to make sure you understand
how your premiums are calculated.
"Before you can put together a program to cut workers' comp costs, you
have to understand the modification experience rating calculation used to
calculate your premium," says Bonnie
Brook, president of Stephenson and
Brook, a loss control firm in Marblehead,
Mass. "Then, you can install a system to
manage all of the components."

6. Pay premiums only on straight time.
A common clerical error is to include

Cl)
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-
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overtime in the financial data reported to
the insurance carrier. In most states, you
are only required to pay premiums on
straight time.
If employers don't separate out overtime, they end up paying higher
premiums," advises Edward M. Welch,
who teaches labor and industrial rela-

See us

tions at Michigan State University. To
solve the problem, make sure your accountants are familiar with your state
workers' comp law. They should provide
you with a printout that breaks down the
labor expense categories. Check the
numbers against the reporting form that
goes to your carrier.

at TO EXPO 2000!

TOP-QUALITY PRODUCTS
WE WILL NEVER SACRIFICE QUALITY FOR EXTRA PROFITS
•1

THE QfflIt(AL MANUFACTURER OF
SAFETY CLOTHING AND BOOTS

COMPLETE
LOGGING SUPPLIES

QLTY

A.
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a
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COMPLETE

aCE1953r
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SUPPLIES

'vy
Keviar
PROOF-TESTED

www.labonville.com

R FREE COLOR CATALOG & LOCATION OF DEALER

TOLL FREE I-807649j.

:
*

CERT REPORTS AVAIL j

HIGHEST QUALITY

QUALITY... YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED)
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U.L. CLASSIFIED

-
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ArborWare® Software Users...

ArborWare,

• Manage General Tree Work, IPM, Plant Health Care,
Pesticide Programs, Routine Maintenance, Landscape
and Lawn Care programs
• Comply with EPA and state agency chemical
usage reporting laws
• Track unlimited client transactions for order, invoice,
The Business Solution for Arbonst,
Landscape and Lawn Care
A/R, plant inventory, work history, and more...
Professionals
•G
Generate unlimited reports on demand: sales trends,
job costing, commissions, taxes, balance sheet
• Design your own queries and reports with the flexible Report Builder
• Increase Sales by utilizing numerous Target Marketing methods to new and/or
existing clients
• Export client data to popular wo - d processing packages such as WordPerfect and
MS Word, and other formats such as ASCII. Excel and others...
• Maintain equipment/fleet maintenance records and a whole lot more, safely and
reliably for many years!

Don't Settle for Less
Demand ArborWare ®!
CREATIVE AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS • 1-800-49-ARBOR (492-7267)

0
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Reclassify your employees.

In most states, premiums depend on the
classification of your employees. Clerical
staff is in a relatively cheap classification.
Someone who drags brush or only prunes
from the ground may be classified at a less
expensive level than a climber. If your
employees are classified incorrectly, you
are likely paying too much in premium.
What is the solution?
"Insist that your insurance agent give
you a full copy of the class code book
that has the entire description for each
code class, the class code numbers and
the corresponding rate for each class."
says Robert J. Will. "See if you can find
codes that relate more closely to what
your employees do."
8. Pay small claims yourself.

IJT/4

BOGIE TRACKS

BORON-ALLOY
STEEL

7.
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If legal in your state, you should consider paying small claims yourself.
Typically, an employer will pay the first
$250 or $500 toward the medical for each
accident. The idea here is to save on your
premium in the same way that a deductible reduces your fire insurance premium.
"There is money to be saved by taking
a deductible," says Will. "Also, if the employer tells workers that the business is
paying a deductible, the worker is less
likely to file a bogus claim because they
know their employer will have to pay for
it, not some billion dollar insurance company." But this can be a tricky area, legally.
"You need to make sure your payments
are officially sanctioned by state law," cautions Tom Iverson, branch manager for the
Portland, Ore., office of Employers Benefit Insurance (EBI Cos.), which writes
workers' comp insurance in over a dozen
states. In many states, if you pay a deductible, you will no longer be able to contest
the accident as being work related, even if
you discover evidence to the contrary. The
result can be a big spike in your premiums
for an accident that occurred outside the
workplace. In most states, the insurance
company pays the deductible amount to the
medical facility and you reimburse the insurance company. Don't try to keep your
premiums from going up by failing to file
papers that report the accident to your car rier. That's the most dangerous thing you
can do.

facilities early enough? Were payments

If you fail to report an accident to

our medical bills for errors and appro-

your insurance carrier, you may be sub-

priateness of expenses. Amounts are also

ject to severe fines and penalties," warns

compared to the published fee schedules

Iverson. Moreover, what looks like a

in the 17 states, which stipulate medical

10. Shop for the best carrier.

small medical problem at first may
change for the worse. Every carrier in the

reimbursement amounts for workers'
comp bills. Review the ways that cases

Michigan for 10 years now, but we still

country has files that started out as a

are handled from beginning to end. Were

find that some companies don't shop

small medical bill and ended up as total

cases referred to appropriate medical

around. says Welch of the University of

made on a timely basis to avoid fines?

"We've had competitive pricing in

disability. If a small medical problem
mushrooms into a big one, your attempt
to hide the accident in the beginning will
be discovered and the insurance carrier
may well contest paving the bill.
9. Find and correct clerical errors.
You should review all of the paperwork
relating to your insurance to locate errors
that can be inflating your premiums. While
it may be mind-numbing to go through.
there is a high risk of clerical errors. Audited payroll information can get

I

NATIONAL

UTILITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LLC

transposed incorrectly. A line might read
Sl million instead of $100,000. Here is
some paperwork you should review:
• Once a year, have your broker provide
you with your experience modification
worksheet. This shows the calculations that
resulted in your premiums due to experience. Are the figures accurate?
• Quarterly. have your broker assist

953804 1989 International. diesel.

hydraulic OraKes. .vith a HiRanger 5HA55PBl )078814881). 60 working height. single two-man platform.
mounted over rear axle. with a fibreglass. full line
body. $46,500

9520063 1999 Ford F800 diesel. manual trans., air
brakes, with an Altec AM900 (11 99AR3544) 72ft.

working height. two man platform. mounted over rear
axle. with flatbed and Tbox. Almost Brand New
$92,500 RTW

you in getting a loss run from your carrier. This is a printout of all claims
against your business for the past three
sears with pertinent information such as

L1211

date of injury, type of claim, and reserves. Check the accuracy of all
information. See if loss-reserve amounts
are correct. See if certain claims that
should have been closed are still open.
• Six months into your renewal date,
check with your broker and carrier to
make sure the reserves on outstanding
cases are appropriate to the activity.
Employers should not abdicate the responsibility for case management to
insurance companies, because insurance
companies do not have the financial in-

95-20128 2000 Chevrolet C6500 diesel. manual
trans. hydrauxc brakes. Under CDL. with an Altec
LB650 (0390AS0587). 55ff. working height. single
man platform. mounted behind the cab. with Chip
Dump body and saddle compartments. $65000
RTW Plus **5 month limited warranty on hydraulic
unit ** Call Us For More Details!

95-4343 2000 Chevrolet C6500 diesel, manual

trans. hydraulic brakes, Under CDL. with an Altec
AA650 11086AJ1632 60ff. working height. single
man platform. mounted over rear axle. with flatbed.
$58500 RTW Plus **6 month limited warranty on
hydraulic unit** Call Us For More Details!
.

1 -800-952-5832
205-620-3500
www.natlutility.com
In addition to completely refurbished units, we at National, also receive new

centive, in the way the premiums are

trucks every day at locations all across the country. Do you know what you

calculated, to manage the cases quickly
and assertively. They become very reac -

want? We can find it for you. Purchase the truck as-is, direct or let us custom

tive, concentrating on administering the
cases very well. But they do not take a
proactive stand in terms of strategizing

build a unit to your specifications. The Choice is Yours. Contact us today or
visit our web site at www.natlutility.com .

Se Habla Español

individual cases. In utilization reviews.
an outside medical expert reviews all of

ilc.U-L
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Michigan. 'The premium spread can
vary as much as 25 percent to 50 percent."
Those numbers speak for themselves.
But remember to shop for factors other
than premium. The cheapest is not always the best. Consider the quality of the
work that the carrier does. A carrier may
offer cheaper premiums because there
are fewer claims examiners on staff.
How many files are there for each
claims examiner? If there are too many,
he is likely to miss something. Suppose
such a firm takes three months to follow
up on a medical report not received.
During that time, the worker may get
$2,000 a month in time loss, so you end
up spending $6,000 more.
How proactive is the insurance
carrier's loss control division, which provides assistance to clients who want to
reduce workplace accidents? Some car riers provide plenty of advice; others
simply go through the motions of what
is mandated by state regulations.
11. Self-insure or form an association
with other employers.
"It's legal for employers to self-insure
in 47 states," says Eric Gamble, a research
analyst at the United States Chamber of
Commerce. "You have to give proof to the
state that you have the funds to do it successfully. And in 28 states it is legal for
smaller companies to pool their resources
into associations to self-insure as a group."
How do you know when you are big
enough to self-insure? There are many

variables, and you need to consult a specialist in the area. But if a business
paying over $500,000 in annual premiumS
it is almost always in its interest to sellinsure. Depending on the state and many
other variables, self-insurance may also he
a viable alternative if the business is paying as little as $100,000. If premiums are
less than that, self-insurance is seldom viable. As for association type group
insurance, this often begins to be viable
when an individual business is paying
$7,500 in annual premiums. Again, this
can vary by state.
12. Join drug-testing programs.
"In Florida and some other states, you
get a 20 percent reduction in your premium if you join a drug testing
program," says Gamble. "I think this will
spread to additional states because a fair
proportion of accidents are caused by
drug-related activities."
Work this out with your insurance cartier. Find out if your state allows premium
reductions for safety programs. While few
states do right now, it seems to be growing in popularity. Most of the consultants
emphasized a key point: the most effective
way to reduce workers' comp costs is to
encourage your employees to make safety
a top-of-mind concern. Let them know that
you are concerned about their safety and
about containing workers' comp costs.
You have to care for your employees. If
you take care of your people, they will take
care of you.
1(1

Workers' Comp Resources
STATE LAW ANALYSIS. Each April the United States Chamber of Commerce publishes its "Analysis of Workers' Compensation Laws." A supplement
is published in September. It costs $15 for chamber members and $25 for
non-members. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 1615 H Street N.W., Washington, DC 20062. Order line: 800/638-6582
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS. Information about starting and running an incentive program is available from Seth Marshall, president, Safety Pays, P0
Box 1885, Santa Monica, CA 90406. 310/917-9178.
CONSULTANTS. For a list of independent consultants around the country, ask for the free membership directory of the Society of Risk Management
Consultants, 300 Park Ave., New York, NY 10022. 212/572-6246.
Please circle 107 oil Reader Ser ice Card
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'Powerful feed system limits trimming
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' 18' diameter capacity with up to 275HP

"
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'Powerful loader for feeding whole trees
12700 swivel discharge
•Towable unit compact enough to work from the street
•Towable unit available with or without loader and cab
'Self-propelled unit is the machine of choice for land clearers
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Established Tree Co. in New Jersey seeks
experienced arborist/climber for fine pruning & removals. Salary negotiable.
Relocation assistance for qualified candidates. Call 201-461-9487 or 973-696-3873.

-

ARBORIST
Hawks is a well know garden center, landscape design/ build and landscape
management firm in the Milwaukee area. We
are looking to vastly expand our Landscape
Management division and are looking for an
Arborist to join our team. Candidate must be
a certified arborist familiar with the latest
techniques & have at least 3 years experience. Please fax (414-258-9739) or send
your resume to:
Hawks Nursery
12217 Watertown Plank Road
Wauwatosa, WI 53226

TCl EXPO 2000!

I SAW
WORKS 6
FANNO INTERNATIONAL
1

DISTRICT FOREMAN
We are looking for a special individual with
a passion for trees, a proficiency in tree climbing, leadership qualities and the right attitude
to lead our production team. The Care of
Trees is a recognized industry leader in excellent client service offered by professional
tree care experts. This position is located in
Alexandria, Virginia. Interested candidates
should apply to Todd Nedorostek at (703) 7680638 or email: Tnedorostek@careoftrees.com.
Resumes can also be faxed to (703) 7682744.
Employment Employment Employment

\fldUS

See us

Plant Doctors Wanted
Help save California oaks. Live in wine
country or beautiful San Francisco. No
climbing. Knowledge of micro-injection /
non-toxic IPM helpful,will train. Good pay
& benefits. Call toll free: 877-246-7227
or E-mail: Ralph@bioscape.com. or visit
their web site at www.bioscape.com .

You asked for it...
now you've got it!
;: Saw zg

tn edge saw
-

• Enclosed handle for blance

and comfort.
• 13.5" cutting edge for
faster cuts
• 'Raker" styled teeth design for
less binding in soft wood

-

Ferrells Jobs in Horticulture is the twice-amonth national newspaper & website for
Green Industry Employment. Employers &
Job Seekers-contact 800-428-2474, or visit
www.giantads.com . Since 1993
Tree Care Jobs
Online classifieds & resumes
www.treecarejobs.com
www.greenindustryjobs.com
www.irrigationjobs.com
www.nurseryjobs.com
Questions? Call 410-964-3800

See us at Career Days atTCl EXPO 2000!

SIMPLY THE BEST
Joining the The F.A. Bartlett
Family-owned since 1907,
BARTLETT Bartlett is experiencing rapid growth
Tree Expert Company guarantees
you unlimited growth potential, the
and expansion. We're looking for the
use of cutting-edge technology and
best and the brightest. Currently we
membership in one of the most
have positions available at all levels in
prestigious firms in arboriculture.
these regions: Northeast, Metro-NY,
At Bartlett, we're not Just utilizing the
Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, Midwest,
latest scientific advances in tree care we're
Texas and California.
pioneering them. A career at Bartlett Tree
We offer 401K, medical and dental
Experts affords you the stability of
benefits, flexible spending accounts
working for one of the oldest and most
and competitive compensation.
renowned companies in the business.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

THE F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
FANNO SAW WORKS
P.O.

Box 628, Chico, CA 95927

(530) 895 - 1762 • fax

895 0302

Carmen Berrios, Manager of Employment and Benefits
1290 East Main Street • Stamford, CT 06902
Toll Free: (800) T1-IE-EXPT • Fax: (203) 323- 3 631

-

Scientific Tree Care Since 1907
www.bartlett.com

or at: www.tannosaw.com
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HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5 years climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging,
take downs and removals) and a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a
certified arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a
minimum of 5 years climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging,
take downs and removals), 5 years utility line clearance experience, experience
working with cranes and have a current
drivers license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay starts at $18.00 per hour but
is based on experience. Benefits include
paid medical and dental insurance, paid
federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k)
pension plan and a profit sharing plan.
Send resume with salary history and employment references to:

Tree Care Firm For Sale

POSITIONS OPENING

Year-round work in an ideal southeastern
beach-front setting! $300k+ annual sales.
Excellent staff, equipment and customer
base in place. Ideal location makes labor
easy to find. Exceptional opportunity to obtain a market-dominant firm in an area with
unlimited growth potential! Serious inquiries
only. please. Send inquiries to Box TS, TCI,
3 Perimeter Rd. Unit 1, Manchester, NH
03103.

Well extablished tree company located in
prestigious Westchester County, NY, looking for motivated sales person to join our full
service tree organization in one of the
wealthiest areas in the country. Year round
work with great benefits, car and sales area.
Applicant should be Certified Arborist with at
least some field experience. Salary based
on weekly draw and sales.

Large full service landscaping company located in Southeast Michigan seeking
Certified Arborist or degreed forester to
lead the pruning and pesticide application
division. Must have at least 5 years experience, have pesticide applicator certifications
in turf grass and ornamental categories and
be self-motivated. Send inquiries to Box KM,
TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester,
NH 03103.

NEED WORKERS?

Experienced climbers needed. We work
year round in booming beautiful Boulder,
Colorado where the sun shines 300 days a
year. We're looking for career minded arborists who are proud of what they do! Call
Boulder Tree & Landscape Co. at (303) 4492525 or fax (303) 413-1042.

Need reliable seasonal employees? We can
help you get 'H-213' workers from Mexico
who can work only for you up to 10 months.
Process takes minimum of 120 days, so start
now to solve your labor problems for next
year. Call Bob Wingfield (214) 526-5665,
www.amigos-inc.com .

Full time work with benefit package. Send
resumes to Good's Tree Care, Inc. 110
Rear 4th Street, New Cumberland, PA
17070 or Fax to (717) 774-8995 or phone
(717) 770-0196.

Jacunskis Complete Tree Service. Inc
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

We are also looking for experienced Climbers, Foreman, IPM technician and pesticide
applicators. For further informaition contact:
Hawthorne Bros. Tree Service
5 Center Street
Bedford Hills, NY 10507
Phone: (914) 666-7035
Fax: (914) 666-9431

HOTLANTA!
Career opportunities for experienced climbers and salesmen with a successful
metro-Atlanta tree service. Top salary, health
insurance & bonuses. Join our team and
grow with us! (770) 934-0009
continued on page 92

PHC Specialist, Climber/Foreman

When it Comes to Scrap Wood,
We have an Open Door Policy.
CLASSIC

Outdoor Wood Furnace
• Turn your scrap wood into heat with a Classic' outdo'r e.00d furna • Heat multiple buildings and your domestic hot water
• Use for kilns. wood drying applications, greenhouses poos and
homes.
.

• Eliminate expensive scrap wood disposal costs

Plant Your Roots at Almstead

A

n'i'tead Tree & Shrub Care,
he Northeast's most
actively expanding tree &
'Shrub care company, is seeking
certified Arborists to join
'
our family. \\ork
territories in
affluent areas of
NY NJ and
CT. Incredible
opportunities
for growth.
.
.
Find out why
.
.
your fellow
'.
arhorists prefer
,D
Almstead.V%e
offer full administrative and
.
marketing
.........--.
-.-..
support,
state-of-the-art equipment,
and continuing education.

• Sizes available for commercial and residential appucrons

Call today for a FREE brochure and dealer neatest you'

Interested arborists call
1-800-427-1900, or fax
your resume to 914-5765448, attn: HR Manager.

www.aLmstead.com
Please circle 2 in Reader Service CUR
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Money does grow
on trees.,,
Environmental Industries, Inc., the largest privately-held horticultural, tree care and landscape services
company in the country is interested in adding Business Developers and Operations Managers.
Celebrating over five decaces of achievement, Environmental Industries is a family of companies that
is a career home to more than 5,500 People nationwide. Headquartered in Southern California,
ARBOR CARE is ii rapidly grossing organization ss-ith a network of 30 regional offices coast-to-coast.

BUSINESS DEVELOPERS for California, and the Southeast United States
should be experienced in sales and have
•

- These individuals
strong customer service orientation. Must exhibit

professionalism and discre:ion. Candidates must have a proven record of consistently surpassing sales
goals, be highly organized, creative, and a team player. Certified arborist with two or more years of
experience preferred.

Fairfield County, CT - Growing company
with over 20 years impeccable tree care
experience is looking for quality-oriented
individuals to join our staff. Experienced
and professional candidates are needed.
Responsibilities would include tree removal, cabling and bracing, truck and
equipment maintenance. Supervisory positions are available. Excellent
compensation, paid vacation/holidays, medical benefits, including dental and pension
plan. We offer a drug-free environment.
Please contact O'Neill's Tree Care, Inc., P0
Box 2387, Darien, CT 06820, (203) 6557865 or fax resume to (203) 327-5455.

Responsibilities include customer service, relationship building and sales of arborist services.
Customers include commercial businesses, institutional facilities, property management companies, and
HOAs. Individuals will report sales progress weekly and develop market segmentation and targeting
plans. Must be able to work well with operations team to ensure effective job start-up and quality

OPERATIONS MANAGERS For California and Florida - These individuals must be knowledgeable
about the business of horticulture and tree care. Candidates must have the ability to work well under
pressure and have the ability to simultaneously handle multiple projects and multiple crews. Candidates
must be organized, detail orien-:ed and manage time well. Responsibilities include employee development
and safety training, as well as in:erfacing with business development process to ensure effective job start-up
and ,UiiIit ycustomer service.

Please forward resume to:

environmental industries, inc.
Human Resources: Arbor Care
24121 Ventura Boulevard, Calabasas, CA 91302
Phone 888. OUR. TEAM - Fax 818. 876. 8505
Internet: www.envcare.com
E-mail: recruiting4envind.com

010
ARBOR
-

//

...

CARE
/ ,. ,,,,,,

a subsidiary of environmental industries. inc. an equal opportunity employer by choice minority female disabled veteran
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These are excellent
trucks to mount your

•
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Tree Spade
Dump Body
• Logging Body
• Water Tank
• Crane or Boom
IN STOCK NOW:
AUTOCARs ('88 & '89); Cummins, 8 speed, 44,000 lb. rears..............From $15,900
INTERNATIONALs ('87 & '88); Cummins, 8 speed, 44,000 lb. rears...From $14,900
MACKs ('86, '87 & '88); Mack 7 speed, 44,000 lb. rears..................From $15,900
PETERBILTs ('90 & '91); Cummins, 8 speed, 44,000 lb. rears...............From $21,900
WESTERN STARs ('87 & '88); Cummins, 8 speed, 44,000 lb. rears.....From $14,900

XM5
I
•13U•fli45ft
&*mows
llVIPI • 1111111

SEE THEM ALL ON OUR WEBSITE: www.trucks.com
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Tree Care Professionals
Openings available for experienced personnel: Crew leader with excellent knowledge
of all pruning, removal techniques and ANSI
standards to direct, teach, organize 2 crews,
climb and work hands-on. Climbers with
appropriate experience to make immediate
impact on overall production.
Cassity Tree Service Inc. is located in Racine
County, Wisconsin, on the shore of Lake
Michigan. Pay is above regional average,
offering medical insurance, retirement plan
and paid vacation time, in a close knit team
atmosphere. Send resume to:
Cassity Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 232
Franksville, WI 53126
Or call 262-886-5224 for an application.
Plant Health Care. Climbing Arborist.
Sales. Boston area company of professional
arborists has sales, leadership and crew positions avail, for outstanding indiv(s) w/min.
2 years exp. Candidates must be committed
to highest industry stds. of safety, workmanship & cust. service. Exc. wage & benefit
package, including pension (401(k)), medical, education & more. Send resume to:
Lueders, P0 Box 920279, Needham, MA
02492 or call 508-359-9905 or email
LuedersCo@AOL.com
LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT MANAGER
Hawks is a well know garden center, landscape design/ build and landscape
management firm in the Milwaukee area. We
are looking to vastly expand our Landscape
Management division and are looking for a
manager with a proven track record of increasing both sales and productivity. This is
an excellent opportunity for someone with
ambition and the desire for a challenge.
Please fax (414-258-9739) or send your
resume to:
Hawks Nursery
12217 Watertown Plank Road
Wauwatosa, WI 53226

25-year established company seeking
experienced climbers/foreman. Certifi-

cation preferred. Drug-free workplace.
Please fax resume to (727) 507-TREE
(8733) or call us at (727) 535-9770.
Westenberger Tree Service, Inc.
Clearwater, FL 33760.
Production Tree Trimmer. High volume

tree service seeks high volume tree trimmer. Must be very productive. Better than
top pay guaranteed. Arizona Treeworks
602-369-4008
TREE CARE PROFESSIONAL WANTED:

Experienced, foreman quality individual
needed at high-energy, fast-growing company. Excellent salary, benefits, company
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast,
Hilton Head, SC, Charleston, SC,
Greenville, SC, Charlotte, NC and Savannah, GA. Call Historic Tree Preservation,
Inc., at 843-556-8696.
IRA Wickes/Arborists Rockland County

based firm for over 70 years seeks qualified individuals with experience. Arborists
/ Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew Leaders,
Climbers, Spray Techs (I PM, PHC, LAWN).
Great benefit package includes 401(k)
matching, advancement opportunities,
E.O.E. Check us out on the web at
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (914) 3543475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes /
Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.
Experienced Tree Trimming Specialists
South/Southeast Region

Join the most prestigious firm in
arboriculture. National leader in tree care
seeks motivated individual interested in
stable career opportunity. We require topnotch professional to implement plant
health care/IPM programs on landscape
plantings in North Florida. Knowledge of
ornamental plant and pest identification required. Must be Florida Certified applicator
in turf and ornamental categories. Competitive salary, medical/dental benefits,
401(k) w/ company match, continuing education and potential career growth into
sales & management. Please fax resume
and cover letter to 770-414-9762.
TREE CARE PROFESSIONALS

23-year-old Arizona company seeks experienced professionals in sales &
supervision. Lead & teach crews, accomplish multi-tasks with safety & quality.
Salary DOE + benefits. Send resume to
Artistic Arborist, Inc. 706 W. Montecito
Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85013
Interested in relocating to beautiful Denver, Colorado? Mountain High Tree

Service and Lawn Care, an industry leader
since 1974, is hiring Tree Climbers, Plant
Health Care and Lawn Technicians. We offer top pay, unmatched benefits and a
modern facility with new equipment. Call
our office: 303-232-0666 or fax your resume to: 303-232-0711 or e-mail us:
mhttree@pcisys.net . Please sent attention:
David Entwistle. Check out our web site at
www.mountainhightreeservice.com .
Established, multi-million $$ territory
seeks BRANCH MANAGER.

Magnolia Tree Company, an established
premier 53-year-old company, is seeking
experienced climbers, tree trimmers,
equipment operators and foremen. All foremen must have CDL'S. Excellent benefit
package, competitive wages, 401(k) retirement, incentives and more. Territories with
careeropportunities include: Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee and North Carolina. For career
opportunity and confidential consideration
send or fax resume, including geographic
preferences and willingness to relocate to:
Debra Hyde, P.O. Box 6488; Jackson, MS
39282, Phone: 800-222-8038. Fax: 601372-8611.

Stamford, Connecticut office serving affluent Fairfield county has immediate opening
for licensed CT arborist to serve as branch
manager. State-of-the-art equipment, full
administrative support, prestigious residential and commercial properties await
your experience and knowledge. Join our
growth-oriented family as we continue to
expand throughout the Northeast. Will pay
to relocate. Position offers a minimum 65K
and up (depending on experience), plus
bonus incentives. Respond to Box HP,TCI,
3 Perimeter Rd., Unit 1, Manchester, NH
03103.

HIRING - ambitious, energetic, exp'd tree
climbers w/ pick up truck & equip. $250 per

Tree company seeks a General Foreman to manage crew production, etc. and
a Crew Leader of trimming/removal crew.

day. Guaranteed year-round work in friendly
Baton Rouge, LA. Potheads, drug addicts
and ex-felons need not apply. Offer good til
Nov. 1. Call for interview M-F 8-9 am, Sat
10-4, or Sun 2-5. Tree Surgery by Ricky
Vincent 225-683-3800.

C),
CD
CD

Plant Health Care Technician

Valid D.L. and climbing exp. req'd. Benefits
pkg. $20-$24 hr. Call AudubonNTM Arborists at (703) 818-9484 in Fairfax, VA.
continued on page 94
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• Patented design
• Durable
• Unique 3600 swivel for easy twisting
• Field tested and proven

1
T
I
TOL Incorporated, Tulare CA 93274 USA
Phone: (559) 686-2844• (800) 732-2142
Fax: (559) 685-1006
www.tol-inc.com

Please circle 4 on Reader Ser ice Card

Why choose SavA Tree?

AMAZING
PROPERTIES
SavATree arborists and landscape
professionals work on many
beautiful and prestigious private
estates, public parks, botanical
gardens, equestrian trails and
historic properties in the northeast.
If you are interested in working
with incredible trees on amazing
properties, call SavATree.
Phone: (800) 666-4873, ext.153
Fax: (914) 666-5843
Visit our website!

SAVE
www.savatree.com
Please circle 81 on Reader Scr ice Card
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Tree Care Professionals

Bucket Operator/Climber

Experienced Climbers/Trimmers

We have positions available for exper enced
arborists, climbers, PHC specialists and
sales persons. We offer year-round work and
excellent pay and benefits including health
care and 401(k) savings and retirement. B.
Haney & Sons is a full-service tree care company operating in the Chicagoland aea for
60 years. Send or fax resume or call:

Established tree service seeking bucket operator/climber with a minimum of 5 years
commercial and residential experience. Experience should include: pruning, rigging,
take downs and removals. A CDL license is
preferred. Starting pay is %15.00 per hour
but, will be adjusted based on experience.
Includes some benefits. Send resume and
employment reference to:
A. Munroe Tree Service
178 Rte. 119
Rindge, NH 03461
Phone: 603-899-6143

Established tree care company, located in
California's central San Joaquin Valley, is
looking for experienced tree climbers/trimmers. Must be familiar with basic tree care.
Must be able to work well with others and
offer quality customer service. Must be drug
free. A valid driver's license would be helpful. Position offers full-time, year-round
employment. Send resume and/or work history to HIS Tree Service, P0 Box 400, Hilmar,
CA 95324 or call 209-632-7762 or fax us at
209-667-9545.

Daniel Haney
B. Haney & Sons
2N700 Lombard Road,
Lombard, IL 60148
Fax: (603)495-1969
Phone: (603)495-1831.

The Tree Industry's
Marketplace
E-mail your ad to:

Stata@NATLARB.com

Exciting Career Opportunity
for Tree Trimming Personnel

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation
management company with five (5) regional
U.S. offices servicing railroads, utilities, industries and State departments of
transportation for the last twenty years.
There is an immediate need for the following positions:
• Climbers-Class I and II
• Foreman and Bucket Operators
• Tractor Operators

See us at Career Days at TCI EXPO 2000!

The Davey Jiee Expert Company has
immediate openings in tree, shrub and lawn
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation
management We provide on-the-job training,
competitive pay and benefits, and offer
opportunities for advancement

To join our
team contact
Tim Jackson
The Davey Tree Expert Co.
1 500 North Mantua Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE ext. 218
ij . k son @ davey.com

-71
DAVEY.
uil ( ) pp(1tuflitv Employer

CDL License, experience in arboriculture, urban forestry or related fields a plus. We offer
excellent starting wages, company benefits,
excellent working conditions and the opportunity for year-round work. For a confidential
interview, mail or fax your resume to:
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., 100 N. Conahan
Dr., Hazleton, PA. Attn: Charlie Sizer. Phone:
800-360-9333; Fax: 570-459-5500.
EOE/AAP/M-F

Chicago North Shore. Full service tree care
and landscape firm serving exclusive, residential clients has various positions in
management & production. Superior compensation & benefits package. Contact
Robert Kinnucan at: 28877 Nagel Court,
Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Tel: (847) 234-5327;
Fax: (847)234-3260.
Plant Health Care Spray Technician

Long established leader in the field of
arboriculture needs an intelligent person
with background in disease and insect
control. Located in the beautiful suburbs
of Philadelphia, we offer excellent salary,
100% paid medical, fully paid pension plan,
6 1/2 holidays, 2 weeks vacation. Will help
re-locate.
John B. Ward & Co., Inc.
(610) 293-9430.
continued on jvige 96

Westori

c1lZROIZIS-cs

Established tree care in the heart of beautiful Fairfield County
Connecticut. Nearly 100% residential estate care.
25 years of service. We have openings for:
• PHC Tech
• Qualified Climber / Foreman
• Experienced Applicator
Top pay plus Benefits, Medical, Dental, Vacation, Holidays,
Incentive programs, Relocation Allowance.

Call 203-226-9600
Send resume to P.O. Box 1056 Weston, CT 06883
or submit resume online at www.westonarborists.com

Please circle 32 on Reader Service Card
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Experienced Tree Care Specialists

Please circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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One piece design in body
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Class C Hoist
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Safety body prop
5. Locks: Keyed alike
Wailer light connector 6 pole
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See us at Career Days at TCI EXPO 2000!
We Want You!
Arborists, Plant Healthcare,
Crew Leaders, Climbers

15X C 1 1r' N G OPPoRrVIrIws Air
TIlE CAI?w

OF TREES

Career team players. Work year round. Relocation assistance, excellent compensation,
retirement & benefits package. Fax, E - mail
or send resume to:
Arborguard

P0 Box 477
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
Phone: 404-299-5555 Fax: 404-294-0090
E-mail: sprophett@arborguard.com
Web: www.arborguard.com

The Care of Trees is ookiiig for talented Climbers, Crew
Leaders, and Plant Health Care Technicians.
Our family of companies was recognized by Arthur
Andersen for its excellent compensation, benefit and
training programs. Positions currently open in the metro
areas of Chicago, CT, NY, NJ, PA and Washington, D.C.
Please call or send your resume to:
Beverly Strom
The Care of Trees
2371 S Foster Ave
Wheeling, IL 60090

tl~~3

Fax 847 - 394 - 1042

bstrorn@careoftrees.com

CA Toll-B

EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS

Come Join One of the Largest
Vegetation Management Companies

in the United States
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing tremendous growth throughout the country,
creating the following openings:

1-877-724-7

c thecareoftrees

General Managers
Division Managers
Branch Managers

Family of Companies

ftrs.Nm

We have immediate openings in:
IL, GA, MI, SC, CO, PA, OH, CA, TX
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, including the supervision of field

personnel. Business/Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of 2 years experience
working in the green industry. Qualified applicants must have proven leadership
abilities, strong customer relations and interpersonal skills. We offer excellent salary,
bonus, and benefits packages, including
401(k) and company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preferences and willingness to
relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 800-3609333; Fax: 570-459-2690. EOE/AAP M-F.
Climb Above the Rest
Year round tree preservation company seeking a trained certified arborist dedicated to

the care of trees and customer service.
Strong climbing skills and safe practices required. Drug-free environment. Attractive
benefits. $17 to $20 per hour. Call for details.
Tree Specialist, Inc.
140 Washington Street
Holliston, MA 01746
Phone: 508-429-8733
Fax: 508-429-7991
1>
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Introducing the
MAT-Tree...
the first new concept in thirty
years of lift truck design.

.11

Innovative telescopic
upper boom

I

Amazing horizontal
extension up to 41 feet
Non-over center design
for greater stability
No chains or cables
for boom actuation
Working height up to 65 feet
Platform capacity of 400 pounds
Unique hydraulic platform
leveling system
Quality construction
designed to last!
Bearing ring with 3 ft.
diameter, 3600 rotation
for smooth operation

rnat

-

A cut above the rest.
Please circle 55 on Reader Service Card

See us at
TCI EXPO
2000!

See us at TCI EXPO 2000!

Tree Care Professional Wanted

Sprays-Sales-Climbers-Office Personnel
Send resume to:
Gregory Forrest Lester Inc.
5460 Alomar
Cincinnati, OH 45238
or Fax: 513-922-3348

Advanced growing solutions

Plant Survival
Essentials

Tree climber, Ground worker, PHC Technician & Sales/Arborist positions now

available with Northern Virginia's premier
tree company located in one of the nation's

5 BbPJexMwrf!Iz1E Sot ft Root lnocukints...

I

1 Granular Mycorrhizae (Endo-Ecto)
2 Mycorrhizae Planting Tablet (Endo-Ecto)
3 Water Soluble Mycorrhizae (Endo-Ecto)
4 Tablets—Conifers tt Oaks
4

5Liquid—Conifers 8 Oaks

ot Fe-eft

n

BioPlex Blo stimulant

2 BioPlex 12-4-6 Liquid
3 BioPlex 5-10-5 Liquid
4 BioPlex 5 Iron

richest counties."
Why consider RTEC Treecare?

• Immediate growth positions for experienced people.
• Excellent Pay and benefits
• Friendly & Professional atmosphere
• Training and Advancement
• 30% annual growth provides excellent
advancement opportunities.
• "Recession Proof" DC Metro area
Degree and certification a plus, training available. Individuals with exceptional experience
and/or performance records encouraged to

apply. Complete confidence assured.
Call Andy Ross at (703) 573-3029, fax (703)
573-7475, e-mail: andyross@erols.com or
web page: www.treestrees.com .
RTEC ("Our Tech") Treecare.

Please circle IS on Reader Service Card

FOR
SALE
Kan-Du Stumper for Sale

With Onan 24 hp engine. Like new - less than
50 hours. $8500. Call 708-258-9656.
Bandit 3680 Beast, 500 hp JD, magnetic

head, remote, under 200 hrs., new warranties, $207,000;
Bandit 3680 Beast, 350 hp Cat, magnetic
head, remote, under 300 hrs., $165,000;

IN STOCK NOW:
(3) 2001 IHC 4900s;
(1) 1993 Ford F800;
(1) 1992 Ford F800;
(4)1991 Ford F800;

diesel, automatic, Petersen Lightning Loader................. $89,900
diesel, automatic, Petersen Lightning Loader.................. $38,900
diesel, automatic, Petersen Lightning Loader.................. $36,900
diesel, automatic, Petersen Lightning Loader.................. $35,900

&FMRWS

14184934519

TIIIVIPII • UIIW

SEE THEM ALL ON OUR WEBSITE: www.trucks.com

1
wLtai;

Rayco T-175 Hydra Stumper, new JD engine, new hydrostatic trans, like new forestry
mower and under carriage, stump cutter attach., 5 hrs. on new components, $102,000.
Bandit 1850 w/ loader, 250 hp JD, loaded,

under 300 hrs. $59,000
Cal-Line Equipment, Inc.

Call: 925-443-6432
Fax: 925-443-6573
continued on page 100
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5 Forestry Units—Just In!
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1996 Int'l 4700 T444 diesel 7sp sI
10-ton Nati crane. 95' hook height
2 2 k miles. Nice Condition. $59,500

-I

1983 (\ft iopNi,N.ssl Allison auto. ss ith 5-ton Liter
Knuckle-boom crane. 27' side reach.
$14,900
12' stake. lifteate. 7k mis

11

I90. I od I
1997 Ford I NT 8000. S.3 C1.1111111111,
sp. 1 5 .000 mites 's oh 22-ton JLG 9 sp. 100.000 miles s oh 17-ton R.O.
hook hcieht $76,500
$89.500 crane. I 2
I nc 0. hook heiht.
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L
:m;W
1992 I-r1 I19(0)0. (\l :4iol)
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1993 Int'l 4900 -DTA466 diesel lOsp, 87k miles
with 51-foot Liftall w/chip dump. Very clean
$499500
municipal truck.
(2) 1991 Fords. F800 7.8 dsl, 5sp/2sp with Altec
$42,500
L650 w/chip dump. 62k & 64k miles
1990 Ford (same as above). 55k miles $42,500
1992 Int'l DT466. Allison auto, 22k original miles
with a 51-foot Hi-Ranger and chip body.
$49500

5() hp S sp. IS 46 rear with Cummins. i'rsp. sith Barko Model
(Ilk \er
Prentice 120c I oc Loader. 2 Air 130 1 ire I oadcr.
'64.900.
Tag
$54,50() C l cc

o

'

'.

hp. 1987 Ford. Lndei ( DL. 0A) Lill.
sp. IS' 46 rear s/10-ton Natl 2sp. 12
/4.5-ton Nat!
flat
franc 66' hook height 60.000 Knucklehoom crane. 25 side reach.
1993 1.1 S 9000

dsi 2

I

524.500

'0

(5) LSTC Boom Trucks. Just 1n
10-ton, 12.5-ton, 15-ton & 22-ton.
1995 to 1997. Call for list.

AW
1 00

\2 sp . 12 bed and 4-ton Pitman

Knuck Ichooni 30 side reaL h.

Ra co i Stuiir1j ( riuders

Full Line Available

S 19.500

I iper NIdI TI 75.
1996 Racu Ii I
(rS() hirrirs F\c. Loud.
$79,500

Knucklebooms

\Iurhark Chippers

etc. Knucklehoouris. \Iountcd
I
54.51)0
ci

Full Line \' ailable

•rr.
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bLiekets

Call for Price list

FAX YOUR
AD FOR
FAST RESULTS
1-603-314-5386'

EQUIPMENT
Replacement Fiberglass Booms, Buckets and Accessories and Polyethylene
Bucket Liners for most brands of bucket
trucks-repairs, too. Accessories include
bucket saw scabbards, boom pole saw
holders, bucket covers, tool boards and
tool trays. For best price, quality and delivery, call Plastic Composites Corp., Fort
Wayne, IN at (800) 747-9339.

See us at TCI EXPO 2000!

MJ4STER®
Ultimate Visibility I.
Maximum Strength &
Durability
Superior 12 Strand
Polyester Fiber
Protective Overfinish
COLUMBIAN

Versalift Bucket Truck - low stow model,
60-foot reach, rear mount on 1998 International 4900 with DT466, automatic
transmission, air brakes, custom interior,
under 26,000 GVW, 18,500 miles. Custom
built. Asking $87,500 or best offer.
Chip Truck - 28 cubic yard, 16 feet long, all
alum. body and tool boxes, custom made
with manual slide convertible top, ideal for
multiple uses. Mounted on 1992 Internat.
4900 with DT466, automatic transmission,
custom interior, alum. wheels, 33,000 GVW,
55,000 miles. Asking $42,500 or best offer.
Two Brush Bandit Chippers, model 250XP
with John Deere engines, winches, hydraulic lift and chute, ext. tongue, many extras,
800 hours. Asking $22,000 or best offer.
One Rayco Stump Grinder, Model 1672
DXH, diesel, 200 hours, excellent condition.
Asking $23,500 or best otter.
Call Keene Tree Service at (603) 352-8330

Phone 1-800-821-4391
Visit our web site - www.columbianrope.com

Please cir:le 27 on Reader Service Card

See us atTCI EXPO 2000!

IMBER

OLF

Commercial Wood Processing Equipment

1-800-340-4386
118 Spruce Street
Rutland, VT 05701
E-mail:twolf@ sover.net
www.timberwolfcorp.com

/

Please circle 91 on Reader Ser ice Card
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FOR SALE
Versalift Bucket Truck - low stow model,
60-foot reach, rear mount, all aluminum body
and tool boxes mounted on 1998 International 4800 4x4 all wheel drive, DT466,
automatic transmission, air brakes, custom
interior, under 26,000 GVW, 36,000 miles.
Custom built. Asking $92,500 or best offer.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 2000

Carlton model 3500 stump cutter, 427 hrs.,
1997, $7500; Carlton model 3500/4, 60
demo hrs., $16,900; Carlton model 6500
towable, cable remote, 50 demo hrs.,
$16,900; Carlton model 7200 stump cutter,
cable remote, 1100 hrs., 1994, $12,900;
Vermeer model 630A stump cutter, Wisconsin, $3900; Vermeer model 665A stump
cutter, Wisconsin, $6900. Bandit model 200
chipper, 87 hp Ford Diesel, 2700 hrs., $8900;
Bandit model 250,12- inch tree chipper, Ford
109 hp turbo diesel, 1900 hrs., $10,900;
Bandit model 250, 12-inch tree chipper, Ford
109 hp turbo diesel, H.D. hydraulic feed, 250
hrs., 1995, $18,500; Vermeer model 625,
25 hp Kohler and auto feed, 166 hrs., $5900;
Vermeer model 1250,12-inch hyd. feed disc
chipper, Perkins 80 hp diesel, $7900; Woodchuck 9HD disc chipper, 1751 hrs., 9-inch
capacity, 1996 continental chipper, $10,900;
Mobark model 10, 10-inch hydraulic drum
chipper, 4 cyl. gas, $8900; Mitts & Merrill 16inch drum chipper, Ford 6 cyl. gas, $5900.
New Holland Skid Steer Loaders LX865, HI
Flow, 165 hrs., $24,900; New Holland
LX865 Skid Loader, 1839 hrs., $16,900;
New Holland LX665 Skid Loader, 1338 hrs.,
$14,900; New Holland L785 Skid Loader,
3811 hrs., $9800; Bobcat Model 943 Skid
loader, Tracks, Grapple, 2800 hrs., SN503314078, $14,900; Bobcat Model 2410
articulating loader backhoe with broom attachment, $1 5,900.For complete list of used
equipment visit www.franklintractor.com or
contact Dennis at Franklin Tractor Sales,
Columbus, OH. 800-282-1438, ext. 224,800252-4916.

USED, REBUILT EQUIPMENT
FROM BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC
Brush Bandit Chippers

(1) 1991 Mighty Bandit II, Onan 24 hp gas;
(1) 1990 Model 90; (1) 1998 Model 90W,
John Deere 80 hp diesel; (1) 1998 Model 95,
GM 76 hp gas; (1) Model 100, Ford 4 cyl.
gas; (1) 1992 Model 150, John Deere 80 hp;
(1) 1990 Model 200+, Cummins 100 hp diesel; (6) Model 250, Cummins, John Deere,
Ford; (6) Model 280, Cummins John Deere;
(1) Model 1890.

Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an
hour and go anywhere? Ours can. The

Key's Tree Service updating equipment, all
in good shape. John Bean Sprayers, two
1000 gallon units with electric reels, 60 hp
Wisconsin engine, 60 GPM pumps, $1500
each. 500 gallon sprayer on 1988 Mitsubishi
4 cylinder diesel 12-foot rack truck, lots of
extras, truck still brings in $1500 a day in
spraying, $10,500.1997 Bandit 250 chipper,
John Deere diesel, 850 hrs., mint, $16,500.
Extras (original cost $29,500.) Call Kevin
516-942-TREE (8733).

Alpine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs., can
operate near fences, walkways, buildings,
and side hills. It can clear brush, dig shallow trenches and maneuver over soft
ground without making tire tracks. Call or
write: Alpine Machine, 7910 Thornbury St.
S.W., Olympia, WA 98512-2368. (360)
357-5116.
continued on page 102

Bandit Whole Tree Chipper

1991 Model 1250, Cummins 174 hp diesel; (3) Model 1254, Cummins 200 hp
diesel; (1) 1993 Model 1400, Cummins 200
hp diesel; (1) 1997 Model 1400 Tree.
Cummins 200 hp diesel; (2) Model 1400
Track, Cummins 200 hp diesel; (2) Model
1850 Track, Cummins 250 hp diesel; (1)
1996 Model 1850 Tree, Cummins 250 hp
diesel; (2) Model 1900 Track. CAT 425 hp.
Cummins 475 hp diesel.

1-800-94-ARBOR(27267)
The ON!. 1" nuniher you need to remember for....

Vermeer

Model 620, Kohler 20 & 23 hp gas: (1)
1996 1230, Perkins 100 hp diesel: (1) 1993
1250; (1) 1998 tub, CAT 400 hp.

Watch for our NEW Revised Catalog
all

Morbark

(2) Model 10, John Deere 50 & 56 hp diesel:
(1) Model 16, Cummins 250 hp diesel; (1)
1995 Model 17, Turbo Perkins 102 hp; (1)
Model 18; (1) Model 100, Onan 24 hp gas:
(3) Eeger Beever, Wisconsin gas, Ford gas,
Cummins diesel; (1) 1984 Super Beever,
Cummins 504 194 hp diesel.

MC, , ViSA,' DISCOVER
accepted

Fax 24 Hours
916/852-5800

_________

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS

Plca',e circic 103 on Reader Scr cc Card

See us at TCI EXPO 2000!

Stump Grinders

Carlton 2300-4
Miscellaneous

(5)1974 Chipmore Drum, Deutz 106 hp, Ford
4-cyl.; (17) Olathe chippers, Ford 4-cyl.; (1)
Olathe 10-foot Tub; (4) Asplundh 12-inch
Drum, Ford 6-cyl gas, Perkins 80 hp; (1)
Asplundh 12-inch; (3) Asplundh 16-inch,
Ford 6-cyl., Ford V-8; (1) Asplundh Whisper
Chipper, 4-cyl; (1) 12-inch Wayne Drum,
Chrysler 6-cyl gas; (1) 1993 Fecon Willibald;
Wood/Chuck WC-17; (1) 1987 Woody
Chuck Hy-Roller; (3) Mitts & Merrill Drum, 6cyl gas; (1) Trelan, Deutz 250 hp diesel; (1)
1998 Duratech Whirlwind, Model HD-8, CAT
3056; (1) 1991 Innovator 8-foot Tub,
Cummins 613TA diesel 177 hp; (1)1991 Jenz
Wastewood Grinder; (1) Haybuster 10-foot
Big Bite, CAT 3406, 300 hp.
Bandit Industries, Inc. 6750 Millbrook Road,
Remus, Ml 49340. Phone (800) 952-0178 or
(517) 561-2270. Fax: (517) 561-2375

/
Hey, my name is Taylor,
and I make pants. But I'm not a tailor.
Isn't that funny?

J

'I

Designed by a guy wio cimbs rees for a living. 888-578-TREE.

Please circle 13 on Reader Service Card
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Alexander Equipment

The only used equipment source offering
a full satisfaction guarantee! We have a
huge selection of used chippers and stump
grinders.. fully serviced and ready to work!
See our complete inventory list on the web
at www.alexequip.com or call Matt o Steve
at 630-663-1400. Alexander Equipment
Company; 4728 Yender Ave; Lisle, IL
60532. We can deliver anywhere!
Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988
to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continuous-rotation
grapples. Call us for any specialty truck
needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or
Paul, Sayreville, NJ. (732) 938•5779.
www.atlanticboom.com
FOR SALE: 55-foot Hi Ranger bucket truck
on a 1981 Chevy cab & chasis with a diesel
engine and a front mounted winch. $15,000.
Call 704-821-2568.
SKYWORKER PARTS
1-888-755-4144
Delaware, OH

1993 40 GPM Minnesota Wanner Hydraulic Sprayer. Three hose reels, 200 and 400

gallon stainless steel tanks, $10,000. Call
Jim at 612-473-0534.
Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

--

Hardware and software

By an arborist for the arborist. For more
information about the industry's best selling package, call or write Arbor Computer
Systems, 117 Weston Road, Westport, CT
06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.

All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AM EX. Small Ad - Big
Savings 1-800-873-3203.

FOR SALE

Equipment For Sale

1999 Ford F350 Powerstroke Crewcab
Dump, 46,000 mi. $28,777; 1999 Carlton
4400 Stump Grinder, $18,000; 1999 John
Deere Skid Steer, 72-inch construction
bucket, light material bucket, grabber bucket,
Worksite Pro CA25, 36-inch auger, 12-inch
auger, Brad Co forks, spare tire. $25,900;
1999 US Cargo 3*18 USC818TA2, $3150;
1999 Morbark 2400 chipper, $33,000; 1999
Aurther Cleason sprayer w/ chem., $4300;
2000 Contractor Lowboy, 7x1 6,12000 GVW,
$1775; 200-300 cubic yards of hard wood
mulch, best offer; 92 face cords of split, seasoned firewood, best offer. Call Hoot Owls
Tree Service in Bartlett, IL (630) 372-4857.

Tree & Lawn Care Co.
Long Island, New York

One of the area's largest, privately owned
tree & lawn care companies established 15
years, located on Long Islands north shore
"Gold Coast." Over 5,000 customer base and
annual sales of over $1.5 million in 2000.
State-of-the-art spray fleet consists of 11
trucks plus an 8,000 sq. ft. warehouse/office
available for long-term lease. $1.75 million.
Principles only. Respond in writing to: P0
Box 1478, Melville, NY 11747.
continued on page 104

See us atTCI EXPO 2000!

• Financing and Shipping
• Airport Pick-up
Website: wwwtamarackclearing.com e-mail tamarack@northnet.org
• Hotel Accommodations
l \K ( I.F0\RrNG ERV1CF., INC.P() Box 3 7 0, Canton, \\ 1361'
V\\C
• Chippers & Skidder Buckets

1-800-858-0437

4

'V

.\

d
a

-

5)1989-90 Brush Bandit Model 100, Self .Feed
Disk Chipper, 300 6 Cyl. Gas, Very Good Cond.,
New Arrivals, $5,900

1

7)1997-98 Woodchucr Model # WC17, Self
Feeding Disk Wood Chipper, Diesel, Low
Hours, Starting at. $12,500

1)2000
Performance
1850 Track
Bandit Wood
Chipper. 250
HP Cummins
Diesel. very
Low Hours
New Cond

FALL CLEARANCE

Take An Additional 10% Off
Any Bucket Truck In The Yard!

7

1'

10) 1988.95 Woodchuck Drum Chippers,
300 6 Cyl. Gas, Starting at $3,000

io
3) 1988 199
,. ..'
sel 55 w
Aerial Lift of Conn Bucket truck Very Good
Cond Starting At $37,000

51 1 987 & 188 GMC 7000, 366 Gas. 5 spd.
16 Chipper Dumps, $9000

1)1998 INT 4700, DT466 & 6 Spd 77 w
Skyworker Alpine Bucket Truck, Es Coed.,
Only 6000 Miles.

511990-91 Ford F-700 & GMC Topkick 50
w h. Skyworker Bucket Truck. Forestry
Package. Excellent Condition. $25,000

-

LZUM

I L-Box 16 Clipper Dumps 59-91

Ford /GMC.Starting at $17,500

H

Please circle 89 on Reader Service Card
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I

Arilorists
Start Our Engines.'
See us at
TO EXPO
2000!

New Deutz oil-cooled diesel engines
packaged specifically for the tree care industry.
• Maintenance-free oil
cooling system
• Emissions meet all
current worldwide
regulations

'I
-

-

• 1,000 hours between
oil and filter changes
• Engine is frilly oil-cooled no water/no anti-freeze

I

Most cost effective
engine in the inhlustrv
I

1i'

When you've'e checked your dipstick,
You've'e checkedALL your liquids

Extremely efficient ftiel system
4-12% less fuel consumption than competitive diesel engines

Engine Distributors 1-800-220-2100
Four Locations
Archdale, North Carolina • Camden, New Jersey
DEUTZ

Ipswich, Massachusetts • Jacksonville, Florida
Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card

ENGINE
DISTRIBUTORS
INC.

Well Established Tree Care Business For
Sale - Excellent reputation and great growth
potential. 13 years in Naples, Florida.
$125,000. Retiring - call 941-353-1005.

Established tree care business for 36
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Longterm contracts and good workforce in place.
Year-round work with good growth opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box FL, TCI,
3 Perimeter Rd., Unit 1, Manchester, NH
03103.
Business For Sale

0

Classifieds Now

Web

icoM

Tree Service-Extremely profitable. Turnkey,
with high up-side potential. Large loyal client base. Exclusive eastern Long Island, NY
community. Serious inquiries only. $350,000.
Price includes equipment. Call 631-3695959

For Sale - Established tree care company in Tampa, FL. Over 20 years in
business with over 2700 established clients. Almost 3 acres with 3 buildings, all
equipment ( $400,000 worth), a nursery
and a firewood business. For information
call 727-466-6697 or Fax: 727-466-6588.

Tree Care Business for Sale
In Silicon Valley, Calif.
Well established tree care business for
sale in the heart of Silicon Valley, richest
county in the world. Located in San Jose,
California and serving the bay area communities for the past 9 years.
Medium-sized company grossing over a
million annually with an average growth of
over 20% per year in sales. As of May 31,
2000, sales are up 50% over the same five
month period of 1999. Excellent reputation
in the community with numerous repeat
and referral work year round. All trucks and
equipment are late model. A well-trained,
motivated tree care management team
runs the company with minimal supervision
from the owner. This is a turnkey operation for the right buyer. All inquires can be
made by either mailing to James Welsh at
P0 Box 501, Cupertino, CA 95015 or through
our website at www.commercialtree.com by
contacting Robert.

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES
ArborWare
The Business Solution for Arborist,
Landscape & Lawn Care Professionals

QUALITY
I
Two in a Series: The Side & DriveLink
New for 1399! Exclusive metal finishing
process aids strength & lubricity
for max cutting speed

N__
See usat
TCI EXPO
2000!

//

I
I
I
I

i111

Made in
the USA

I
I

Includes complete Customer Management:
Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders, Invoices, Statements, and Accounts
Receivables. Also includes: Customer Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance
and DOT reporting, Job Costing, Marketing
and Management Reporting, comprehensive
User Manual, and more ... Call 1-800-49ARBOR (2-7267) for more information.

-

Classified
ad rates:

II

$60 per inch ($50 NAA members),
1-inch minimum. Payable in advance.
Ad deadline is the 20th of the month,
two months prior to publication.

ISO 9001certfied
if means
consistant quality \\\

SRBRE®
P.O. Box 7047, Charlotte, NC 28241 • Phone: 800.845.2970 Fax: 800.248.3752 www.sabrechain.com

A

SUPERIOR

CHAIN

VALUEIII,!JIIIJ

Please circle 80 on Reader Service Card
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Send ad and payment to:
TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit 1,
Manchester NH 03103.
Fax: 603-314-5386. E-mail:
Stata@natlarb.com

Finally, A Truck
Created For
Professionals.
Im

i.

10amw
por y
s --

"Designed By Arborists For Arborists"
J

-J

I

PJb

--

02

A

-

Huge Selection Of Clean, Used Chassis.
• Multi Purpose Forestry Bodies Built To Your Specs.
• A Large Selection Of Knuckleboom Cranes In Stock.
Delivery In Weeks Not Months.
.4

e EQUIPMENT INC.

TRUCK

ft

Royal Truck & Equipment Inc.
00J

J
NA1

RST

6910 Route 309 • Coopersburg, PA 18036
Phone (610) 282-4090 • Fax (610) 282-8986
www.royaltruckequip.com
Please circle 79 on Reader Service Card

'See us at
TEXPO

We provide
he industry's

M,OST,,, POWERFUL
TRAINING
PROGPAMS,

Video Series
Basic Training for Tree Climbers
S-S

A,

i

Rigging for Removal

Call 1-800-733-2622
Web site: www.natlarb.com

These are
products of the

estIWed 1938

Aational Arborist Association
Dedicated to The Advancement of Commercial Tree Core Businesses

bisease man

q emen1

Tar Spot in M

IF;

A

O

By David M. Munson

A

relatively common fungal disease has again
begun to rear its ugly
head across North America. The
disease, commonly known as tar
spot, affects a broad range of trees
in the maple family—causing
large, raised blotches or spots. Not
surprisingly, the general appearance of these spots is best
described as tar-like.
While tar spot is most easily rec-ognized in the fall, host trees
contract the disease in the spring. Spores
from infected leaf litter are released from
fungal stroma (the black, tar-like structures) and carried by the breeze to damp
and healthy young leaves, where the spores
germinate and enter through the leaf stomata. As with many other fungal leaf
diseases, tar spot becomes most widespread during years with cool, damp spring
seasons.
Tar spot is caused by two distinct fungal organisms: Rhytisma acerinim and
Rhytisma punctarum. R. acerinuin is the
more common of the two, causing; raised,
irregular spots that range in size from that
of a split pea to as large as a nickel. R.
punctatum, sometimes called speckled tar
spot, produces smaller, more numerous

,

Photos courtesy David Munson

spots on the affected leaf. A number of
other, less common fungi exist in the
Rhytisma genus, causing similar symptoms
in a variety of other tree species—from
hollies to willows.
Throughout most of the growing season, the tar spot infection remains rather
nondescript, appearing as light green or
yellowish spots on the leaf surface. As
autumn approaches, the glossy black
stroma that give tar spot its name begin
to form. This is usually the stage at which
the disease is brought to the attention of
the arborist. Since the formation of the
stroma is essentially the last phase of the
fungal life cycle, treatment at this stage
is out of the question.
The best way to control tar spot is to

Please circle 70 on Reader Service Card
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prevent it. A solid sanitation program
and effective planning go a long way
in preventing the disease. Remove and
destroy fallen leaves and debris around
maples—making sure to be especially
thorough during years when tar spot has
occurred. While the disease strikes most
maple species, silver, red and Norway
maples are particularly susceptible, so be
diligent around these species. Plan maple
plantings to avoid areas where the foliage
would remain damp for long periods, and
arrange the trees in such a way that air cir culation through the leaves is maximized.
While there are a number of pesticides labeled for the control of tar spot, chemical
control is rarely advisable, and proper sanitation is generally more effective in the
long term.
While the disease rarely does lasting
damage to its host, customers who report
tar spot in their maples are understandably
concerned—the big, ugly black blotches
can seriously reduce the aesthetic value of
the trees they affect. Early leaf drop may
occur also, giving the appearance of thinning, and the fungus often causes the
retention of chlorophyll in the leaves of the
host, reducing the dramatic fall colors
maples are known for. The best approach
for the tree care professional is to explain
the nature of the disease to the customer,
providing assurance that tar spot is gener ally not a serious health concern and can
usually be controlled with a regular sanitation program.
David Munson is a certified arborist and
a reporter for K2bh.com Internet news.
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The Price for Old Yellow

A Tree Murder Mystery

How much is a tree worth? Well, the folks in south Florida
obviously think their orange trees are worth something. But a giant tulip poplar on the outskirts of Roswell. Ga., may force the
re-engineering of a 62-acre office and industrial park.
Colonial Properties Trust, which is angling to build a $100
million office park, says it is willing to work with the city and
spend between $600,000 and $2.6 million to find a way to save
the tree, known to locals as "Old Yellow General."
The property trust obviously thinks its going to great lengths,
because it issued a press release touting its efforts to save the
General. Of course, as much as the company loves trees—and good
publicity—it isn't about to sink $2 million or so into the tulip poplar
for nothing. It wants any money it spends saving the specimen to
be credited toward future impact fees for the project.
The tree is estimated to be between 160 and 200 years old and
stands more than 120 feet tall with a 16-foot trunk circumference.
The real estate company has offered to revamp its plans for a
parking lot and either work a safe distance from the tree or build
a parking deck in another area and leave Old Yellow General in
his original state—except for a nature trail that would let the public see one of its famous local residents.
If the city won't pony up its share, the trust plans to replace the
poplar with 100 street trees.

Something is killing trees in the upscale town of Avila Beach,
Calif. But it isn't drought, disease or insects that's to blame for
this epidemic.
Police in the town believe that one or more culprits lie behind
the death, or impending death, of as many as 21 coastal live oaks.
In fact, when arborists were called in to find out why the trees
were dying, they found the trees had been drilled just above the
ground and injected with herbicide.
Local officials told APB News that a wide range of potential suspects exists. The trees block the view of the Pacific
Ocean from one hillside development. Property owners who
could get themselves a clear shot of the ocean stand to gain as
much as a half-million dollars if their obstructed view could
be turned into a vista that one resident says is "worthy of the
French Riviera."
But what's holding investigators back is the fact that it can take
trees a long time to die ... especially by poisoning ... especially
when the tree is a 200-year-old live oak that is otherwise healthy.
Hoping to save at least some of the trees. arhorists are watering
them heavily and watching them closely.
In the meantime, investigators consider the poisonings "a crime
in progress."

Make Way for Donkeys

THE PENN-DEL CHAPTER

Ii

IA

INTERN TlON Al. SOCIETY
OF
presents

THE 36th ANNUAL
SHADE TREE SYMPOSIUM
a 2 cla' conjeretce Jeaturinç

Dr. Kim Coder
Universi lv of

Georgia

Dr. Bruce Fraederich
Bartlett Tree Research

Dr. Dave Shetlar
University of Ohio

Wayne Outlaw
Outlaw Group
plus inaizv other speakers: Pesticide & CEU credits;
Climber, Business, and Utilitv-.fun icipal breakouls,
CA exam: Retail Equipment & irath' Show.

I

44

Feb. 5-6, 2001. Lancaster, Pennsylvania
contact Elizabeth Wert (215) 795-0411
Please circle 73 on Reader Service Card
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The Democratic convention in Los Angeles prompted a spate
of tree work in the blocks around the Staples Center and not just
because the city wanted to look its best.
It turns out that anti-riot experts suggested that several trees be
cut down so that they wouldn't become weapons against police in
the event that one of the many demonstrations planned to coincide with the convention got out of hand.
According to the Los Angeles Tunes, police were also worried
that people with mischief on their minds could use the trees as
hiding places.

A Cautionary Tale
In a case that drew the careful attention of attorneys and gre.
industry professionals alike, the city of Reynoldsburg, Ohio
cently ruled that a woman was free to let her backyard grow v
Neighbors felt the woman's yard had become a hazard because it was overgrown with trees and weeds. Some had even
ventured onto the property—or sent hired crews there—to prune
back the mess.
The woman, Ketha Robbins, said that the patch of woods
afforded her privacy, until neighbors began hacking away. Twothirds of the acre-sized lot had been cleared by neighbors before
officials stepped in. Before the case was over, the county's
board of health, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and
several private landscapers hired as consultants had all weighed
in on the matter.
While some area residents told the Columbus Dispatch that
they were worried about being sued for cutting trees without
permission, Robbins let it be known that she wants to let seedlings that have sprung up grow into full-size trees.
TCI
-
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Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
Peavev Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer a
complete line of top quality pruning poles and equipment for
the professional, as well as the amateur, who wants a quality
made tool.
For years, we have made a limited line of pruner poles for the
large industrial users. and we feel that ife can satisfy these
customers on a nationwide basis. se can satis anyone else.

In

We hase a sariety of poles, including white ash, in solid
lengths: also six-foot sectional poles with lightweight
aluminum couplers. Also available is a line of nonconductive, sectional or full-length, fiberglass poles for the
electrical contractors.

MANUFACTURING CO.
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P O.Box 129• Eddington, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7861 . (888) 244-0955 • Fax (207) 843-5005
Web site: http://www.peaveymfg.com
E-mail: peavev'2'mint.net
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More Than Deadwood Inside Trees

W

hat started out to be a nor mal tree felling—no stump
grinding—was anything but.
We were asked to remove a dead tree in
Jenkintown. Penn., an old community
with big, beautiful houses. The 65-foot
oak, which had been dead for about three
years, was about five feet away from a
stone carriage house that had to be at
least 150 years old.
Everything was going as planned. We
removed all the limbs from the crown
and attached the pull rope. I was at the
end of the pull rope and my husband
notched the tree. (Yes, my husband—
good help was hard to find, so I hired
him. Well really, he hired me.) Anyway,
the pull line was in the tree and I was on

the end ready to pull the dead log down.
My husband, James, started to do the
back cut when he hit something. I was
still holding the pull line for dear life.
Quickly, he sharpened the saw then proceeded to cut another notch, higher up
this time. He started the second back cut
when he hit something again. I was still
on the pull rope. James quickly sharpened the chain again, put another notch
in the tree and tried to make the back cut.
Barn! For the third time he hit something
in the tree. This 45-foot tall dead oak had
three notches and three back-cuts. I'm
strong, but there's a limit to how much
one can burn their muscles, and mine
were on fire.
At that moment, a cable guy pulled up.

See us at TO EXPO 2000!

Carhartt

He had received a call that the cable was
out at this address, which was impossible
since the customer was outside with us
the whole time. It was as if God had sent
this nice cable guy to help us. He grabbed
the line with me, while James put yet
another notch in the tree. On the back
cut, I held my breath and prayed, "Please
dear God, let it cut through." The cable
guy and I pulled over the mighty oak,
which came down ever so gracefully.
There was still seven feet of the trunk
left with three notches and three backcuts in it. We told the customer that this
was the best we could do. He completely
understood and paid us, plus he bought
us a new chain for the saw.
What was in that tree? We discovered
an old hitching post that the tree had
engulfed years ago. It was an unexpected
surprise—a little piece of Americana
hidden inside a mighty oak—a record of
when our transportation had to be
hitched to a post.
When we go out to work now, we look
at old trees with new interest, wondering what treasures, or riches they might
hold. It would be nice to find another
piece of history—perhaps some coins
Tina McConnell is an a an a ro/
McConnell Tree in Langhorne, Penn. TCI
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Do you have a story

From the Field?
TCI will pay $100 for published
articles. Submissions become the
property of TCI and are subject
to editing for grammar, style and
length. Entries must include the
name of a company and a
contact person.
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THE HEIGHT OF SUCCESS IS

AERIAL
LIFT
INC.
of Milford, Connecticut
WE WILL NOT LET YOU DOWN
\'kit our Web site to link to

company and product information, in ding our
"Online Showroom"!
EMail: aerialinfo@aol.com
Company Website: http://
www.aeriallitt.com

You 're in Trusting
Hands with
Aerial Lift of CT

Aerial Lift
Models
available
from
38' to 75'

Hydraulic Dump Chip Box with 60' Aerial Lift
One Year-100% Warranty
/

'See us at
TCI EXPO

Al/pairs on an Aerial Lift are
c/eli; 'er'.

a; 'a i/able for

overnight

Please circle 6 on Reader Service Card

MINI-FOOT
Established 1958

Made in U.S.A.

REAR MOUNTSAERIAL LIFT, INC.

P.O. Box 66 • 571 Plains Road • Milford, Connecticut 06460-0066
PHONE USA: 1-800-446-438, In CT: 1-800-245-5438 • Phone: (203) 878-0694 • FAX: (203) 88-29
E-Mail: aerialinfo@aol.com
Company Website: http. www.aeriallift.com
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